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Non-Architectural sketches 

Universos da Arte1983 - 3ed 
Fayga Ostrower 
pag. 36 n. 8 

Universos da Arte 1983 - 3ed 
Fayga Ostrower 
pag. 37 n. 8 

Fritz Winter 1905 

Universos da Arte 1983 Jed 
Fayga Ostrower 
pag. III n. 26 

Universos da Arte -1983 - 3ed 
Fayga Ostrower 
pag. 255 n. 89 
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Pablo Picasso 
Study for Les Demoiselles d' 
A vignon 1907 

Modem Art: 
Impressionism to Post-Modernism 
David Britt 1975 
pag. 165 

Jackson Pollock (1912-1956) 

A Sensibilidade do Intelecto 
Fayga Ostrower 1998 
pag 137 

Paul Klee 
Amateur Drummer -1940 

Klee: A study of his life and work 
G. Di San Lazzaro 1957 
pag. 191 

Paul Klee 
The Snake Goddess and her enemy -1940 

Klee: A study of his life and work 
G. Di San Lazzaro 1957 
pag.226 
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Paul Klee - Cloud above trees -1934 
Klee: A study of his life and work - G. Di San Lazzaro 1957 - pag. 144 

., I ,,' " 
. j (, 

Paul Kl'ee - Almost a figure - 1938 
Klee: A study of his life and work 
G. Di San Lazzaro 1957 - pag. 188 

Paul Klee - Double Island -1939 

Klee: A study of his life and work 
G. Di San Lazzaro 1957 
pag.204 

Paul Klee - Game on the water -1935 

Klee: A study of his life and work 
G. Di San Lazzaro 1957 
pag. 199 
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Architectural sketches 
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Casakin and Goldschmidt 
Expertise and the use of visual analogy: 
implications for design education. 

Design Studies Vol 20 (2) - 1999 
Pag. 167 

Casakin and Goldschmidt 
Expertise and the use of visual analogy: 
implications for design education 

Design Studies Vol 20 (2) - 1999 
Pag.170 

Ivan Leonidov: The complete works-1988 
Andrei Leonidov and Andrei Gozak 
Pag. 100 

Louis Kahn 
Concept Study, University of Virginia 
Chemistry Building 

Graphic Thinking for Architects and 
Designers 
Paul Laseau -1989 
Pag. 106 
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Mies van der Rohe 
Hubbe House Studies 
Floor plan 1935 

The Mies van der Rohe Archive 
Arthur Drexler - 1986 - Vol 4 
Pag.453 

Paolo Soleri -1961 
Theological Centre 

The sketchbooks of Paolo Soleri 1971 
Pag. 103 

Paolo Soleri -1961 
Villages 

The sketchbooks of Paolo Soleri 1971 
Pag. 109 

Paolo Soleri 1961 
Airport 

The sketchbooks of Paolo Soleri 1971 
Pag.311 
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Renzo Piano 
Banca Popolare di Lodi -1991 

Renzo Piano Building Workshop 
AU 
Pag. 136 

Terry Farrell 

Sketchbook of Terry Farrell and Partners 
1998 
Pag.6 

Mario Corea 

Envisioning Architecture 
Fraser and Henmi -1994 
Pag. 119 

William Pedersen -1987 

Why architects draw 
Edward Robbins 1997 
Pag.222 
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EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffield, School of Architecture - PhD Architecture - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 

~~: A~: -------------------Profession: Date: ------------------EXPERIMENT N°: _____ _ 

Tick the right option bellow: 

D Subject A D Subject 8 D Architect D Architecture Student ( year) D Non-architect 

• General Instructions: 
This is an experiment on Perceiving, Remembering and Describing. It will involve two subjects (Subject A and Subject B) and one experimenter. It 
is not a test and has no concern for right or wrong answers. You will be asked to use memory, creativity and analogies to describe (Subject A) and 
draw (Subject B) some abstract images. You cannot have visual communication during the task and cannot be interrupted by the experimenter. You 
have 10 minutes as time limit to conclude the task. The experiment will be recorder and at the end of the session you will be asked to review and 
talk about the experience, focusing in what you were thinking while describing and drawing. 

• Instructions to Subject A: 
You will be given a series of two cards attached with theses instructions. The cards have on them sketches, made by recognized architects and/or 
artists. Look at each sketch and describe to the Subject B what you see on it. Subject B has to draw what he understood from your description. He 
cannot ask you questions to clarify any doubt. You have 10 minutes as time limit to conclude each description and must feel free to do it in your 
own way. When you have finished your description, give it to the experimenter as a sign for the next one. After all verbal descriptions to subject B, 
please draw what you remember of each of the sketches, without looking at the images. Please, be sure to write the experiment's number and the 
description's order in your drawing. 

• Instructions to Subject 8: 
You will listen Subject A describing a sketch and you must draw what you understand from it. You cannot ask questions to Subject A, at any time, 
to draw the image. You have 10 minutes as time limit to conclude each drawing and must feel free to do it in your own way. When you have 
finished the drawing, give it to the experimenter as a sign for the next one. Please, be sure to write the experiment's number and the description's 
order in your drawing. 
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1 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - SESSION 1 

FIRST YEAR 1 - Description 01 (Non-architectural sketch) 

Draw a sheet of A4, rectangular paper portrait format. Towards the bottom are two 
sausages, longs ovals. One on top of each other with a gap between them. Top right 
comer is a circle top left comer a sort of a quarter of the circle, cutting the comer of the 
page. That's all. Coming up of the ovals are bars. Lines with half arrow on it. One is 
coming up outside of the upper right hand side of that oval with the left head hand, if 
you know what I mean. Like a seven, slightly on its side. This has a left hand head. 
Another, further along with head going to the right side. Along two-thirds the way 
across from the right the same thing, one in the side of other one. Backwards a seven 
again. There is another one on the bottom oval. Big one facing the other way. Two big 
ones next each other, about one third of way to the right. Another big one near to the 
circle. In the top right comer with left head. In the end of the ovals is a left hand one. A 
sort of half arrows with the left hand side of the arrows. It looks likes a face, two eyes, 
two lips. I think, I hope. Like a flag or something, golf flag. 

FIRST YEAR 1 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

A large square divided in half horizontally. Bottom section divided half again vertically. 
Left hand bottom small section is divided into thirds horizontally with double lines a 
few millimetres apart. Top third of that one has a sort of an eight on its side. There's a 
horizontal line third of the way up that top third. Then a squiggle above that line taking 
up most of the rest of it. A bit like the M missing leg on the left. The right hand bottom 
square about a quarter away from the top of it. That's a small rectangle about a ten the 
way. Gap on the left quarter gap on the right. That's a little sort of shaft running parallel 
outside· of the rectangle sticking out of the whole square, out of the drawing. A little 
square on the end of it. In the top half of big square, on right, is another little rectangle. 
It's like a plan of a room, so looks like a bed. A little rectangle about a six of the way up 
vertical. The top of big square, through it, at the bottom of the picture there is another 
horizontal rectangle about the same ... than ... The half square at the bottom about a 
quarter of the high of the small square, below the big square attached very left, so 
parallel the left hand side of the big square. Two lines a little wall. I think. In the bottom 
left of the two small squares, into the big square divided into thirds, the line dividing 
between the top third and the middle third, horizontal line just out about third length of 
the big square. In the end of that there is a vertical line. Rectangle across, through that 
there is a horizontal line. Curve in the end up side down. On that left hand side of the 
cross, a little face. Two eyes and a nose a little moustache. It's like an umbrella handle 
just touching the middle line. Umbrella handle, a little face. There's a little, half way 
down big square on right, there's a tiny blob. Like D just attached on the side, running 
along with the line that divides it in half horizontally, little square. So that's a sketchy 
style, scribbled lines here and there. 

FIRST YEAR 1 - Review 

A - That looks like a room ... more 'dramatical' shapes ... easier to describe ... I think. 
B - Defmitely easier to describe ... 
A - That one hard to describe, like sevens going up ... You didn't ... 
B-1 didn't understand it. Completely 10st .. .1 got the circle up there ... 
A - Looks like a face. Two eyes, two lips ... I'd tried that 
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B - If able to ask questions would be much easier ... 
A - Trick to describe those vertical lines ... 
B - Has something about golfflags ... 
A - Like sevens ... 
A - That was easier to describe, measurable things, blocks ... 
B - That one had blocks and that lines, random lines from different places, really hard 
to fit them ... 
Non-Architectural sketch: Hard to describe. Like sevens going up. Trick to describe 
those vertical lines 
Architectural sketch: Easier to describe: more dramatical shapes, measurable things, 
blocks. 

2 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - SESSION 2 

FIRST YEAR 2 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 
It's a plan drawing. A rectangle to just start with. Draw a line S 1/8 of the way down. 
Side to side, split it in half. Not long ways but width ways. Under the second half split 
rectangles into two squares and below that is another square that comes half way down 
from the second rectangle. It's really difficult. .. oh God. At the bottom of the square you 
just draw, extend the line across so it looks like another segment. Just like a rectangle. 
So it runs from one side to the other width ways. By doing that line, you have created 
another box effectively and now wants to split into thirds width ways across. Below the 
square you have just drawn and split in thirds, you need to draw two rectangles the same 
width and lengths as the third above it. Dh God. Draw a line out from one of the 
squares. Extending the perimeter of the rectangle. Subject B has asked to start again. 
Draw a rectangle. Split it in half width ways. You now have two rectangles. Bottom 
rectangle split into two squares length ways. You now have a rectangle split into thirds 
length ways. So you have three long rectangles. Put two more rectangles the same 
length and width as the ones above it. Subject B has asked to start again. Whole 
rectangle. Split it in half. Bottom rectangle split into two squares. Split one of the 
squares into thirds. So you've got three rectangles. Below that square are two more 
rectangles of the same width and length that fit into the square above it. So you now 
have three thirds in that square. Put two rectangles the same size directly below it. In the 
right hand square is a rectangle that's about a quarter of the length across. Oh God. You 
have your large rectangle and you have square on the right hand side. There is a smaller 
rectangle what is about a quarter width of the square and is about an eight (1/8) in from 
the left hand side and three eight (3/8) in from the right hand side. Oh God. From the 
bottom of the rectangle, a line extends beyond the width of the original rectangle. A 
small square is drawn at the end of that line. So a line ends in the middle of the little 
square that you had to draw. In the top rectangle that has no squares in, at the right hand 
side, running from top to bottom is a rectangle that begins a quarter of the way down 
and is an eight (1/8) of the width of the rectangle. Oh God. Have you drawn that 
rectangle? You got a main rectangle that has been split in half. You have a line 
extending from one end to the other. There are some squiggles along that line. 

FIRST YEAR 2 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

The paper is turned, so you have a A4 sheet of paper. So it long ways. At the bottom of 
the sheet draw an oval shape. As if you were drawing a pond on a plan. Coming out of 
that pond are six sticks. They extend up at different highs. Look like an upside down 
tick. They are six of those. Two or three centimetres above that, another pond shape 
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that's more oblong, slightly larger than the previously other one. Looks like pondweed 
growing from bottom pond and goes through one you've drawn above it. On the oblong 
pond you just drawn, you need three more of those ticks. About four centimetres above 
oblong pond is one tick on it's own. On top right hand side is a circle, like the sun 
shining down on the pondweed. At the left hand side is a quarter of the sun. That's it. 

FIRST YEAR 2 - Review 

A - I found this really difficult to describe. I don't know ... the sort of lines it uses that 
confused myself. Got caught up in discussing thirds, half and quarter and where 
everything should be 
B - (She could not relate to it) She didn't describe witch way round the paper was or 
how long the picture was and where it was positioned on the paper ... 
A - just went straight into the rectangular shape ... 
A - It was easier to describe ... ponds ... easier to associate with pictures, easier to 
describe ... The other one was more like a plan ... did you find that difficult? 
B - .... I started with big rectangle. Had to do it smaller and then became very confused 
with squares and rectangles and witch rectangle she was talking about ... 
Non-Architectural sketch: Easier to describe. Easier to associate with pictures, pound, 
tick, sun 
Architectural sketch: More difficult to describe. Half, third, quarter ... confused 
myself 

3 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - SESSION 3 

FIRST YEAR 03 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

A small circle on the right, top right comer. Slightly larger a kind of quarter circle, like 
a curve in the top left hand comer. A kind of rectangle, it's quite long and ... It's got a 
long side, it's horizontal. The horizontal quite long and the vertical line shorter. The 
rectangle is at the bottom of the page. Draw a large rectangle in the top end about that 
one. They don't overlap, by the way. Draw a one head arrow down the page in the 
middle, with the arrow pointing left. (Can repeat, sorry) Draw a vertical line down the 
page, from 113 page down and draw a vertical line in the middle the page. From the end 
of the line, not the bottom end but the top end of the line, draw a kind of arrow, but just 
one head of the arrow pointing left. Draw a long vertical line on the right hand side. A 
long one and then draw another head arrow point right (Oh God). Draw a shorter 
vertical on its right and then draw another arrow on its right. Draw two shorter vertical 
lines on its right hand side with the arrow point left. Draw a vertical line on the left hand 
side of the middle one and then draw another arrow on its right hand side. Draw a kind 
of vertical line, but not really, a kind of tilted. Draw right hand side and that one, that 
line is quite long and it's on the left hand side. Draw the arrow on its left hand side. 
Draw another kind of vertical line, but a shorter one on its left. Draw another shorter 
one vertical line on its left with the arrow pointing right. Draw another ... still length, 
kind of high up on its left and draw the arrow on its right hand. I think that's it. 

FIRST 03 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Draw a square on the paper but with some bit frame on its right side and bottom there, 
so you have space to draw another things there. (say again please) Draw a large square 
on the page, but with bit frame on its right side and bottom of the square, because there 
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is some others bit to draw there. Draw a rectangle. It's half the length of the square. It's 
below the square, kind of 113 down the square. It's a quite thin rectangle. One side of 
the rectangle is kind of connected to square, if you see... Draw a small square on the 
right hand side of the large one. Leave some gap between the large and the small square. 
Draw a horizontal line across the middle of the square. Draw a vertical line from the 
middle of horizontal line to the bottom of the square and it is on the middle. Now you 
got like a large square with two other little squares at the bottom. On the square on left 
hand side draw two horizontals lines. You got three equal rectangles. Draw a horizontal 
line from the middle of the square to the middle of the small square. Draw a vertical line 
from the right hand side of the large square down to the middle horizontal line of the 
large square. It is not in the middle, it's near the edge of the right hand side. (say again 
please)Just draw a vertical line. It's on the right hand side, actually in the square. Close 
to the right edge. (again please) Draw a vertical line from the top of the square down to 
the middle horizontal line. Draw a S shape, but a inverted S shape on the top of that 
line. You've got a kind of a thin rectangle on the right hand side. Draw a inverted S 
shape on the top of the rectangle. I think that's basically it. 

FIRST YEAR 3 - Review 

The students didn't point a harder or easier sketch to describe. 

4 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - SESSION 4 

FIRST YEAR 04 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

A plan of a room in L shape. A gap between the two alongators sides of got they. It is 
also a plan view. There is a long rectangular room within that plan. This is cute across, 
so you 'got two rectangles. About one sixth down from the rectangle one draw a gap 
which close through the square one. Then a diving body in your right. A typical diving 
body. A big body witch is on the top of it. It's also like a plan view. 

FIRST YEAR 04 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

On the top left comer is an arch and opposite that to your right of your paper in the 
comer is a circle small than that arch circle will be. Right down the bottom there is like 
a puddle, just an ellipse, oval shape thing. From there you've got a long straight line 
going right going towards the circle but not, is near the circle but not right attached to 
the circle and then to your right is an arrow not just at one side, and on your right, just 
draw it on your right not on your left so its like a hook or kind of thing and then draw 
the same thing in the middle from the oval thing going up but this time the arrow thing 
is on your left. Another of those lines, which point to the arch from the middle again of 
the old one. This time the arrow, well the half arrow thing is on your left again, so 
you've got like what looks like a hook. On the left of the oval you've got another of 
those straight lines, but they only go half way to the top and then your hook thing is on 
your right this time. Another one of that, the last one, should be at the edge of the paper 
so next one is close to the middle but not in the middle and not at the edge, the arrows is 
on your left, then on your right to the oval draw the same arrow going half way out 
straight to the top and like you've got the hook on your left. About 1 tenth up to the top 
arch and the circle looks like a trapezium but not like, rectangle but not like, trapezium. 
Like you've got curved, its like the oval but like a more rectangle actually, like draw an 
oval shape but more like a rectangle, like you've got four sides to it, and its like 
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miscued. On the left of this shape, draw one more straight line, like half way up again, 
then draw the hook on your right, and then on the right of this shape draw the same kind 
of shape, the same line and then your hook is on your left. Above the shape, not in the 
shape, above the shape, draw one more straight line so you've got an hook on your right 
this time so in totally you should have 10 of these hook things 6 of which starts from the 
oval. Three from the rectangle oval shape and then one above the rectangle oval. So it 
looks a bit like a face, like you've got an eye going like an arch and then you've got a 
circle and then you've got a hook thing and the oval is the mouth and the rectangle thing 
is the nose and you've got one circle as the eye and the arch like a bruised eye or 
something. 

FIRST YEAR 4 - Review 

Architectural sketch: it was very difficult. .. maybe I should have described it better. 

5 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - SESSION 5 

FIRST YEAR 05 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

There are a lot of vertical lines and at the top of the vertical there is a diagonal line 
touching the top of the line. Like a flag. There is circle at top right hand comer and top 
left hand comer there is one fourth of the circle, like a sun you see in a little kids 
pictures. Just a circle, a quarter of the circle cutting one edge to other edge to the page. 
On the comer, left hand comer. Also there are a couple of ovals shapes, not really oval, 
but a kind of kids' oval shapes. There are two of them. One start on the bottom left hand 
side to right hand side. So there are oval shapes there. Above that there is another oval 
shape. Slight bigger. This oval shapes cut through the vertical lines. Don't think I can 
see anything else. A lot of vertical lines. Eleven vertical lines. Like flags on the top. 
Triangle flags on the top. 

FIRST YEAR 05 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

This is a plan drawing. More like a plan sketch. Very massive. What you see is a big 
square. So draw a big square. You have a line cutting through the square, from the left 
side to the right side, horizontally on the middle. So you have two rectangular boxes. 
Box shapes now. On the top rectangle on the right side, touching the wall, you have a 
little bed. Looks like a bed. Is drawing in the short side of the rectangle. Just draw a 
little small bed. A plan drawing, so like study. Then from the middle of the square, the 
exact middle of the square, touching the line that cuts the square, draw a line 
downwards splitting the bottom rectangle into two squares. Then in the bottom left 
square draw two horizontal lines, splitting the bottom left hand square into three even 
rectangles. Same size rectangles. At the bottom of the left square, out side of the big 
square, out side, you have another rectangle, which the long part starts in the bottom of 
the left hand square to the right into the middle part the square, basically. It's parallel 
lines to the bottom side of the square, make the rectangle. So parallel to the square. In 
the middle of the box of the big square, just in the middle towards, a little bit towards 
the bottom the square, draw a sort of axes. Like maybe % axes just across that area. 
Maybe some massive squiggles ... I can't describe this. Then on the right side of the big 
square, a little bit under nit where split. Basically I'm talking about the bottom right 
hand square, you have two lines perpendicular to the right hand square extend out side 
of the square. Two lines, what ever you understand. You stop those lines maybe a 
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quarter of the total length of the side of the square. Quite short lines. Where exactly you 
finished those two lines just draw another square. Very small square. That's all. Too 
difficult, crazy. 

FIRST YEAR 5 - Review 

The students didn't point a harder or easier sketch to describe. 

6 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - SESSION 6 

FIRST YEAR 06 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

I see two abstract organic shapes. Like ponds on the bottom of the drawing. The top 
one, the one which I'll describe this way is the larger and the one ... is the smaller one. 
They are sausages like shapes. The top of the picture there is one that is like the sun. 
It's a full boll and in the top left is one that looks like a larger sun, but it is cut out, you 
can see a quarter on the page. Coming up from the pond like shape are look like reeds. 
They also look like ticks up wards aroood. So is a long vertical section and a shorter 
section pointing to the ground. Like a triangle. There are ten of this. They are arranged. 
There are six in the small pond like shape. Three in the further away larger pond like 
shape and a couple more beyond that. They all vary in size and shape. 

FIRST YEAR 06 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

This drawing looks like a very sketching plan of a building. The main body of that is a 
square object in plan. The out lines of the square, is a very rough sketch, like made in a 
hurry. There are all borders by double lines. the square. They not very meet. There is a 
very small square at the right hand side of this main large square body. It's 
approximately in the middle of the right hand side and in a small distance out. It's 
connected at the main large square by what look like a wall in plan. Double lines. There 
are some sketch details inside the large square. It's divided into two by one straight line. 
A horizontal line in the middle. In the left lower quadrant there is a small horizontal 
line. Two even in the space down of the bottom of the square. There are some 'un
referring' crosses, taxes, dots just under the central horizontal line. To the bottom of the 
square there is a rectangle which is longer that taller. It's in the side of left edge of the 
square. Just below. 

FIRST YEAR 06 - Review 

Non-Architectural sketch: Easier. Can related to some thing. Like a picture: soo, 
ponds ... 
Architectural sketch: Hard. No reference, no sense. 

7 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - SESSION 7 

FIRST YEAR 07 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Basically this sketch is a plan of a room with several other rooms. A plan of a building, 
quite sketchy. Draw a rectangle long going across page. Have your page landscape? 
Draw about six or seven cm, just one line going across horizontally. That's the long side 
of the rectangle. The width the rectangle going down is about three and a half or four 
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cm. On the bottom right hand comer of that rectangle, draw another rectangle, which is 
like vertically up. Looks like a bed, a bed with the pillow. It's against the right hand 
wall, goes up about until half cm to the top. The bottom hand comer comes out a cm of 
the bed and goes up to half cm to the top and got a pillow included in that, which is 
about a cm deep. So the bed is a continuous rectangle one, vertical in the right hand side 
with a pillow. Just draw a bed as you imagine with a pillow. About a cm width and 
about three cm high. Stop just in the right hand comer, in the comer against the right 
wall. Then draw another rectangle below the one you got, the main one. The same 
again. So go down another three and a half cm and across the same distance again. So 
you now got double the square. Like two rectangles in the same, touching each other on 
the long side. Divide that rectangle in half vertically. So like in a middle vertically. 
Then divides the left hand section of that into thirds horizontally with two lines. So, 
then taking the right hand thing of that, it's like a square now. Extending the top of the 
thirds. You got the thirds in the left. Take the top of those two lines you drew in the 
middle. Extending about a cm into the square in the right side. They get up about half 
cm and they go across to the wall, to the right wall, horizontally. The same distance 
again, through the wall. So a line coming out through the wall. Then draw a square, 
about a cm square in the end of that line, outside the rectangle, the right side out of the 
two rectangles. Ok, almost finished. Then draw in that line, horizontal line that goes out, 
draw a little line about, should be about a half cm. Extend the bed down, like the bed 
sticking the wall. Just one line. Below the bottom of the whole drawing, take the left 
hand side of the large object. Extend line down about two cm. Then go across to the 
middle point, like level and go vertically to the bottom of that. Horizontally, so level in 
the middle. Level in the middle like you drew down in that rectangle above, about two 
and a half cm. Then go from that, go up, half cm and then back to the right hand side. 
So kind of a little rectangle, almost the same shape as bed you drew early, but the other 
way round at the bottom. That's it. 

FIRST YEAR 07 - Destription 02 (Non-Arthitedural sketth) 

This is not a room. Is more like a golf wind or something. First of all draw a box about 
eight or ten cm across horizontally. Have you the page landscape again? Eight em and 
then down about twelve cm. Make a rectangle like that, vertically up the rectangle. This 
is the frame of your picture. In the top right hand comer about half cm from each side, 
draw a circle like a sun, about a cm in diameter. In the top right hand comer of the 
rectangle you drew, draw a sun about one cm diameter and half cm in. Just a circle. Top 
left hand comer draw a quarter of a circle. Comes from the top. In the top left there is a 
quarter of a circle. This circle is about two cm in radius. So a quarter of circle there, in 
the top left hand comer. Then in the bottom of the rectangle, across the bottom, draw 
like a oval shape, landscape. Its width in the middle is about one and a half em and goes 
almost the edge of each one. Like a golf wind looked out from distance, so like a 
ellipse. Above that draw another one. Goes even close to the edge of the rectangle and 
its got two cm high. It's more like a square, its got curved edges but it's more like a 
square with out comers. Now there are ten flags like that. The flags are drawn like just 
vertical lines. You know when you draw a properly number one. You draw a vertical 
line with a little dash in the top and a little dash in the bottom. Take the dash of the 
bottom and that what it looks like. Starts on the right, this is on the top ellipse. The 
higher ellipse, starting near the top right hand comer of that, goes up about three em and 
the dash in the top goes diagonally down to the left. Next one starts on the top right 
hand of the bottom ellipse. So slightly inside that one, goes up slightly under the other 
one, about four cm and diagonally down to the left again the dash, and the dash is about 
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one cm long. Next is in the top ellipse again, is about one and a half cm in front the 
right hand side. Goes straight up about three cm and has a quite long dash to the right 
hand side this time. Next one is very long and right to the bottom, almost in the middle, 
slightly in the right middle of the bottom ellipse. Goes right up almost to the sun, like to 
the bottom of the sun. The dash goes down to the right, quite deep, almost touching the 
sun and goes up there. Just in the left of it, a em right going straight to the sun. Move 
your pen, get your pen in the bottom where you just drew, about a cm to the left and 
draw another one about the sane high, about one cm less and the dash goes to the left 
this tome, diagonally down. The next one starts above the top ellipse, about a cm above 
the top ellipse and about a cm left the wind you did, and its only two and a half cm long 
and the dash goes to the right. So floating in the air. The next one is slanted slightly and 
starts almost the same point, like the last one in the bottom ellipse started. Slightly up 
and goes diagonally left about five or ten degrees or something, no much. Goes up 
almost touching the quarter circle and has one and a half cm or two cm dash going out 
to the left. Three more to go. The next one starts in the top early of the bottom ellipse. 
In the top of it about half cm left to the last one you drew, slightly a little bit but not 
quite much, a kind of converging on the other one. Doesn't touch it. It goes about three 
and a half cm down in the top ellipse but about one cm. Has a long dash about one and a 
half cm, quite to the left. Last in the bottom ellipse starts quite early in the edge of the 
bottom ellipse, in the middle. Goes up, not quite out of the top ellipse and has a dash 
diagonally to the right slightly. The last one is in the top ellipse, starting very close to 
the edge of it, about a mm of the left edge. Goes up vertically, not crossing that way but 
across, goes up about three cm and has a three or four cm dash to the right side. That's 
all. 

FIRST YEAR 07 - Review 

Non- Architectural sketch: Easy to describe but difficult to remember 
Architectural sketch: hard to describe but easy to remember 

8 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - SESSION 8 

FIRST YEAR 08 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

These are lines. It's an abstract picture. There is a circle, what I mean is an ellipse one 
and there are lines going upwards with arrows, half arrows on it. Above the ellipse there 
is a rectangular form, which edges are in a circular form. Also from this rectangular 
form there are lines with upwards arrows, half arrows on it. So in the top right hand 
comer there is a circle. Small circle. On the left hand comer I see just a curve flying, 
which comes from the top of the page to the left end of the page. A curve flying. Also 
those lines going upwards. Ten lines going upwards. Six lines are going upwards from 
the ellipse in the bottom. Three are going from the rectangular shape above the ellipse. 
Only one of those is off the rectangular shape, not included in the shape. That's all I see. 

FIRST YEAR 08 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

It looks like a plan. Drawing in a square, a big square. From the bottom of this square 
there is a rectangle shape, whieh comes one end to the middle of the bottom line. It's 
like two em. In the square, in the right bottom, to your upper line, I see a small square 
scratching. There is a line connecting the middle points of the sides, left and right sides. 
From this middle line, one cm down, another line. There is also in the middle lines a 
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rectangular shape going from the middle line towards two cm. In the right side of this 
big square, I see a line extending from the middle line two cm. In the end of it there is a 
little square, just like one cm side. From the square in the right end of the upper comer, 
I see a line extending to the middle line of the big square. I see some scribbles in those 
middle lines, with one cm in the middle. I see some sketching things inside, some lines. 
That's all I see. 

FIRST YEAR 08 - Review 

Both difficult. The students didn't point a harder or easier sketch to describe. 

9 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - SESSION 9 

FIRST YEAR 09 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Start with a square. In the top right hand comer about three mm down, draw a rectangle 
going from the right hand side to the left making about a cm width and go down about 
half way the square. Draw a line from a horizontal angle, half way down the square. 
Divide the bottom half into half again but vertically. In the left hand bottom square you 
just made, divide it in thirds horizontally. In the very bottom of the main square you just 
drew, has a rectangle detached on the main square about half cm of the way. It's long 
rectangle going horizontally. In the bottom right hand square, in the main square, there 
is a small rectangle in the top of it. From that rectangle there is a line going out of the 
main square to the right and there is a small square attached on the end of that line. In 
the bottom left hand small square that you drew in the main one, the top rectangle, 
about half way down that one, there is a line going from the right hand side to the left 
hand side, half way across. 

FIRST YEAR 09 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

In the middle of the page towards the bottom draw a oval shape. It's quite long going 
horizontally. Above that, a little bit above that, draw a rectangle with rounded edges, 
but drawing horizontally. From the bottom oval shape there is a line going, there are a 
lot of lines but the first is on the right hand side and going vertically upwards. Draw it 
going and passing the rectangle over bit. The line goes back on itself diagonally a little 
bit towards the left. There is another one of those of the same shape going through the 
rectangle above, just underlining the line you just drew. To the left of that line there is 
another line, another shape like this one you just drew, but is a reflection. To the left of 
that one there is one going from the bottom oval and still a little .... the line you just 
drew and that one defect itself to the other line. The next one goes, it's just one more of 
those and goes back itself to the left. The next one starts higher than that rectangle with 
rounded edges and goes back itself to the right and it's shorter. The next one with 
slightly angle going to the bottom oval upwards and goes back itself to the left. The next 
one goes from the bottom oval also but not as high the last one you just drew and goes 
back itself to the left. One next that one, goes from the bottom oval. Goes and stop 
inside the rectangle with rounded edges and goes back to the right. The next one is just 
in the edge of the rectangle with the rounded edges and goes up. It's a short one and 
goes back itself to the right. Imagine if you do a rectangle around everything you drew. 
In the top right hand comer there is a small circle. In the top left hand comer there is a 
quarter of the circle drawn. 
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FIRST YEAR 09 - Review 

Both quite hard to describe 
Non-Architectural: easier one. 

10 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - SESSION 10 

FIRST YEAR 10 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Ok, so it's portrait. On the top right hand corner you need to draw a circle. which is 
about maybe five of this circle down the page, so a fifth of the page. So a circle like this. 
On the top left hand corner, you need to draw a quarter of the circle from one side the 
page tothe top of the page and that needs to be a third of the page. At the bottom of the 
page it's an oval shape but it's not a perfect oval shape, looks like a pound. Even in the 
end of the oval it's slightly flatted, it's not a perfect shape. It's whole width the page. 
It's again a fifth of the proportion of the portrait, if it is a portrait. Above this is another 
oval shape but at the ends this is flatted at this time. It is an oval shape with flatted ends. 
At the top and the bottom it is flatted as well. So it's more like a rectangle with the 
rounded comers. Again it is whole width of the page and just slightly bigger than the 
last one, just our fifth of the high of the page. Working from left to right there is a series 
of straight lines. Much of them are pretty much vertical but there is a slightly angle on 
some of them. They look like arrows, as you draw an arrow. They all are pointing 
upwards but as you got one side of the arrow on them. So draw an arrow with two 
diagonals lines and one vertical line, as you got just one diagonal line of each line. The 
first one is on the left hand side of the page, starts about a third way up from the top. 
Draw a strait line there and the diagonal part of the arrow goes to the right. The second 
one is the same length but it is slightly close to the bottom of the page and again the 
diagonal line goes to the right. So the same length, close to the bottom of the page and 
the diagonal line goes to the right. The third one is slightly above the second one, also 
slightly longer and the diagonal line is also longer and goes to the left this time, goes up 
the top the second one. The forth one is same length of the ethers three plus half. So it's 
like 50% bigger and the diagonal arrow goes down to the left. The fifth one is the same 
size as the first three. This time it starts, the top of it is about a quarter of the way down 
the page and goes down about half way down the page, just half way down the page and 
the diagonal line is to the right. The six one starts from right in the bottom of the page, 
probably a couple cm up and goes right to the top third and should be in the middle of 
your portrait now. Should be half way across the page and the diagonal line goes to the 
right. Should said before that neither of these lines you're drawing now, cross each 
other but cross through the ovals you drew early. They don't interfere with any other 
stuff in the top of the page. The seventh one is slightly longer that one you first drew 
and I didn't tell you the arrow goes to the left in the last one, the diagonal line goes to 
the left. The seventh one is slightly longer that one you just drew, starts in the same 
stage at the bottom of the page and just goes a little further up at the level of the circle. 
The arrow goes down to the right this time. The eighth one is the same size as the first 
three again. It should be roughly enlarge then the first one, slightly above it maybe a 
fraction of that and the arrow goes to the right more horizontally, almost not angle, 
more horizontal. The ninth one became the same size as, no sorry, slightly bigger than 
those first three again and longer than the last one as well. It starts just a little bit higher 
up than the two longest you drew. Just longer than the first three. starts higher up than 
the two longest you drew. The diagonal line goes to the left. Finally the last one should 
be in the right hand side of the page, is the same size as the first three you drew again. It 
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should have about a third of the page above it and a third of the page below it, so should 
be a third of the page drawn in the middle. The diagonal line goes down to the left. On 
the top left hand corner where you dew that quarter of the circle, like a sun in the corner 
of the page, there is something that I can't see in the photocopy. If you go to the top 
right hand side of the quarter of circle you drew, there is a small triangle shape and it's 
not symmetric triangle, it's an asymmetric triangle and there is what looks like the word 
to but it's not. Now you should have a quarter of the circle in the top left hand side of 
the portrait page, a full circle in the top right hand side and this full circle is slightly 
smaller of this quarter of circle. From left to right you should have ten vertical lines. 
The first one should have the diagonal line to the right attached to it. So should the 
second, the third and the forth go to the left. Fifth goes to the right. Sixth goes to the 
left. Seventh goes to the right. Eighth goes to the right. Ninth and tenth, both going to 
the left. At the base of the page you should have an oval shape slightly flatted on the 
horizontal lines. 

FIRST YEAR 10 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Put your page in landscape way. What we got here looks like an architectural drawing. 
It's a very sketchy drawing, probably towards by scanner. The lines have been drawing 
and redrawing again. The drawing is basically a box shape, almost square, slightly 
longer than its wide. Basically it's a box with another rectangle just below. At the right 
of this box there is another very small box. Now I'll try to describe it. If you draw in 
your landscape page one vertical line about half width in front the page and I want it 
about few mm long. One vertical line, you can make it a bit sketchy towards the top and 
the bottom. Not too sketchy. From the top of that line draw a horizontal line and this is 
slightly shorter than the last line. The same exactly line from the right end of that one. 
Draw another vertical line that starts to create a box. Then drawing the box. So you have 
a little tail hanging out from the bottom left and corner. That should be about a finger 
width, this little tail. Half way down this little tail, draw a horizontal line half way 
across the length of the box. Just one line ok? Now from the end of this tail, draw the 
same length one. Draw the two together with two lines on the end with about two little 
half. At the top right hand corner of the main square you drew, there is shape similar to 
the shape you drew to the bottom left of the square. It's vertical this time and it's in 
right hand corner. So you draw that similar shape half way down and it is a finger 
width. In the top right hand corner and it's vertical. On the top of this shape there is a 
sort of scribble S, a very, very flatted S shape. If you do that very, very flatted S starting 
from the left hand side and then goes round and again with another tail on the bottom. 
On the bottom left hand comer on your square, there is a similar shape that shape you 
drew below the box. It's the same high but slightly shorter, so doesn't quite half way 
across. So if you drew that, one is on the tail of your square and this is slightly shorter 
but the same width, inside the box. Above this, another box with the same length but 
50% bigger, no 50% wide, I'm sorry. There is another of the same size, which should 
take half way up the page, sorry half way up your main square. It's also a horizontal 
line, which divides your square into two, right the way across it. It's the same width as 
the shape on yours square. If you take that width, that below that horizontal line you 
should drew across the square. So it's the width of the shape of the tail of your square, 
down the horizontal line through the square. Half way through the square there is a line 
that comes from a quarter way through the square. On the right hand side a quarter way 
through the square, sorry three quarters way through the square. So it's all on the right 
hand side and it goes out about half the width of the square. So just one line goes inside 
the square to out side the square. So the line is half-length of the square and goes from 
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three quarters of way through the square to about half way out. On the end of this line 
there is square, which is about a cm square. About a cm square. You should have three 
rectangles on the bottom left hand corner of your big square. In the top rectangle, on the 
left hand side of it, has been drawing like an X. There is an X. On the right hand side of 
the X is a drawing that what had been very quickly. Just to the right of this there is a Z, 
but the Z has been drawing on its side. So looks like a back-front N, if you know what I 
mean. If you turn the page portrait, it looks like a Z. The very top line of this main 
square is the most sketchy line of all drawing. Quite sketchy, it's a pen drawing but still 
quite sketchy. The right hand side of this square, at the bottom, half way up from half 
way down to the bottom, at the right hand side of the square, it's all quite sketchy. From 
this horizontal line you drew half way through the square there is a rectangle slightly, 
not as width as the rectangle hanging down at the bottom of your square. It is also not as 
long, so you leave half cm from the middle and about one cm from the right hand side 
of yours square andjust hanging down from that horizontal line. 

FIRST YEAR 10 - Review 

Non-Architectural: Hard. I've got confused with the proportions. 

11 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - SESSION 11 

FIRST YEAR 11- Description 01 (Architectural) 

A plan of a house. A plan floor. Basically a square in the middle of the page, about ten 
cm by ten cm. Horizontally through the mid point of that line, so half the square along 
the middle, two rectangles in the square. In the bottom half of it, divide again vertically, 
so you have two small squares. So you goy a big square slightly divided up into one big 
rectangle and two squares. Below the left, the little square outside of the big square, 
you've got a small rectangle room, which is about six cm long, a bit longer of the width 
of the small square. That's about one cm deep. It's very sketchy, so the underline has 
several lines on it. Now you should have a big square divided up into one rectangle and 
two small squares and a kind of small rectangle underneath the left hand of the big 
square. And that left hand of the square, it's also divided into three horizontally with 
two lines, horizontally in that space. So it's divided into three little rectangles. In the top 
little rectangle, that's where I'm describing, there are a kind of crosses and little 
sketches. You can do whatever you like it. Now in the big rectangle at the top, that's 
part of the big square, in the right hand side of it, there is like a bed structure about one 
cm width and it's kind of stuck on the right, kind of wall. It's a maybe vertical line and 
then a small room on the top of it, like a pillow over here. Maybe it's not a bed really. 
That's in the top of the rectangle, about one em width and goes all the way follow the 
length of that big rectangle. The last is coming up from the right square, the small 
square in the big square. There is a line out, sticking the big square. A couple of lines 
with about one mm long, sticking out horizontally about three em again and that's one 
cm down from the middle line that cuts up the big square. Two em along there is little, 
little square that is going attached on the sticking out line and it's about one em by one 
cm. In summary, what looks like a big square divided into two horizontally and then 
divided vertically the bottom half. The left square has got a lot of scribbles on it, is in 
the top third of it. It's divided into three. Below that is a kind of rectangle that is width 
of the square. The right hand space there is the thing that is coming out of it to the right 
with a little square on it. On the top rectangle you got that bed thing. It is summarizing. 
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FIRSTYEAR 11- Description 02 (Non-Architectural) 

What we have here is a sketch. I'll just describe it first before start doing anything else. 
It looks a bit like two lakes with a sort of funny trees coming out of it and a sun on the 
top and a sort of arc on the left. It's like a sketch or what could be a illustration on 
sketchy. The basic shape is a rectangle that takes up middle of page. The rectangle 
width is about ten cm again, about around fifteen cm down and ten cm across. In the 
bottom of the picture you've got a kind of lakes, like oblong pounds. Just one line. Like 
the circle but that should be splashed. Like a pound. You got one and there is a big one 
above. If you draw those, then on the top of the picture, top right hand comer, you've 
got a sun. There is a circle that could be a sun, about two cm width. The lakes in, they 
stick up all the length of the rectangle but not touch the sides. They are about eight cm 
width. The bottom pound is slightly smaller than the top one. They are in third bottom 
half of rectangle. Now you should have just like two lakes like pounds and a circle at 
the top right hand. On the top left hand comer, about four cm away from the comer, you 
got an arc the circle but it is a quarter of the circle going across. How can I describe? 
Just cutting off the comer, like when you were kid and you draw the sun in the comer of 
the picture. It doesn't touch the sides of the rectangle, just a arc of circle. On the top of 
all it, you got a lot of vertical lines that come out from the two lakes. They are about ten 
vertical lines. They are not all complete, straight up and got a slightly angle. There are 
four going up from the bottom lake, no hang on, six going up from the bottom lake, 
three going up from the top lake and there is one going up but it doesn't connect with 
the top lake. It's hard than expected. They are different lengths but there are three in the 
middle that are longer. They don't pass the all length of the rectangle. One goes up to 
the middle point of the circle but in the left of the circle. Another one points towards the 
semi circle arc you drew. Those two start from the bottom lake. There is one between 
those two as well, but not as long as those two, about one cm less long. You got a forth 
one from the left to the right and with a tick a half of the rectangle. Each one of these 
has like a little one pointing to the other way. It's got a line in the top of them, like half 
of an arrow. There are half of them pointing one way and half pointing the other. There 
are about five of those, which have the top of it pointing to the left and five of them 
which top arrow pointing to the right. It's really hard to describe which one is pointing 
in which way. Let's try again from the left to right. The far left one is a short one from 
the top lake and it's pointing to the right. The next one along to the right is from the 
bottom lake and pointing to the right. The next one comes from the bottom lake and 
pointing to the left. The next one comes from the bottom lake and points up to the semi 
circle and points to the left. It's like one, draw a number one. The next one along to the 
right points to the right and quite at the top because it extends the most of the length. 
The next is a long one, points to the left and comes from the bottom lake. The next one 
along to the right goes to the bottom lake up to circle but doesn't touch it and that points 
to the right. The next points to the right and goes from the top lake. The next goes from 
the bottom lake and points to the left. The last one goes from the top lake and points to 
the left. I don't know if I can see any other thing. 

FIRST YEAR 11 - Review 

Non-Architectural sketch: Hard. More abstract 
Architectural sketch: Easier. Geometric things. 

12 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - SESSION 12 
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FIRST YEAR 12 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural) 

We got a abstract piece of art, if you know what I mean. In the centre of the page" put in 
landscape form. In the centre is a rectangle in portrait, in the centre of the landscape 
page. But still off in the left hand corner by drawing a quarter of the circle facing 
towards the bottom right hand corner. Then about a inch and a half to the right of that, 
draw a full circle about one and a half cm in diameter. Then below that, two inches 
directly below the circle you just drew, of the quarter circle and the circle, draw again 
about two inches width and about a inch high. It's a sort of rectangle but with slightly 
curved edges. It's got a flat side on the top and bottom, but the side on the left and right 
is pretty much curved. Did you draw that? About half cm below what you just drew, 
draw an oval that is slightly lower than that one you just drew and again about three
quarters inch high. It looks like a golfing cream with half head on. Straight lines. 
You've got six of those coming out of the bottom oblong shape you did. You go to the 
left hand side of the oblong shape and draw a straight line up into the top of the shape 
above it. The half arrow facing towards the bottom right. I know that the arrows head 
going both sides but just draw one side of it. Do the same shape about the same size on 
the left hand side of the large shape on the top, hanging out towards the quarter circle. 
Next that, if you go to the middle of the bottom shape, draw two straight lines. One 
about four inches and one about three and a half inches, straight up. The long one goes 
to about the same high of the full circle you made. Basically on the middle of the 
bottom oblong. The one on the right has the half arrow facing to the right and one on the 
left has the half arrow facing to the left. In between the two lines you just drew, in 
between the left hand line and the first line that comes up from the bottom oblong, draw 
two lines going slightly inclined to the left. One is coming directly towards the quarter 
of the circle, which is about three inches long and the other is about one and a half 
inches going to the same direction. The arrowheads on this both face to the left and are 
about two cm long each. The one on the bottom is the most flat angle, probably about 
30 degrees and the other one about 15 degrees. Then, the one you just drew hanging 
towards the quarter circle, the long one, if you draw between that one and the straight 
one that you drew on the left hand side. Two straight ones together, the left hand side of 
one of those and then one pointing towards the semi circle or the quarter of circle. 
About a cm above the top oblong, start drawing one and a half inches line with the 
arrowhead facing towards the right. You got three more of these kinds of half arrows to 
draw. Two in the right hand side of the top oblong. You draw about two inches arrow 
going up from the top right hand side of the top oblong with the arrowhead going left. 
Again in the bottom oblong, on the top right of it, do a two and a half inches arrow 
going up with the arrowhead facing towards the full circle. You got one more arrow to 
draw. That's between the arrow you just drew and the long straight arrow that you 
should have in the middle. That's in the top oblong, just on the centre of it. It's about 
one and a half inches long with quite large head facing the flat angle at the right. That's 
apparently all that is drawing. 

FIRST YEAR 12 - Description 02 (Architectural) 

This one looks like a plan view over a building, done kind rough lines. Again in the 
centre of the page, the whole thing is probably seven cm by nine cm. Basically a square. 
You draw a seven or eight cm square in the centre of the page. That's the out line for 
your drawing. If you go about four cm down, just half way down the square you just 
drew, then draw a parallel line across the page, going from the one side to the other. At 
the right hand side of your drawing, go from that line you just drew and go direct about 
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one cm away from the right hand edge. Go direct up from the line you just drew until it 
almost meets the top. It's quite rough. Between the side of this square and the line you 
just drew, do a S shape from about one cm high, touching the two lines each side. Then 
you should have like a blank bottom half on the square now. Go to the bottom left hand 
side and draw a guideline about half way across the square, straight down from the line 
you just drew, across straight down on the bottom of the square. Use that line as a 
guide. Just do about one cm up, except that two parallel lines about an mm apart. Across 
the line, going half width of the square up to the line you just drew, about one and a half 
cm or equidistance between the full line across the two parallel lines you just drew, do 
another set of two parallel lines but an mm across, an mm out to the same distance you 
did before. Now you got the square in the middle. Go to the bottom left hand corner and 
draw a line down about two cm. From that line go across to the same distance as the 
guide lines you drew. Should be half way across the big square. Then do another 
parallel line equidistant between the big square and the line you just drew, again the 
same length. Then parallel line between the two close the rectangle. Now between the 
top set of two parallel lines, between that and the line you drew across the square. I 
want you to do a ... it's the infinite sign or pretty much the sum sign. Basically it's a 
figure eight on its side with the left hand side missing. So you set two lines crossing 
each other. It's about one cm by one cm. If you go to the middle line you got on the 
right hand side of the square, drop about a half cm down, do a line from about three cm 
in, out of the square, about further three cm and do another line exact the same 
underneath that. In the end of that do a square about one cm by one cm. The line you 
just drew out, about one cm in, from the side of the square, doing the square you got in 
the big square. The top right hand side, you got that smaller rectangle with the S shape 
at the top, draw a line down from that to the line you just drew out of the big square. Do 
like two lines next each other about an mm high. In the middle section, where you got 
the half figure of an eight and square box with lines coming out, you do some rough 
scribbles. Do a couple of lines about three cm in distance along. In between these two 
lines, much towards the left hand side, about half way across, there is that looks an 
'OL', an 0 and an L. Is right there in a small halfcm high, writing in the middle of the 
square. The rest of it is just scribbles, probably indescribable. That's all. 

FIRST YEAR 12 - Review 

The students didn't point a harder or easier sketch to describe. 

13 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - SESSION 13 

FIRST YEAR 13 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

There is a box. Draw a box about 8cm per 8 cm. Draw a line horizontally through the 
middle from each side. Now is divided into two sections. In the lower section draw a 
vertical line, bottom section to bottom section. Three sections and two small ones. The 
left hand small one is divided into three equals parts with horizontal lines. Three 
horizontal rectangles boxes, add two in the end. So basically they add to the others two. 
Before they all, towards the box. On the top section now, on the big section on the box, 
on the right hand side, as you go horizontally line go a cm from the right and draw a 
line vertically down. On the top half basically. On the top right corner of the rectangle, 
of the box, draw a'S', flat on the top of it. So it's basically the width of the little 
rectangle you just drew. It is your vertical rectangle with the S in. I told you to drew 
three rectangles in the small section, on the left. On the top rectangle, draw on left hand 
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side, a cross. A cross or something. In the middle of that rectangle draw a small 'H', in 
the middle. Basically as you look at it, the way you draw it, it's in your side, you got a 
sort of on it's side H. On the bottom right hand of the H, continuing to the middle point 
on the line. In the top right of this little rectangle, draw a back to back form N. There are 
four rectangles. The box next to it. Basically the box divided into four parts. On the 
bottom right part of it, draw a rectangle, on the top. Starts a rectangle, the top left corner 
of the rectangle in the top left corner of the box and draw around about one cm down 
and two-thirds the way along. Started just in front left, in the top left hand corner, start a 
bit along. As you did with the H, continue the bottom right part of the rectangle, so the 
bottom-line. Just draw and keep going and extend out of the main box about three cm. 
Where the line ends use that as the middle point of the box and draw one cm square 
around that tip basically. They go to the polo five rectangles in the bottom left. Draw a 
line from the bottom right corner of the rectangle, horizontally along to third way in the 
next box. So next to that box in the bottom right corner, draw this line about a third way 
to it and join that line up with the rectangle you drew in that box. It's basically a T, like 
a T-junction or something. Draw the tiniest, tiniest A and on the border of that. So draw 
in the top of horizontal line. Mark out a right angle with a square in the corner. In the 
right hand corner, the right hand side of it draw a little, not exactly. Extend the left hand 
side of it. 

FIRST YEAR 13 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Actually draw a box, a rectangle about six cm per six cm. Don't actually draw it, mark 
it. Just imagine it. In that rectangle, on the top left hand corner, draw a quarter of the 
circle. Basically a quarter of the circle. On the top right hand corner just away from the 
comer, just away from the edges, draw a circle. Small circle about by one and a half cm 
in diameter. In the bottom of this imagined rectangle, in the bottom, draw like a oblong, 
not properly a oblong, just bit rough. Not quite touching the edge of this imagined 
rectangle, just away from it. Just above that, there is basically a square with rounded 
edges. Also just above the oblong, bit bigger than the oblong. There are basically ten up 
side down arrows shapes or something. In the left hand side of the rectangle with curve 
edges, this one you just drew, draw a line about three cm, 45 degrees from the top of it. 
Draw a line up three cm with another tick by 45 degrees from the vertical. Draw a line 
about a cm down. Just go down and right of it. Draw another one exactly the same 
shape. Basically they look like a up side down arrows. So get a arrow, turn it like mirror 
image in the horizontal, but the short bit of the arrow liked pushed it. That should like 
being drawing over the two shapes drawn in the bottom. The same shape arrow up. Put 
the comer in between the quarter circle and the circle. In between those too, the last two 
arrows you drew. Draw two in the gap between them, but they are twice the length and 
pointing in the other way. So the arrow is pointing in the other way. Just a bit longer. 
One of those just the double the length. Draw in the middle of this imaginary rectangle a 
line, another arrow basically. It's going about from the middle of the bottom oblong, all 
way up to the bottom to the quarter circle. Draw the arrow pointing to the left. Just to 
the right of that, draw another arrow the same length, just take a bit higher in the top, 
about scm up and out the arrow pointing to another way. Another one of them with the 
arrow pointing to the right. It's half the length the one you just drew. Starts in the 
middle of the rectangle. Half the length. It doesn't go halfway up halfway down. It's in 
the middle. You should be in the edge of the rectangle now, this imaginary rectangle. So 
just about a third way up from the bottom, draw another arrow the same shape that one 
in the start, pointing to the left. The last arrow just in the edge, is a vertical line, about 
one and a half cm, starting in the mid point and pointing left it's arrow. That's it. 
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FIRST YEAR 13 - Review 

The students didn't point a harder or easier sketch to describe. 

14 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - SESSION 14 

FIRST YEAR 14 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

You need to have the paper portrait. The drawing is portrait shape. In the top left hand 
comer there is a quarter of an arc domain from the centre and the comer and nearly half 
way across the top. Like a bit of the semi circle. Starts about two-fifths of the way 
across the top from the top left hand comer and then draw a quarter of the circle towards 
the left hand side. Then, after you done that, in the other comer, the other top comer, 
there is a small circle about the size of five p, about one cm from the top and just 
another em from the right hand side. Then you go down to the bottom. Across the 
bottom you drew, about one cm from each side there's an irregular shape sausage. 
Above that, you draw another one slightly bigger and slightly more square. There is 
about, the bottom, about one cm width or kind and the top one nearly two cm. Then 
you're going to draw ten such of hooks and they're basically vertical, or not quite 
vertical line, they're slightly diagonal coming out of the sausages. There are six on the 
bottom one. One in the left-hand side end the richness almost to the top of the big 
sausage. Look like an up side down ticks. You need to do a line up and a line coming 
out to the right diagonally, just about one em long. Next that, starting a bit higher, you 
draw another one, which comes out of the top of the big square and has a much long 
tick going to the left, up to two cm. A cm along from that, in the small square, you do a 
much longer line, which is nearly to the semi circle you done in the top comer. It's a 
little bit diagonally. It's about eleven o'clock. You draw a line down from that to the 
left, about two em long to make another tick. Right in the centre of the small sausage 
there's a long vertical line, which is about two-thirds ofthe page with a small tick to the 
left. Another cm along from that, in the small sausage, there's another almost parallel 
line, which is, goes past about nearly to the centre of the small circle on the right, but 
it's to the left of that circle and has a tick to the right about one and a half cm long. The 
last line in the small sausage, starts right in the comer and goes about five em long and 
has a tick to the left about one cm long. Now you got four more ticks to draw. One starts 
right in the left hand side to the big sausage. It's about three and a half cm long and has 
one em tick going down on the right hand side. There is another one in the left hand, or 
right hand comer of the big sausage, right on the top. It's four cm long and has a little 
tick to the left. Then you got two more. One comes, remember the big line you drew in 
the middle and the line going to the semi circle? It comes around between them. Starts 
about one cm above the big sausage about three cm long maybe four em long and has a 
tick going to the right hand side with one cm long. The last one you have to draw is, if 
you came from the right hand side the lines, then there should be a gap where you drew 
a vertical line from the centre of the sausage going up about four em long and has a tick 
one cm line to the right. It's done. 

FIRST YEAR 14 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

This looks like a plan of a house. The lines are scratching massing as you got few times. 
First of all draw a big square in the centre of the page taking at almost of the page just 
leave a gap in the right hand side. When you have done that, the left hand vertical line 
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of the square, so the left side of the square continue the line down about two cm from 
that. And then, from the bottom of this, mark out the middle point of that little two cm 
line you just drew. So mark out one cm from that. Draw horizontal lines from the one 
cm and end of that line you drew. Go to the middle of the box, so parallel to the bottom 
of the box, going half way across the page. Draw another of those two little vertical 
lines. Starting at the bottom of the box, just a little bit to the left of those lines you just 
drew. No, no wait. Draw a line completely cutting the box in half horizontally. From 
that line to the bottom draw another line, which cuts it not quite in half but just bit to the 
left of the thing you just done. It should now be in quadrants. Should be in three 
squares of the box now. The bottom left hand square, you want to do two lines 
horizontally, so you cut that into three equal parts. When you've done that, as the two 
lines you just drew, the top one, you want to extend across the right hand side of the 
box, just about one cm. Do a little line up from that, not quite to the end of it, just a 
quarter way up to the middle line. Divide that line in half again by doing a little sort of 
quick line across that. In the bottom left hand box, divide into three. In the top section 
of that, in the left hand side, you want to do a cross, but when you're doing a cross, start 
at the top left hand line of the diagonals and then doing the cross taking a tenth of the 
paper. After you done that go to the right hand lower quadrant. From the little line you 
just did in the end of it and you cross in half, draw a horizontal line across, which 
extend three cm out of the box. On the end of that line, draw one cm cube but just 
crossing over that line. Draw another line on the top of the horizontal, three cm line just 
few mm above that. The top right hand of the box, about one cm in from the wall, draw 
a vertical line going down to the centre line. You should have such that thing. Start in 
the top of that new little box you just made. You want to wiggle across to the other side. 
Then go back across like a snake actually. More just go back three times. Go back to the 
cross you did in the lower left hand quadrant. Where the centre of the cross is, a little bit 
to the right of that, draw a line horizontally one cm long. From that line, a little bit to 
the end of it, do a vertical three mm long line. Draw a line from that, going through 
horizontally across to divide two boxes in half. Along the centre line you need to make 
a scribble. Starting half way across the lower left hand quadrant, along the centre line, 
you need to do a little tine A, such a summarise show. Then go from that horizontally 
down about two or three cm. It's quite complicated. From that vertical line and 
horizontal centre line, draw those two up to make triangle. Doing another vertical line 
down about one cm long and making a little triangle using that vertical line as 
hypotenuse should going diagonally up to the right and the horizontal goes across. In 
the right hand lower quadrant you got a line extending three cm out horizontally. Now 
go one cm into the box from that line. Draw three vertical lines from that central line. 
Make four marks just little marks on the central line, going towards the centre about 
five mm high each. In the big top section, to the left hand side, you need to draw two 
dots. One of them is practically on the centre of the whole box. They are about one cm 
each from the top. One of them is practically in the middle of the whole box and one is 
about seven mm to the left of that. I think it's pretty much done. 

FIRST YEAR 14 - Review 

The students didn't point a harder or easier sketch to describe. 

15 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - SESSION 15 

FIRST YEAR 15 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 
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It's a plan of a building. It's a square building. It's divided open to what looks like three 
rooms. There is a large room in the top, taking about half of the square. Along the right 
hand side there is a bed bench and in the top right hand comer of the square is like a 
cinco on a division on where is the bench. Bottom right hand is like another room but it 
is another shape. Like a square. The bottom left and right rooms are subdivided equally. 
The bottom left, it's got three horizontal divisions, so like beds, you know, like sleeping 
areas. On the right hand side of the large square that you drew first, is like a projection 
or bee sticking out in a very small square, about the size of a penny maybe. Once you 
finished the main square, on the bottom left there is another what looks like a bed 
structure, but it's not that drew in the large square. It's away from it. Only drew in the 
left hand side by one tine line. Back to the bottom left hand group. On the top of the 
three divisions made horizontally there is a X on the top left hand comer of that room. 
A scribble to the right of it. Going down the room, in the middle of that small division 
on the room, it's like a horizontal line as well. Back to the bottom right hand comer of 
the large square, so the bottom right hand comer of the room, there is like another bed 
bench along the topside of the room, about the similar size of the bed. Projection comes 
out of the large square the whole big thing is going to that. 

FIRST YEAR 15 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

It's a very abstract drawing. On the top right hand comer there is what looks like a sun. 
Just a round circle. On the top left hand comer there is a quarter of circumference of a 
circle, roughly about four times the size of the one you just drew. Below that there is 
what look like lines with another line in the end that is coming down about forty-five 
degrees from the top of that. There is what looks like maybe flags on the golfing, on the 
golf course. About a third way up of the picture there is like a large, it's not really 
circle, it's more like oblong with rounded comers. It looks like maybe a bunker, the 
same bunkers on the golf course. There are ten of this flags things. There is one on the 
far left hand side. Down bit another in left hand side. These all facing the same way. 
Close to the large circle, the quarter of the large circle, there is another one facing the 
same way. Third way across the page from your right hand side, there is another one 
facing the same way. Became right up to nearly the round circle. Then one next of that 
about half it's length, starting half of the page. So all these flags pointing to the right. 
Then you got the ones pointing to the left. There is one that is on extreme right of the 
page and it's pointing left and it's about the similar size as the one that is half the size, 
next to the circle. There is one just below that and that sit on a little sort of bunker. 
Another oblong with rounded comers but that is below and smaller that oblong. Right 
on the middle of the page, going about two-thirds up the page there is another of this 
flags going to the left. There is one right next that pointing towards the large circle, so 
the quarter of the circle. Also pointing to the left with angle about fifteen degrees. There 
is one next that. This one has a large tick on it, a large flag on it.. There is right next to 
the one you just drew, but half it's length again and pointing the early edge, the left 
hand edge of the page. So these flags, they go up and across but they don't have the 
bottom part of them. You should have ten flags in total. Five pointing in one way and 
five pointing in the other way. 

FIRST YEAR 15 - Review 

Non-Architectural sketch: Easy too say where the things are on the page. 
Architectural sketch: Difficult to describe 
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1 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - SESSION 1 

DIPLOMA YEAR 01 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

It's an abstract image. Basically, at the bottom of A4 page, is a very basic kind of oval. 
There is little up side down ticks witch come up. In the top right hand comer is a circle 
like a sun. It looks like an abstract pot flowers ... (Oh God! !). So you got a little oval at 
the bottom and then you got six up side down vertical ticks coming out of it, they go to 
about the middle of the page. These four up side down ticks, they actually come inside 
the circle. About the midway up of those ticks, there is a very crude square just been 
draw. Inside that square are three up side down ticks again. There is one at the far left 
hand comer that goes up about three cm. There is one in the far right hand comer of that 
square. That one goes up a bit higher . There is one on the left hand side of that. So, 
there are three up side down ticks in the middle circle. Towards the top of the page there 
is one tick witch is just in the middle of the page, and not growing on circle or square. 
Go to the top right hand comer of that page. Draw a circle like a sun. Sun is shinning 
down on the little vase of ticks. In the far top left hand comer you've got a semi-circle. 
When you look at your drawing, a very nice drawing you've done, look at the very far 
bottom of the page. Should be a rough oval circle ... should be ... rough. In side should 
be like little flowers in a pot of vase. There should be six ticks going across from one 
end to the other. Above that very roughly drawing square. These tall ticks should run 
through the middle of this square. There should be three upright ticks. Above it a little 
tick witch is outside that. Top right hand comer of this page, is a little sun. On left hand 
top half of page is a semi-circle, actually a quarter circle, sorry. That's it. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 01 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Basically a very roughly drawn floor plan ... of kind ... it's like a very rough sketch what 
you would find on tracing paper, witch is right at the beginning stages of design. Quite 
simple really. A large square to start. Just two lines through it, just to give an indication 
of thickness. Go to the bottom of the left hand square you have drawn. Draw a little 
rectangle witch runs from the left hand side. A bit of a gap between the two, from the 
left hand comer to the centre point of the square. Extend the wall of your square into the 
edge of the rectangle. You should have two shapes: a large square, on the bottom left 
there should be a little rectangle. The wall should run between the two of them on the 
left hand side of the square. What you must do now is mirror the top line of your 
rectangle to the bottom line of the square. From the centre point of the bottom line of 
the square, draw a line up to the middle of the square. Then draw a line across from 
centre point to centre point on the left hand side and right hand side of the square. So 
you have got the line going across. Next draw a little square box, towards the top right 
hand comer of the square. Leave a little gap between the right angle. Make sure it is 
separated. Move your pen to the mid-point of the left hand side of the square. Move it 
down a tiny bit to give it a little space. Draw a wall across, about a few centimetres do 
like a double line. At the end of the wall, draw another square. Just a small square, the 
same size as the one you just did earlier. Look quite estrange. There are a few odd 
squiggles in it. What you should have is a large square with a rectangle on the bottom 
left hand comer. Gap between the two objects. You should have a line going up from 
the middle point, bottom side of the square. Meeting another line running from left to 
right. A little box, top right comer, another little box like a satellite coming out of the 
right hand comer. Go to the square you should have on your top right hand comer, draw 
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a line from the right angle on the far bottom left hand side. Draw a little line down. 
Make sure it doesn't meet the mid-point line. Put a little arrow on the bottom of it. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 01 - Review 

A - Very difficult to describe. very trick to describe ... sun ... ticks 
B-1 think when you liking... Something like a sun you know how to draw. It's also 
difficult to know where to start drawing 
A - Easier to describe the floor plan rather than the abstract image. Try describing like 
as we use CAD 
B-1 think describing the overall picture as in what the picture is about is very sketchy. 
Before you start describing what the actual contents are. 
B - Getting the size of the drawing right is very difficult. Like how much of the paper 
you should be using. 
A - First picture is like a portrait. I thought you would be drawing on A4, but didn't 
know how you would have your paper 
Non-Architectural sketch: Very difficult to describe. Very trick ... sun, ticks 
Architectural sketch: Easier to describe the floor plan. Try describing like use CAD 

2 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - SESSION 2 

DIPLOMA YEAR 02 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

A sketch line drawing. It could be a floor plan. Not quite sure, quite abstract. Basically 
is a square about 6 cm square on the page. To the right of that, coming out of the square 
is a pair of short lines with another square at the end of them. So it like a straw or a 
pipe coming out the side of that square into a very small square. It's about 8 mm square. 
On the bottom left of the square, there is a rectangle just below the large square. That 
rectangle is a half the width of the large square and again about 8 mm high. The large 
square is divided into two, with a horizontal line. So there is a top and bottom half. In 
the top half, it's mainly empty, apart from the right hand side where again there is a 
rectangle about 8 mm wide about half size of the large square. This time running 
vertically. The one to the bottom left of the large square is running horizontally. Ok? In 
the bottom half of the large square that is a sub divided again into two. So the large 
square is made up of a half and then 2/4 so it's made up as a rectangle and two smaller 
squares. In the bottom half of the bottom left hand side is then divided into three. Equal 
horizontal rectangles. This should be about the same size as the rectangle below the 
large square. Ok? In the bottom half of the large square, on the right hand side is a very 
small rectangle. This joins onto the pipe and small square. That's about 6 mm deep and 
runs horizontally. Not as long as half the square. That's it, I think. The large square 
looks as though it may have a double line on the outside. A sketchy outer line witch 
made me think of a wall. I'm not sure. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 02 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch)A 

Abstract, obviously. Look like, a line drawing a T like Picasso would draw. Looks like, 
in an abstract way, a beach with trees in it. In a very abstract way. Starting at the top left 
hand comer there is a quarter circle takes across the top left hand comer. In top right 
hand comer of the drawing, witch is rough square. There is a circle about 9mm in 
diameter. Going to the bottom of the page, there are two turd shaped objects. The lower 
one is smaller than the upper one. Both of them are bellow the centre line of the 
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drawing. They are irregular squashed ellipses come rectangles. They both short of the 
width of the whole drawing. This is again about 6 cm across by about 8 cm high. It did 
look like an island and growing out of bottom turd are some vertical lines. They look 
like arrows with a arrow head only on one side. Some of the heads go to the right and 
some to the left. They're coming out of the bottom, they're six of different highs. 
Coming out of the upper turd, there are three at again different highs. The floating in the 
sky. fills up most of the page. At the beginning I said there was a quarter circle top left 
hand corner. There is a bit a scribble on that. Some sort of detail, just a tiny scribble line 
or two. Bit of shading. You should have a quadroon top left, circle top right, two turds 
bottom half the page, lower one smaller than the upper one. Lot of arrows going up. The 
arrows head are about 8 mm. The vertical part because the arrows are pointing upwards. 
They vary in length to about 2,5 cm to 5 cm. Tallest lengths coming out of the bottom 
turd. That's all ... 

DIPLOMA YEAR 02 - Review 

B-1 thought, when I was drawing the first one, I became very distracted. I think it was 
because I missed the first instruction about the size of it. I tried to think back what he 
had said. Because I'd done the first bit I wasn't sure about it. This had an effect on the 
rest of it. 
A - It was hard. I was trying to remember what I had already said. Trying not to leave 
anything out but truing not to make it even more confusing. If I could do it again I 
would make sure it was implanted in his head, exactly how big things were. 
B-1 did find with the second one that my partner would describe something and then 
later say: 'Oh yes, it's about 6 mm long ... ' 
A - I found the second picture easier because it was more simple. The objects look like 
objects. Turd shaped ... 
B - Turd shaped is quite a good description 
A - I can't remember ifI said the upper one was slightly more rectangular, but you have 
draw it as that 
B - The first one looks more sketchy, it looks a lot harder to describe. I would be able to 
describe the other one better than the sketch one. 
A - It wasn't until I looked at it that I discovered I could find different ways to describe 
it. As I was going into it, I kept thinking ... what is it? In some way I didn't notice it was 
a square, the4n half a square and a quarter of square. If I had said that at the beginning I 
could of used that as a reference. Then I could have fitted all the other bits in. 
I remember at the end, describing this as a rectangle but looking at it now, it's not .... 
Rectangle. You could think of it as that piece there. I was trying to keep a mental map 
of what I'd said while I was describing it and that was getting confused .... 
B-1 think if you had started off saying.... Dimension of the whole 
image ..... where .... dimensions ... 
(laughter) 
Non-Architectural sketch: Easier to describe. Objects look like objects. 
Architectural sketch: Hard to describe, more sketchy 

3 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - SESSION 3 

DIPLOMA YEAR 03 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

It's a line drawing on a blank background. If you could imagine a representation of a 
sun in the top right hand corner. Just a circle, plane sphere or a plane circle. On the top 
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left hand comer of the composition would be a kind of a quarter circle as if it had been 
cut of the rest by the boundaries of the picture. Lower down the picture there is an kind 
of ellipse shape. Above it would be am ... with kind of extends across the whole width 
of the portrait picture. Above that, going up to the half mark of the picture is a kind of 
oblong shape with rounded comers. Crossing between these two shapes are large, long, 
linear number 1 's, shapes like number 1 's without the bottom cross line. These run 
through the lower ellipse and the more oblong shape. These extend right up just below 
the circular kind of sun representation would be. These run in both directions. Some 
have the tick across with the number 1 running to the right., some to the left. In total 
there are ten of these shapes with are spread to fill all of the space. They have different 
length, some are shorter some are very long. Running the whole length of the 
composition. Some just .... between the ellipse and the oblong shape. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 03 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Again this is another line drawing. Resembles a kind of sketch for a plan. Kind of 
'Bruno .... ' Rectangular shapes. If we were to take a portrait perspective on this. 
Running the portrait of the page you would have a kind of wall formation. Just a thin 
extruded oblong. This would form the boundaries of a wall running from the left hand 
side the top would then be bounded by this wall structure. The rest of that would then be 
divided into a large rectangle shape, witch takes approximately off half of the 
composition. That would just be the boundaries by single line. If we were to take that 
rectangle shape and below it you would cut the remaining space in half with another 
single line. You would have two square shapes with would be created by that. The 
square shape on the left would be divided equally into 3 with double lines what could be 
walls. On the right hand square you have from the top of it a dividing line taking up 1/4 
of it running horizontally across. Then from the where that horizontal line cut the 
boundary of that square. Then becomes a double line equivalent to the wall, analogy 
that we used earlier. This extends out the width of that square where it terminates in a 
square 2 cm square attached to the end. In the left hand square described early, below 
that again about the equivalent of one of the divisions in three, you just got a long 
rectangular shape. It is just situated about few cm below the last division. Just a oblong 
extend a little bit early about the square. Go back to the large oblong in the top of the 
composition. You got a ... it divided that oblong into quarters. The right hand quarter 
could be defined by a single line, the rest could be left open. Then in the top of that 
quarter you just have a kind of sinuous S shape line. Just a mark up the top right hand 
comer, a kind of 'post stand'. In the left hand of the two squares, below there will be 
almost figure ... about but rotate round 90 degrees. In the left hand ... sort of that.. .there 
will be a kind of scribbles, a kind of M situated in the middle of that section of the 
oblong. Then, just have two parallels lines running through the middle of that oblong. 
Below that square you have, where the line divides that oblong into two squares 
formations, you'd have a little emphases where divided into 3, you got a little oblong. 
Could be like representing a plank, a plank in plan. I just try in this basis. That's it. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 03 - Review 

Non-Architectural sketch: Easy to remember what was there. Representing things: 
golf flags, sun 
Architectural sketch: Hard to recall. Have any representation. A lot of small details. 

4 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - SESSION 4 
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DIPLOMA YEAR 04 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

I'm looking at something that looks like a plan. It's very rectilinear in the centre of the 
page. Possible, I say, about 12 cm x 12 cm. If you imagine a square, but don't draw a 
square. Draw the top line of the square and the left hand side of the square. So you got a 
inverted L. From the right hand end of the top line of the square, it's a corridor about a 
cm wide, comes down about half way of the right hand side of the square. From the left 
hand side there is axes running horizontally across the page. Goes to the centre of the 
left hand side of the imagined square and it's about 14 cm. That terminates in a small 
square, which could represent a tower or some thing. If the square is splat into quarters, 
it's not, but if is split into quarters, the bottom left hand quarter is then subdivided into 
four bases below the axes, which runs across. So you have the inverted L with the 
corridor running from left to right and then up to close in a rectangle. The corridor 
beginning in the centre of left hand side, below that you have four bases which take 
about half of the width of the square to fill up the quarter. The central corridor 
terminates in a square, which could represent a tower. The bottom right hand comer is 
made up by double thickness lines which bring you up to the corridor and the single 
thickness line take you across to the base on the bottom hand comer. Probably the better 
I can. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 04 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

It's a more abstract image. Again to the centre of the page. Think it's a sort of 
representing trees, possible. But the trees are draw in a way it is ... if you draw a arrow 
without taking your hand off the paper by drawing straight up and then down a short 
way a 45 degrees. If you stop there without complete the arrow, that's the sort of way 
trees are represented. So bit like a 'barb' fishing coco' or something like that. Straight 
line up and then straight line down around about 45 degrees. Some of this trees base the 
line is on the right some of them the line is on the left. They vary on sizes. The tree is 
then sit on two sort of circular elliptical shapes but not true ellipses but almost. Try to 
draw a square, sorry, a rectangle. Above these arrows there is a circle. The circle is 
drawn in the comer of the page. See a quarter of the circle. So you start with a elliptical 
shape, but not true ellipse but almost if it change to a rectangle with round comers. It's 
about 5 or 6 cm across and 2 cm high. Above that there is a slight large rectilinear 
elliptical shape probably, and half bigger and 1,5 cm width and 1 cm taller than the 
previous one. Separated by just 1 cm. There are ten sort of trees or vertical elements. 5 
with the arrows facing one way and 5 face other way. I have to go through one by one. 
The first one is drawn in the bottom ellipse over the left hand side, into the first ellipse. 
The straight line goes into the first ellipse and then it pass it and straight down to the 
right. The next one starts in the bottom ellipse and goes up through the second ellipse, 
above it about a cm and down to the left. The next is slight slanted to the left, but again 
starts in the bottom ellipse, goes up through the second ellipse nearing to the left. Goes 
further beyond the last tree and down to the left. The nest one is just the same but 
straighter and slight shorter. The next one is taller, straighter and lease to the right. Just 
by the top of that one to the right and above it is the circle. The last tree element in the 
bottom ellipse is on right hand side and goes up about the same right as the second one 
that I described and down to the left. Then there are tree elements that start in the 
second elliptical shape above the first. The first is right over the left hand side and 
comes up about 3 or 4 em and the arms to the right. Next tree element is about % of the 
way towards the right. It's about the same size to the others again the arm to the right. 
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Final tree element in the second ellipse is right over the right hand boundary and again 
the top right boundary and the same size as the previous one but the arm to the left. 
Final tree element is above the second ellipse so touching any ellipse about the centre of 
the group horizontally. It is about the same size of the last tree group with arm to the 
right. Finally in the top left hand comer of the sketch there is a curve, which is almost a 
quarter of the circle that's been drawing off the page. So it's a quarter of the circle 
without .. , just peering the circumference line. It's the better. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 04 - Review 

Non-Architectural sketch: more abstract. Difficult 
Architectural sketch: corridor ... plan. Easy 
During the review session, the students talked more about the architectural drawing, 
showing more familiarity. 

5 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - SESSION 5 

DIPLOMA YEAR 05 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

The image is black lines on white paper. It takes about 113 whole length full paper. 
Starts on the centre the same proportion as A I but it tend portrait in the centre of the 
page. So start 1/3 size of the image. It doesn't have an out line but it compared a black 
line. A circle in the top right hand comer ofthe space. In the top left hand comer there's 
a semi circle. Then at the bottom there are two oblong circles one above the other taking 
the most space of the area originally described. There is one size on the bottom and 
other in the top. Oblongs going width ways and there are ten vertical lines that look like 
number one or number seven. Straight lines that come down about the top. That's all on 
this page. So basically composed: circle the top right hand, semi circle top left hand. 
Two oblong circles at the bottom. Several black lines in the centre. All right up with 
ticks on the top, like number ones. That's ok. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 05 - Description 02 (architectural sketch) 

It's about a square from the centre of the page again. Taking about half of format A4. 
Again it's black lines in white paper. It's quite architectural, it's quite sketch. This one 
is a quite large square in sketch format. Often the large square, draw a line going 
horizontally through the centre of it and then vertically through the centre of it goes 
down goes down, not in the top half. So you got like a rectangle in the top with two 
squares in the bottom. On the lower left hand side square draw another two horizontal 
lines dividing into three. This is also contained in the first large square. Again in the 
bottom left hand square you created in this large square. In the top third of that 
portion ...... draw a cross on the left hand side in that top third. A sketch cross. Look at 
the square as a whole again, look at the top right hand side of that square about a quarter 
of the way in, from the top line coming down, draw a vertical line down only at the half 
point of the square. Then two horizontal small lines in the top portion of the area you 
just mock off. Hard complicated, isn't it. Look back at the square as a whole. Draw a 
line coming out from just below the centre of the square, coming out of the square to 
your right hand side. So way right hand. So coming out to your right hand side, out of 
the page. There are two lines like a 'prouk' coming out of the square. At the end of it 
draw a small box, attached to the end. Go back at the large square as a whole. Go down 
to the bottom left hand comer of the square. The other side now. Just extend the left 
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wall of the square slight further down. Just make down bit longer and then draw a 
oblong coming out under the larger square. So almost the replicate the third you divided 
in the block of square originally. So it's a small portion coming out the bottom left hand 
side of the large square. On this is a oblong box. It's quite sketch, nothing is quite exact. 
I think it's the better. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 05 - Review 

Non-Architectural sketch: Easy to describe. Very simple picture 
Architectural sketch: Hard to describe. Try to describe how to draw. 

6 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - SESSION 6 

DIPLOMA YEAR 06 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

It's a architectural sketch. Looks like a plan. Basically a square in the middle of the 
page, about 10 cm on each side, with some division dividing into two rectangles. The 
division is going across the middle of the square horizontally. The lower rectangle is 
again subdivided into two squares with a vertical line. Basically it is the layout of the 
thing. About one cm down from that first horizontal division that you drew, there is a 
line sticking out the side of the rectangle, which is double line. So it's a cm down that 
line and sticks a cm into the rectangle and three cm out the rectangle. There is a little 
square in the end of that. Like a light spot. That little square is about one cm square. On 
the top half square, the top rectangle that hasn't be subdivided yet. There is a line down 
on side, a vertical line down on side dividing a one cm width stick, a vertical one, on the 
end of that rectangle inside the big square. Just to recap: In the big square, we have it 
divided into two long rectangles, top and bottom. We have a little fly what looks like a 
light spot in the bottom one. We have a little stick in the top one. The bottom of those 
two long rectangles is subdivided into two squares. The left hand of these two squares I 
just mentioned, is now divided into three with horizontal lines, so it's about .. .1 don't 
know ... equally divided into three horizontal divisions by two lines. If you can take two 
of those new long rectangles just created on those subdivisions, a little third basically 
draw two of those on the bottom of that square. So also sticking out of the big square. 
Going back again. Big square, subdivided into two long rectangles, top and bottom. On 
the top one you have a little stick on the side, on the right hand side. At the top of that, 
inside this little stick, there is something approaching vertically its relation pattern. A 
kind of pipe out about a cm. Going back again. Big square. Two horizontal rectangles. 
Left hand square of lower rectangle, the top corner of that little rectangle, its got a cross. 
A very quickly cross about a cm square on its left hand end. As a multiplication sign. 
Nothing too neat. A line going from there, horizontally from the right hand side of that 
cross, more or less to that subdivision that I mentioned, of these two rectangles on the 
bottom rectangle of the big square. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 06 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

It is more a tri-dimensional picture or what it seems. There is a rectangle which is just ... 
it is not drawing but part of the print, sitting on middle of the page. It's a long line 
rectangle about ten cm width and about fifteen cm high. That is the frame of what you 
will draw. At the bottom of that rectangle there is some sort of ... basically it is an oval 
shape but being flatting in this distinct hand drawing. Not really oval at all but more 
sausage. Above that there is a slightly fat of that. The first sausage is about two cm high 
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and stretch most of the width and it is centered. Most of the width of the rectangle. The 
second sausage is about three cm high, slightly longer and slightly square at the end. 
Top left hand comer of the rectangle we have a quarter of circle about two cm in radius. 
The quarter circle has a 90 degrees angle with the rectangle that you just drew. Opposite 
that, on the top right hand comer, we have a little circle about 1,5 cm in diameter, not 
radius but diameter. That sits basically opposite the quarter of circle, that quarter arc. 
Sticking out of this, if you think the two sausages, they look like tolls of water or 
something. So again tri-dimension on what you drew. Sticking out then, there are a lot 
of almost vertical lines. Out of the first sausage we have six lines. I should go from left 
to the right. Very equal stages across the vertical rectangle roughly. They still have 
different bits of depth of this part that is going back. The first one is a vertical line that 
starts near the left hand end of the sausage and goes up about 4 cm. The second one 
another cm longer and further back goes up 5 cm and sticks slightly up to the left. The 
next one again a cm far from that. Same position on the depth of the sausage, sticks out 
about 8 cm and slightly to the left. One after that is very close but is based towards the 
front of the sausage, goes up straight about 8 cm , so on the rectangle becomes lower 
that last line, because it's close to the front of the sausage. Next one along a cm, same 
death in the sausage, up ten cm. That's coming just about the circle, which you drew at 
the top right hand comer of the rectangle. The last one is right on the right edge of 
sausage, slightly to the right with depth about 5 cm. Now on top of each of those, there 
is another line that's coming down about 45 degrees for about a cm. On the first, line is 
to the right. Second line is to the left. Third line is to the left. Fourth line to the left. 
Fifth line to the right. Sixth line to the left. That's the little line coming down. On the 
back sausage we have three of these vertical lines. The first one on the extreme left hand 
end towards the front of the depth of the sausage. This is about 4 cm, comes down to the 
right that 45 degrees line. The next one in this sausage is between, apparently between 
because of the perspective, is between the fifth and the sixth lines of the first sausage. 
Middle of that second sausage, up about Scm, down to the right 45 degrees and one cm. 
At the very last one on the extreme right hand end of the sausage, towards the back of 
the depth of this second sausage, up about 5 cm and down 45 degrees one cm to the left. 
And finally between the third and forth lines of the first sausage, we have another line, 
which doesn't have space in one of the sausages but is in fact in the background, a cm 
above the back sausage. Going straight up 4 cm, coming down to the right of that 45 
degrees line, one cm down to right 45 degrees. I think that's it. Hang on. There is a little 
scribble on the top. That is silly. That's all. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 06 - Review 

Non-Architectural sketch: Easy. I know what sausage looks like. 

7 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - SESSION 7 

DIPLOMA YEAR 07 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

If you have your paper portrait, in the top right hand comer draw a circle. Top right. 
Then on the left hand comer, at the top, draw a kind of quarter of circle, but it is the 
bottom right of the circle. Do you see what I mean? Just like a arc or something. Right 
at the bottom of the page, if you imagine a kind of portrait format, I want you to draw a 
kind of long oval shape. It has rounded edges. Right across the bottom, like oblong 
shapes. This is all 2D by the way. After you done that I want you to draw a vertical line 
and there are six of these and they all coming out of this oblong shape. Draw a vertical 
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line up and them, it's like a up side down tick with a little stalk bit at the top. If you 
draw nine of them, it's kind a quite arbitrary here and there. All coming out of this 
oblong shape at the bottom. So there are nine of those. All different length. So near to 
the top circle, some halfway, some in the middle. On the top oblong shape you drew, at 
the bottom there is another oblong shape a bit just above it. a little bit longer and a 
littler bit bigger. After you done that second oblong shape, there are three of those up 
side down ticks coming from it. One on the left and two on the right. After you done 
that, there is one more up side down tick. If you start in the middle of the page, right in 
the middle, just draw a up side down tick there. That's all on this drawing. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 07 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

This is a lot different to the first one. Nothing rounded, all kind of plane shapes. If you 
just draw a big square, probably the size of A4 format, a bit A4 square. The bottom left 
comer of this square, I want you to draw a rectangle underneath it and half way of the 
square. If you not mean, the width is half the square and the deep of this extra rectangle 
at the bottom. It's only about an eight of one of the length of the square. So I want you 
to draw a line straight across the middle of square, so dividing it into two. Know the 
rectangle that you drew in the bottom left comer? If you rotated it 90 degrees, so you 
have a vertical rectangle. I want you to draw one at the top right of this square. On the 
right hand side of this square, of this big square, I want you to draw ... not, ignore that. 
The line in the middle of the square that you drew, draw another line underneath it. The 
same width as the rectangle you've been drawing, so it's a double line, parallel line 
underneath that. After you done that, on the right hand side of the square, I want you to 
extend that second line, the one further down, extend that line by a third of the square. 
On the end of that extended line, I want you to draw another square, but this square is 
the same width as the rectangle, the short width of the rectangle. So you got like a big 
square with the line sticking out and a little square on the end of it, on the right hand 
side. What else is there? You know the right hand comer, right top comer of big square, 
there is a rectangle. At the top of the rectangle, inside the rectangle, there is a scribble. 
There is a S shape, a scribble, but is actually a reverse of a S shape. If you mirror a S, 
that is what you need to draw on the top of the rectangle. The top half comer, not the 
top, sorry. If you look at the left hand side of the big square, the line down there, just 
underneath the line you drew across the square, dividing into two, putting a cross just 
underneath that line, in between the two parallel lines on the left hand side. Just do it 
like a cross. If you look at the bottom half the square, ignore the second line you drew. 
If you divide the square into three, so the whole thing is in six divisions. Just look at the 
bottom left comer of those ... I'll start again. You divide the square into half, the top 
half and the bottom half. The bottom half, divide again. So draw a line, so it becomes 
quarters. In the bottom left comer, you got a quarter of the square. Divide that into 
three, so you got one line there. Then draw a second line, so you got thirds now. Again 
it is all horizontal lines. I think it's about it. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 07 - Review 

Non-Architectural sketch: Much easier. Simple. 
Architectural sketch: hard to describe 

8 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - SESSION 8 

DIPLOMA YEAR 08 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 
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It's a free hand sketch. Looks like a plan. A square. Halfway down the square look like 
a kind of corridor. With an extra square attached on the right. Above the corridor on the 
right, along the right hand side of the square there is a kind of section that is very small 
corridor with the length of the square. In the main square there are also another small 
rectangle which is to the bottom left hand, just off a little bit to the main square. In the 
central corridor that I described in the middle of the square there are a lot of scribbles. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 08 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

It is another free hand sketch but not architectural sketch of a building. Starts in the top 
left with a quarter of a circle. A bottom quarter of the circle. Top right the full circle but 
much smaller then the other circle which is incomplete. At the bottom of the page you 
got a kind of oval type pound shape, which is full width of that. Above that pound you 
got a slighter big one but more rectangular one. The any other thing are ten lines. All 
have like a tick on the top of them. All the ticks go in different directions and have 
different sizes. The first tick start to the left, quite small and the tick go to the right. The 
second tick is much bigger and the tick go other way, to the left. Another tick is almost 
near the circle and then three smaller ones. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 08 - Review 

Non-Architectural sketch: Hard, abstract. 
Architectural sketch: easier. Make sense to me. I can remember what I said. 

9 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - SESSION 9 

DIPLOMA YEAR 09 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

The first sketch is based around a fairly small square about 3 inches long each side 
based in the middle of the sheet of paper. There is a horizontal line dividing the top and 
the bottom part of the square, so at the bottom of the square there is a vertical line 
dividing those two halves. In the bottom left hand quarter of that square there are two 
horizontal lines dividing roughly into three parts. In the top right hand comer of the 
large square there is one vertical line giving a small rectangle roughly equal in size to 
the three in the bottom left hand comer of the main square. The length of three 
rectangles in the bottom left hand comer of that main square is another small rectangle 
slightly longer in line with the left hand edge of the main square and slightly below the 
main square. If you imagine the horizontal line dividing the top and bottom half of this 
main square project it out about an inch this forms the top right hand comer of the small 
square, each side of that square is roughly the same as the width of the small vertical 
back in the top right comer of the main square. Right across from this small square to 
the big square 3 inches either side of the horizontal lines in the bottom right hand comer 
of that mains square near the top is another one small horizontally placed rectangle 
slightly smaller than the twig in the bottom left hand comer of the main square. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 09 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Ok here we have another fairly small sketch in total its about 2 and a half inches wide 
and about 4 inches tall. Occupying the top right hand comer of this space is a small 
circle about two thirds of an inch across maybe a quarter of an inch across from the 
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right hand side in the top of this imaginary rectangle. In the top left hand corner of this 
a quarter of a circle coming from the top left hand corner coming downwards and right 
maybe about an inch. In the bottom area of the sketch at most about 3 quarters an inch 
tall is a sort of flat oval extending most of the width of that sort of 2 and half to three 
inches. Above this is a slightly taller and more rectangular shape but with rounded 
comers, then coming from these two oval shapes are a bright in a bowl a near vertical 
lines each one been a small line coming from the top so it makes a sort of half of a 
single arrow. There are 10 of these in total at various heights and with various heights is 
of small lines coming up with big lines. I think that's all again. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 09 - Review 

I think that one is easier to describe well it felt like it was easier to describe ?? 
You were telling it as a story you kept on going from one thing to another, right rather 
than relating it back to a start point, and then I lost it because you were talking about 
this bit and then id speak to you about this bit and then - so it was clearly one bit that it 
all kind of ???? And when you were saying arrows I expected it been arrows like this 
way, not up. When you said projecting up I imagine it projecting that way, not that way. 
I'm not very good with triangles. 

Architectural sketch: I think that one is easier to describe 

10 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - SESSION 10 

DIPLOMA YEAR 10 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

The thing you are going to draw is a plan. Basically it is a plan. It's rectilinear. Two 
straight walls at 90 degrees angle. Very rough the two walls. One of them are two-thirds 
of the other. On the other side, this is small open. There is one large space, I think 
should be a bedroom or what looks like a walking and wardrobe. On the other side of 
this space there are a lots of scribbles but I'm not sure. Basically taking your drawing 
from the north, these walls at north and west side are big blocks, quite thickness on the 
plan. On the other side is more open. There is a large space on the north and west, 
which is the whole size of north wall and half size of the west wall. There is another 
small space, which goes on the under west, to west wall to half way to the north wall. 
That wall is then in the bottom then south. There is another space, which connection to 
that follows the each wall which is a continuation of the other room. Then half way 
down on the east wall, there is a wall just outside the space with a square box on the end 
of it. That's all. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 10 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

It's not architectural drawing. Looks very challenger any way. The best way to describe 
is that it's looks like a sea. There's a circle in the top right-hand corner that is suppose 
to be a moon or sun. There is another large quarter of the circle, it's quite large and is 
the section of the circle, which goes to the top left hand corner. Just a quarter of the 
circle. Down to the bottom of the picture there are, I think, what must be two pounds 
maybe. Two kinds of rectangular boxes, but it are not exactly rectangles. Shape of a 
Lakeland with cute edges. Some sort of sticks straight sticks up with a line attached, 
coming to the top of it and angle about 60 degree from the horizontal and about 30 
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degrees with the vertical. So I think it must be a representation of a plant. Must be sticks 
in a pound. Looks like basically pounds and sticks. They look like that. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 10 - Review 

Non-Architectural sketch: Simple. Easy to describe 
Architectural sketch: more difficult 

11 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - SESSION 11 

DIPLOMA YEAR 11- Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

It's an A size format. It's a series of lines. There is no fill just straight lines, some curve 
lines. An imaginary scene of reeds around the lake. over the lake. Towards the bottom 
of the page, for about half way down, there are two oblongs with curved comers. The 
top one of two is slightly bigger of the bottom one. The bottom is slightly more 
rounded. You got these two oblongs, which I think are lakes at the bottom of the page. 
The top right there is a small circle. which is probably the sun. The top left there is a 
quarter of the circle, which is bigger than the other circle, which is the sun. It's about a 
quarter of the page in radius. It's quite suit curve. Then you got the same sticks from the 
lake going up with the tails on it. Have you start drawing? I'll probably continue 
through the sticks. You got ten sticks. Some of them start in the bottom lake, some start 
in the top lake. One of them is just floating. They got like a little stalk pointing 
diagonally down, even left or right from the top of it. They are a straight line and then 
have a little stalk coming down. I'll start from the left. In the upward of the two lakes, 
there is a small one joining about half way the page, starts the left edge of the lake. Goes 
up. It's quite short and got a little stalk and goes down to the right of the top. The next 
one to the right, starts in the bottom lake and goes up and doesn't go pass the top lake. It 
goes just a little bit in the next lake and its tail goes down to the right. The next one to 
the right starts on bottom lake and goes up through the next lake and stops about the 
middle of the page. Its tail goes back to left downwards in between the last two stalks. 
The next one to right again is the same as the last one. Starts in the bottom lake, goes up 
nearly to that quarter and then down to the left. Then we have one to right of that, which 
is floating. This one starts above the top lake about half way the page, goes up and then 
the tail goes down to the right in about middle of the page. Then we have one straight in 
the centre of the page, starting in the bottom lake and goes straight up. It doesn't go as 
high as the last one and its tail goes down to the left towards the last one. Then we got 
the next one to the right, which goes from the bottom lake all the way up, the same high 
as the floating one and then down to the right. Its tail is quite close to the sun circle. The 
next is a short one, which starts on the top lake this time, straight up towards the end of 
the last tail and its tail slightly flat going to the right. There are two more sticks to go. 
The next one starts in the bottom oblong, goes up to below the tail of the last one and its 
tail goes left underneath the last one. The last one is at the end of the page on the right 
of it. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 11- Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

We've got a very sketchy plan of a building probably. It's a rough square. Start drawing 
a very sketchy square, nearly full the page but slightly to the top left. Top and left hand 
side of the square there's slightly more emphasis with few more scribble pen. Become a 
horizontally line crossing the centre of the square, just a straight line across. If you 
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imagine it in quarters, at the bottom left hand quarter there's two lines splitting that 
quarter into thirds. Each of those appears to be walls with double lines. There is single 
stalk making the bottom, dividing the bottom half of the whole square into quarters and 
then goes down to the edge. Beyond the edge, beyond those two bottom lines there's 
actually another two lines out side the square and the same size. The left hand side of 
the square extends to meet the corner of those two lines. Those two lines out side of the 
square are on the right hand side. There's a vertical but only join the two out side the 
square, doesn't join with the main square. There's a little square, a tine square at the 
right of the whole big square, in the centre. Just below the centre line about, with the 
gap about these two of these small squares, so a little square out side. The thickness of 
that square, if you imagine again, back across the main square, there is like a width 
probably start away or that sort of bit, that is indicated by two lines going across the 
whole square and going out into the little square. There are some scribbles that have 
been attached on top of this. On the left hand edge, just below the centre line running 
horizontally, there is like an extra room, the same size of the small square. Next of that, 
still in the bottom quarter, is a scribble of a backwards shape N. There are more sketchy 
scribbles slightly to the right, which indicate the centre point of the whole square. In the 
top section of the square, right on the right hand side, about the width of that small 
square, which is about a eighth of the total, there is a line running vertically from about 
an eighth down the middle line. At the top of that channel you drew before, there is a 
backwards-S shape. Like a scribble, which is like when we draw insulation or sort like 
that. At the bottom right of the square, on the vertical side, there is extra thickness extra 
lines. A bit emphasis at the bottom right and the top left of the main square is also 
emphasis where are scribbles like pen. In the central channel that runs horizontally, 
below that on the right, below that channel you drew in the right, there is a little small 
rectangle just below the left hand line of that channel, inside that channel but in the next 
channel now. In the right of the square, on the central line, there is the letter D facing 
down. Looks like a semi-circle just out side the main square, like a letter D facing 
down. At the bottom left of all you drew, set out side of the square, with the left hand 
edge of the square running down into the outside lines, that's actually like a little line 
down just outside of that line. Between the square and the outside lines and that's give 
ends by little lips that going across horizontally to make the small section wall or like 
this. Top line of the whole square is made about five or six deep strokes and its little 
sketchy bits crossing it At the bottom middle of the main square you drew first there is a 
couple of little sketching, tine little sketching circles, which I think just make up 
corners, basically make that corner. In the bottom left corner of the main square, where 
you drew those two horizontal lines with double lines, to the right where meeting the 
next quadrant on the right, actually one of the lines extends about a cm on this page and 
goes up into that horizontal channel. That's about it. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 11 - Review 

Non-Architectural sketch: Trick to describe 
Architectural sketch: Hard to describe 

12 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - SESSION 12 

DIPLOMA YEAR 12 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

I think it's a plan or some thing, but it is very sketchy. It's not very clear what it is. 
Basically if you draw a square about 6 cm by 6 cm. Have you done that? Draw a 
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horizontal line across the middle of the page. On the bottom half of that square you 
splat, divide that as well into half again. So you should have one more rectangle and 
two small squares. Then divide the bottom left square into three equal sizes horizontal 
strips. On the top of one of those strips, there is a cross that should represent a lift boil 
or some thing occupying the left about a third of that strip. In the right of that there is a 
horizontal line through the middle and a little scribble that looks like a sketch of a stair 
or something. On the bottom of the large square you drew, there is a further long line 
rectangle. I can't describe it. Hang on. You should have a large square split into two. A 
bottom half split into two. Left half split into three strips with these things, cross, 
sketches that I think represent stairs in plan. If you go to the bottom of your large 
square, basically draw a kind of oblong tine rectangle horizontal. Starts on the left edge 
of the big square, but off set on the bottom of it, finished just beyond halfway. I can't 
describe that. The horizontal line that you drew across the middle of the large square 
there is a long rectangle in the right half, underneath, in the right half of that as well. 
I'm not sure what it represents. A kind of a gap in the end, that kind of long tine 
rectangle occupying part of that right hand little square. I don't know if it makes any 
sense at all. In the bottom of that there is a single line that projects about one and a half 
cm out of your large square and finishes with kind of a little sort of six or seven mm 
square on the end of it. Apparently if you look at your large square that you drew at the 
start, at the top half of it, there is a long tine rectangle going vertically up to the right 
hand side of that, which points ticks about six or seven, of the total size of the width of 
the square you drew initially. At the right hand side there is a bit of scribbles on the top 
of that. I think it's about it. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 12 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

The last description, the whole thing was quite sketchy, this is a single line. This one 
now is still sketchy but each line look very definite while having rough edges. But looks 
more like 'kall ... .' representation of something. It looks like a sun in the top right hand 
comer of it. Just a circle. Below could be a representation of trees or flowers in the vase 
or something. Each of those is drawing as vertical lines with a diagonal line down from 
the top of it. I don't have the engaged drawing accurately. If you put the page in portrait 
or drawing a rectangle in portrait format, at the bottom about fifth of it, draw a rough 
quite long horizontal oval. Above that in more space, draw another one but slight width 
taking a little more space. In the top fifth of the space, in the top right hand comer, draw 
a circle, which is the sun or something. On the left hand side of that there is a quarter 
arc, which cuts the comer of the page. Does it make sense? If you go to the ovals you 
just drew, in the bottom one, there are six of these vertical things, maybe trees or 
something. Starting from the left, in the space, except the last with double arrows. 
Starting from the left, the first one goes up just below the top of the upper oval, and it 
has a down diagonal tick, I suppose, going down to the right of it. The next one goes up 
and finishes a short little way above the top oval and has a left diagonal on the end of it, 
which is longer than the previous one. The next one is vertical, quite not actually, and 
got a slight angle from the bottom of it and goes left of it and finishes with another tick 
with the similar length of the previous one. The next on is kind in the middle of the 
oval. It's not pretty vertical, and like the previous one it finishes about % way up the 
page. The next one finishes not far, the middle one, not far below that and again the tick 
on that goes to the left. The next on e is vertical and finishes, the last one was % and that 
is more like 7/8 way up the page and finishes just in the left the sun you drew and the 
tick on that goes to the right of it. The final one, which is big further apart from the 
others, goes up about half way up the page and the tick to the left. The ones coming 
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from the upper oval, there are three of them. The first one starts on the extreme left of 
the upper oval. So in the left of all ones you drew previously. It goes up to about, starts 
from near the bottom oval and goes up from the bottom of that oval length, double high 
of the oval and has tick to the right, diagonal to the right. Quite short one. The next one 
from the left is between the last one on the right, in the previous oval. Starts from the 
middle of the upper oval, goes up about one and a half times the size the oval and has a 
tick to the right. There is a final vertical one on the far right top oval, which goes to 
about two-thirds length the page and has a tick to the left. There is more of these vertical 
things, which is not coming from nether of the ovals, but kind of flying on the sky. If 
you look at the bottom oval and the vertical element you drew, look at the third and 
forth one to the left. It starts between those two from above the upper oval, a distance 
about half a width of the oval format and goes up vertically to sort of the high of the 
sun. The bottom of the sun you drew before and has a tick diagonal to the right. So you 
should have something that looks a sort of state with funny diagonals bits on the end, 
standing in some oval. But you know what it is going to be. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 12 - Review 

Non-Architectural sketch: Hard to describe. More abstract 
Architectural sketch: Easier to describe. Easy to relate, lift, stairs. The shape contain 
the elements. 

13 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - SESSION 13 

DIPLOMA YEAR 13 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

It's a picture on a portrait page. In the top right comer there is a circle like a sun. In the 
left comer there's a quarter of the circle, but much larger. Just the bottom right hand 
comer of the circle. At the bottom of the page there are two very roughly drawing 
rectangles, which find across the page. Coming out of the rectangles there are several 
vertical lines. Smaller at the sides and longer at the middle. At the top of them, they 
have half arrows, a kind of side. There is one which comes from behind the second 
rectangle which is the shorter one. There are actually ten on total. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 13 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

This is a sketch of a plan. Basically a large square in the middle. Very roughly drawing 
with a lot of lines in the top of each other. There is a line across the middle of it dividing 
in half. Here is a line very close to it, which comes out of the square, to the right. To the 
end of that line there is a smaller rectangle, which is taller than width. Again very 
roughly drawing on the blank of the top of it. They extend and pass each other in the 
comer. To the left of the rectangle you just drew, in the middle of the square, there are a 
couple of crosses, which make boxes. There is a line slower lower than that one which 
is through the square. And it goes half way from the left, connected with the main 
extruded line. In the bottom left hand comer, which is divided off with a tine line. The 
things at left are divided in half vertically with a couple of lines. Below that there's 
another rectangle, which is slightly spaced away from the box. But connected with that 
with a very sketching line on the left hand side of it, to the bottom left hand comer of 
the box. On the top right hand comer of the box there is a vertical line, which is quite 
close to the right hand side. Right to the top there is a kind of shape of letter two, which 
connected both of the lines of the right hand side. 
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DIPLOMA YEAR 13 - Review 

Non-Architectural sketch: easy one 
Architectural sketch: confuse 

14 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - SESSION 14 

DIPLOMA YEAR 14 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Have you got an A4 piece of paper in front of you? You turn it, so it's horizontal 
position. Right on the centre of the piece of paper you have to draw a very sketchy 
square about eight cm by eight cm. Imagine the whole drawing is drawing in a grid. It's 
kind of slightly off centre, on about three degrees. Is that making sense? I'm looking at 
a really sketch. A sketch of a plan basically, looks like a sketch for a plan. Probably you 
need to draw one kind of line very solid, not sketch line through the middle of that, 
horizontally. Let me think. It's got like little small sketchy box on its right, which is 
about one and a half cm in a kind of measurement and about four cm off to the side of 
the original box. This small electrical on the side, the top of it, forwards in line with the 
line you just drew, draw the centre of it. Is that making sense? That's look quite sketchy 
as well, draw like four lines or five or some. Then at the very bottom of the main box, 
there is another like rectangle, which is longer than tick and that is probably about one 
and a half cm high, but it extends side ways horizontally from the bottom left comer of 
the main box and extends out to the right by just over like half width of the horizontal 
width of the main box. That's kind like the proportions of it, but it is kind of sat down 
off the main box by one and a half cm. Is that making sense? Basically a rectangle, 
slightly wide than the half width of the main box and one and a half cm high, it's away 
from the main box by about one and a half cm. It starts on the bottom left hand comer 
of the main box. Sticking these same lines off the small box here. There is a line 
connecting it to the bottom left hand comer of the main box. If you imagine the flat kind 
of line you created in the main box, on the left hand side, just continue it down forwards 
and just draw the smaller box. Is that making sense? If you get back to main box, in the 
bottom half of the main box, it has been divided into two by a kind of vertical line. Is 
like very frame line, is just one, single one. So it's split in half. Is that ok? Let me see. 
In the main box, in the bottom half, and we are in the left section now. Is that making 
sense? That section seems to be divided in approximately three parts. Imagine you 
drawing a sort of like there is a thickness too. Is divided into three parts almost equal 
but they're not quite, probably near they are. It is been divided with what probably 
should be like wall or kind of like, with two lines very close, very close together but 
separated. So looks like a wall. There are two of those dividing into three. You got those 
there? Did I say that go horizontally? Is that all making sense? In the top third of that 
section, in the bottom left section of the main box, is that making sense? It is divided 
into three. In the top of one of those three is somebody's drawing on the left hand side, 
which again is divided by probably about three. There is somebody's drawing, a cross 
in one motion. So draw a cross taking about half of the page. Just a bit to the right of 
that, there are kinds of signs, but a sort of just crossing over the centre line of the main 
box. Imagine a kind of backwards N. starts from ... oh dear it's difficult. If we were in 
the main box, in the bottom quarter that we've been working in, in the top third of that, 
it starts probably along the half way line of that box. It's about one cm from the right 
hand side of it. and then you just drawing a kind of backwards N with the top of it just 
crossing over the centre line, if you didn't do it already. Then, just out from that, just 
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below that, there is a single line stretching out. Starts from the right and goes out 
towards the cross, quite rich it. From the centre of the cross there is a very shorter two 
cm line that starts from the centre of the cross and goes down to the right. There is just a 
very short line crossing both of those two lines you should just drew. Is that making 
sense? Scrap up it, a bit very difficult. If you go back to the top half of the main box, to 
the right of that you need to draw a line that would probably be about two cm from the 
right side of the main box. Yep? Starting from the centre line and going up to about one 
cm in the top of main box, is that making sense? You need to complete that rectangle by 
going it back to the right hand side of the box. I think it's that kind of entrance or some 
kind. So there is just a little sort of horizontal line going across the right hand side, no, 
there is a smaller horizontal line crossing over that right hand side of the main box, in 
that little kind of gap in the top of the rectangle. Is that making sense? In the top half of 
the main box, there is a kind of rectangle thing. Have you done that? You should have 
just drawing a vertical thing to the right hand side of it. Ok, we leave it. It's not 
important any way. This picture is quite ridiculous. You know the little bit like a stalk
tail you just drew? Ok, that's connected to the main one, it's connected to the main plan, 
a main plan what I think it is. It's connected by two horizontal lines that again should be 
a representation of some kind of wall from above. They basically start on the satellite 
box. On the satellite box they start from kind of half way down on the left hand side and 
probably be about a kind ... remembering the early walls you drew? It's probably twice 
of the thickness of one of those. It goes into the main box, goes about as far as ... no, too 
complicated now. You got like a main box divided into what say, what like a wall. 
Imagine it divided into quarters and got the bottom right comer. It extends horizontally 
about half way of the bottom right hand quarter. One of those lines continues to about, 
the top one of those lines continues to about one cm away from the left hand side of that 
right hand quarter. Where that finished you connected it back up to the centre horizontal 
line of the main box. In the top half of the main box, I'll ask you to draw a kind of line 
about one cm away from the right hand side. Have you got that line? In the top one, in 
the top right hand box into the top box, from the right hand side, there is a line that is 
vertical about two and a half cm out from the side of it. I think it's probably what can be 
seen in that page. If you draw a vertical line, two and a half cm out from the right side 
of that section, then that extends from the horizontal line that divides the entire main 
box, up to one cm from the top of that main box. Then that continues into the right a 
kind of more, and in the end of that draw a horizontal line to make the right side of the 
box. There is another horizontal line about two and a half cm below that, a kind of like 
cuts off a little room, a little box, a kind of rectangle that has been created there. And 
there are just a width ness signs on the middle of it. If you imagine that kind of 
rectangle you just drew, the left line that you drew, continues down into the bottom half 
of the main box and running up to the two lines you should have drawn from the 
satellite box. There are just two more things, one more thing really. Take the main one, 
the main box, take the box in the bottom left quarter, divided into three bits. Take the 
top one of those three. We want the bottom line of that. That line extends horizontally 
into the bottom right quarter of the main box by about three or four cm. Is that making 
sense? There is vertical line drawing join that line that comes from the satellite box. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 14 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

I'll just describe it first. I'm looking at a kind of selection of horizontal, sorry a 
selection of vertical arrows. Just draw a kind of one main line and two lines even 
happen. Imagine taking away one half of the end of the arrow, just one diagonal at the 
end. I'm looking at a selection of those at different highs and with different lengths 
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from the end of it. Horizontally pointing upwards, but there are slightly angles as well. 
It looks like a sort of selection of reeds or something like. Selection of kind of reeds by 
a kind of lakes or something at night, but a very abstraction of it. In the top left hand 
comer of it there is a sort of a quarter of a circle. Is that making sense? A line that is a 
quarter of the circle, that looks like representing a moon or something. There is also 
another complete circle as well, on the page but up on the right. There is a kind of a 
couple of ornate on the bottom of the page. So that's all on the picture but I'll try to put 
in a kind of order. So all the things on: There is a selection of those arrows things. There 
are ten of those. There is circle, there is a quarter of the circle and there are two ornate 
things as well. I think it's a photocopy or scanner of a A4 sheet of paper. Basically it's a 
line drawing but I can see a kind of shadow of the A4 piece of paper. Make a kind of 
invisible A4 sheet of paper in the centre of your sheet. We are talking about this thing 
being about eight cm wide by thirteen or fourteen cm high. Is that making sense? That's 
the page. From the circle or the sun, is one in the top right hand comer, up from the 
right by about one cm and down from the top by about one and a half cm and it is about 
three cm in radius. No three cm across, diameter isn't it? Yes, sorry three cm diameter. 
Then a quarter of the circle is in the left comer and that would be in radius, probably 
about something like five cm, but if you imagine it starting one cm from the left side 
and finishing one cm from the top. Taking those two points and it's about five cm 
radius. Is that making sense? Ok, let's try this way. If you take a point from the top left 
hand comer, one cm from the left and one cm from the top. Imagine drawing a quarter 
of a circle with five cm radius. Is that making sense? If you have like a par of 
compasses and you took the point one ern from each side, is the point where you stick 
the sharp and draw a quarter of circle, so five cm out. Then we'll go to those two little 
bits. They are sort of like free hand rectangular ovals. Is that making sense? There is a 
smaller one that goes about four cm in high and sits about one cm on the bottom of the 
page and about one and a half cm in from each side of the page. And just draw that kind 
of free hand oval thing. Is that making sense? Have you done that? Above that there is 
another one of those, one em up of the last one but slightly more angular and slightly 
bigger as well. So just draw another one of those but slightly angular and rectangular 
and slightly larger above it. That's all, I think. Except that we got a small piece of 
artistic interpretation. There are ten of them. None of them overlap basically. The thing 
is, that six of them start in the lower rectangle, in the lower kind of rectangular box and 
scratch up towards its kind of moon at the top, at different lengths. There are six of 
those and the central three extend up really quite up the page. Almost reach that line and 
the two spheres in the top. They are like missing about one cm, the central three of 
them. Two go to the left and one goes to the right, the arrowhead in the top. There is 
one to the right of those, on the far right of the rectangle and with the arrow going to the 
left, but not nearly at all. There is one on the far left of that lower box, that's short one 
and, if you imagine you drawing a vertical line that is not even go beyond the rectangle 
above it and the arrow to the right. One more just to the right of that, that goes up above 
the rectangle, the second rectangle and has a very long arrow that goes to the left. There 
are three more arrows that start in the rectangle above. One is one that in the right to far 
left and just misses the previous you drew and the arrows go to the right and it's about 
six cm long maybe. There is one in between the two furthers right arrows that start up in 
the bottom section. And that arrow goes to the right and goes maybe about seven cm. 
There is a far right arrow as well in the bottom section about eight cm high and the 
arrow go to the left. There is one more and that one starts probably about two cm up 
from the top of the main rectangle box and sits between the two of the arrows that start 
in the first one that we were looking out. It sits between the imaginary comer of the left 
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hand side of first rectangle, just between the third and the forth one. It extends up about 
one cm away from the quarter of circle and the arrow goes to the right. That's it. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 14 - Review 

The students didn't point a harder or easier sketch to describe. 

15 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - SESSION 15 

DIPLOMA YEAR 15 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

There are two large horizontal shapes at the bottom of the page. One above the other. At 
the top there is a circle, at the top right. The top left there is a quarter of the circle with 
bottom right being visible. Is that made sense? From the lower one of the two shapes in 
the bottom, there are six vertical lines growing up. Not all way, but to different highs. 
One of this gets to the circle high and then go down, then taking down a much smaller 
degree at a slight angle. So like up side down tick, very small in the page. From the 
upper shape there are three vertical lines, all with this up side down tick aspect. There is 
one coming up above this shape, above. I think that's it. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 15 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

The second one is a large box square. Is like a plan of the building, which is finished 
square. The top on that, lines are very slight ticker. Horizontally through the middle, 
you have this kind of corridor runs off each vertical lines of the plan, creating a top half 
and a bottom half. On the top half, this rectangle now created, has through its right a 
further compartment, which is a comer of rectangle. So it's a oblong stretch on its right 
hand side. Coming from the middle corridor there is a small strip, just out of the square, 
continuing for maybe a quarter of the length of the actual square. Just out, very far. 
Further to that there is another square. It's a large square but still ... forget that, it's 
undescrible. It's a square, which is about the same width as the corridor, coming out the 
same length of the corridor, of the square. To the bottom of the big square, there is a ... 
well draw a line from the actual corridor on the bottom half of the square. Draw a line 
from the middle of the corridor down to the bottom horizontal line of the square. 
Continue this for another half or another quarter. The same distance as the bit, just up 
the corridor before. From the right-hand wall, another compartment, just out of the big 
square. So from that, just draw a line down towards your left and then coming from the 
left hand wall down, so they both meet. That's ok. 

DIPLOMA YEAR 15 - Review 

Non-Architectural sketch: Trick to describe. More difficult 
Architectural sketch: Easy to related with each other. I know what was because you 
said look like a plan. 
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Annex IV 
Approaches to the protocol analysis 
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First approach to the protocol analysis 

First Year session 01 - Description 01 - Non-architectural sketch 

Segmentation: Total 4 segments. 

Verbal Cognitive Actions: Total 12 cognitive actions. 

Duration: 3min.06seg. 

Segments 
1 Draw a sheet of A4 rectangular paper; portrait fonnat 

2 Towards the bottom are two sausages, longs ovals. One on top of each other with a gap between 
them. Top right comer is a circle, top left comer a sort of quarter of the circle, cutting the comer 
of the page. That 's all 

3 Coming up of the ovals are bars, lines with half arrow on it. One is coming up outside of the 
upper right hand side of that oval with the left head hand, if you know what I mean. Like a seven, 
slightly on its side. This has a left hand head. Another, further along with head going to the right 
side. Along two-thirds the way across from the right the same thing. One in the side of other one. 
Backwards a seven again. There is another on the bottom oval. Big one facing the other way. 
Two big ones next each other, about one third of way to the right. Another big One near to the 
circle in the top right comer, with left head. In the end of the ovals is left hand one, a sort of half 
arrows with the left hand side of the arrows. 

4 It looks likes a face , two eyes, two lips with strange thing poking out of it. I think, I hope. Like a 
flag or something, golf flag. 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

~ Formal Symbolic Reflective 

~~per Featu Spatial General Looks like Judge Resum Review I think 
efern res Relation View Imagine a ment e Tbat's 

all 

1 .; 

2 .; .; .; .; .; 

3 .; .; .; .; 

4 .; .; 

1: 01 02 02 02 03 00 00 00 02 

First Year session 01 - Description 02 - Architectural sketch 

Segmentation: Total 05 segments. 

Verbal Cognitive Actions: Total 18 cognitive actions. 

Duration: 06min. 48seg. 

Segments 
01 A large square divided in half horizontally. Bottom section divided half again vertically. Left 

hand bottom small section is divided into thirds horizontally with double lines a few 
millimetres apart. Top third of that one has a sort of an eight on its side. There's a horizontal 
line third of the way up that top third. Then a scribble above that line taking up most of the rest 
of it. A bit like the M missing leg on the left. 

02 The right hand bottom square, about a quarter away from the top of it, that's a small rectangle 
about a ten the way. Gap on the left quarter gap on the right. That's a little sort of shaft running 
parallel outside of the rectangle, sticking out of the whole square, out of the drawing. A little 
square on the end of it. In the top half of big square, on right, is another little rectangle. It 's like 
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a plan of a room, so looks like a bed. A little rectangle about a six of the way up vertical. The 
top of big square, through it, at the bottom of the picture there is another horizontal rectangle 
about the same . .. than . . . The half square at the bottom, about a quarter of the high of the small 
square, below the big square attached very left, so parallel the left hand side of the big square. 
Two lines, a little wall. I think.. 

03 In the bottom left of the two small squares, into the big square divided into thirds, the line 
dividing between the top third and the middle third, horizontal line just out about third length 
of the big square. In the end of that there is a vertical line. Rectangle across, through that there 
is a horizontal line. Curve in the end, up side down. On that left hand side of the cross, a little 
face, two eyes and a nose and a little moustache. It's like a umbrella handle just touching the 
middle line. Umbrella handle, a little face. 

04 There's a little, half way down big square on right there 's a tiny blob. Like D just attached on 
the side, running along with the line that divides it in half horizontally. Little square. 

05 So that's a sketchy style, scribbled lines here and there. 

Verbal C02nitive Actions 
II Formal Symbolic Reflective = GI 

Paper Featur Spatial Generl Looks like Judge Resum Review I think a 
if referen 
~ 

es Relation View Imagine a ment e That's 
all 

1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 

2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

3 ~ ~ ~ ~ 

4 ~ ~ ~ ~ 

5 ~ 

1; 00 04 04 05 04 00 00 00 01 

Diploma Year session 01 - Description 01: Non-architectural sketch 

Segmentation: Total 06 segments. 

Verbal Cognitive Actions: Total 27 cognitive actions. 

Duration: 04min. 24seg. 

Se~ments 
01 It 's an abstract image. Basically, at the bottom of A4 page, is a very basic kind of oval. There is 

little up side down ticks witch come up. In the top right hand comer is a circle like a sun. It 
looks like an abstract pot flowers ... (Oh God!!). 

02 So you got a little oval at the bottom and then you got six up side down vertical ticks coming out 
of it, they go to about the middle of the page. These four up side down ticks, they actually come 
inside the circle. About the midway up of those ticks, there is a very crude square just been 
draw. Inside that square are three up side down ticks again. There is one at the far left hand 
comer that goes up about three cm. There is one in the far right hand comer of that square. That 
one goes up a bit higher. There is one on the left hand side of that. So, there are three up side 
down ticks in the middle circle. Towards the top of the page there is one tick witch is just in the 
middle of the page, and not growing on circle or square. 

03 Go to the top right hand comer of that page. Draw a circle like a sun. Sun is shinning down on 
the little vase of ticks. In the far top left hand comer you've got a semi-circle. 

04 When you look at your drawing, a very nice drawing you've done, look at the very far bottom of 
the page. Should be a rough oval circle ... should be ... rough. 

05 In side should be like little flowers in a pot of vase. There should be six ticks going across from 
one end to the other. Above that very roughly drawing square. These tall ticks should run 
through the middle of this square. There should be three upright ticks. Above it a little tick witch 
is outside that. 

06 Top right hand comer of this page, is a little sun. On left hand top half of page is a semi-circle, 
actually a quarter circle, sorry. That's it. 
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Verbal Cognitive Actions 
:l Formal Symbolic Reflective = ~ Paper Featur Spatial Generl Looks like Judge Resum Review I think E! 
if referen es Relation View Imagine a ment e That's 
rn aU 
1 ~ ..; ~ ~ ~ ~ 

2 ~ ~ " " ~ 

3 ~ " " ~ 

4 ~ ~ ~ 

5 ~ ~ " 
6 ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ 

1: 01 06 06 02 OS 01 01 04 01 

Diploma Year session 01 - Description 02: Architectural sketch 

Segmentation: Total 05 segments. 

Verbal Cognitive Actions: Total 23 cognitive actions. 

Duration: 06min. OOseg. 

Se2ments 
01 Basically a very roughly drawn floor plan ... of kind . .. it 's like a very rough sketch what you 

would find on tracing paper, witch is right at the beginning stages of design. Quite simple really. 
02 A large square to start. Just two lines through it, just to give an indication of thickness. Go to the 

bottom of the left hand square you have drawn. Draw a little rectangle witch runs from the left 
hand side. A bit of a gap between the two, from the left hand comer to the centre point of the 
square. Extend the wall of your square into the edge of the rectangle. 

03 You should have two shapes: a large square, on the bottom left there should be a little rectangle. 
The waH should run between the two of them on the left hand side of the square. 

04 What you must do now is mirror the top line of your rectangle to the bottom line of the square. 
From the centre point of the bottom line of the square, draw a line up to the middle of the 
square. Then draw a line across from centre point to centre point on the left hand side and right 
hand side of the square. So you have got the line going across. Next draw a little square box, 
towards the top right hand comer of the square. Leave a little gap between the rectangles. Make 
sure it is separated. Move your pen to the mid-point of the left hand side of the square. Move it 
down a tiny bit to give it a little space. Draw a wall across, about a few centimetres do like a 
double line. At the end of the wall , draw another square. Just a small square, the same size as the 
one you just did earlier. Look quite estran~e. There are a few odd squiggles in it. 

05 What you should have is a large square with a rectangle on the bottom left hand comer. Gap 
between the two objects. You should have a line going up from the middle point, bottom side of 
the square. Meeting another line running from left to right. A little box, top right comer, another 
little box like a satellite coming out of the right hand comer. Go to the square you should have 
on your top right hand comer, draw a line from the right angle on the far bottom left hand side. 
Draw a Iittle line down. Make sure it doesn 't meet the mid-point line. Put a little arrow on the 
bottom of it. 

Verbal CORnitive Actions 
D Formal Symbolic Reflective = a Paper Featur Spatial Generl Looks like Judge Resu Review I tbink 
if referen es Relation View Imagine a ment me That's 
rn all 
1 ~ ~ 

2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

3 ~ " ~ ~ " 
4 " ~ " ~ " 
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I ~ I 00 04 04 04 04 02 02 03 00 

This is the summary of the first results related to the first approach to the 

protocol. The results are presented in terms of numbers of verbal cognitive actions. 

These verbal cognitive actions are divided into three subcategories - Formal, Symbolic 

and Reflective. 

-------- -- - -- - -- -

First Year Group 
Verbal cognitive actions 
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Diploma Year Group 
Verbal cognitive actions 
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1 - Formal 2· Symbolic 3 - Reflective 
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I 
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Second approach to the protocol analysis 

First Year session 01 - Description 01: Non-architectural sketch 

Segmentation: Total 43 segments and 

Verbal Cognitive Actions: Total 70 

Duration: 3min. 06seg. 

Verbal COl!nitive Actions 

Segments 
Formal Svmbolic 

Paper Featu Spatial General Looks like Difficult 
forma res relation view imagine a easy 

I . Draw a sheet of A4, F 
2. rectangular paper portrait fonnat. F F 
3.Towards the bottom F 
4. are two sausages, S 
5. longs ovals. FF 
6. One on top of each other F 
7. with a gap between them. F 
8. Top right comer F 
9. is a circle F 
10. top left comer F 
II . a sort of a Quarter of the circle, F 
12. cutting the comer of the page. F 
13. That ' s all. F 
14. Coming up of the ovals are bars. F F S 
15. Lines with half arrow on it. F S 
16. One is coming up outside FF 
17. of the upper right hand side of that oval F FF 
18. with the left head hand, F S 
19. if you know what I mean. 
20. Like a seven, slightly on its side. F S 
21 . This has a left hand head. F S 
22. Another. further along F 

23. with head going to the right side. F S 
24. Along two-thirds the way across FF 
25 . from the right F 
26. the same thing, F 
27. one in the side of other one. F 
28. Backwards a seven again. S 
29. There is another one on the bottom oval. FF F 
30. Big one facing the other way. F F 
31 . Two big ones next each other. F F 
32. about one third of way to the right. FF 
33. Another big one near to the circle. FF F 
34. In the top right comer with left head. FFF S 

35. m the end of the ovals F F 
36. is a left hand one. F 
37. A sort of half arrows S 

38. with the left hand side of the arrows. F S 

39. It 100ks.1ikes a face. S 

~O. two eyes. two lips. SS 
f<\ \. I think. I hope. 
~2. Like a flag or something. S 
'43. Golf flags S 

Total 51 16 
70 

ReOective 
I'll try Rememb I think 
again descript I bope 

R 

R 

R 

3 
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First Year session 01 - Description 02: Architectural sketch 

Segmentation: Total 74 segments 

Verbal Cognitive Actions: Total 165 

Duration: 06min. 48seg. 

Verbal COl!nitive Actions 

Segments 
Formal Svmbolic 

Paper Featu Spatial General Looks like Difficult 
formt res relation view imagine a easy 

I . A large square FF 
2. divided in halfhorizontaIly. FF 
3. Bottom section F 
4. divided half again vertically. FF 
5. Left hand bottom small section F F 
6. is divided into thirds horizontally FF 
7. with double lines F 
8. a few millimetres apart. F 
9. Top third of that one F 
10. has a sort of an eight on its side. F S 
II.There's a horizontal line FF 
12. third of the way up that top third. FF FF 
13. Then a scribble above that line FF F 
14. taking up most of the rest of it. F F 
15. A bit like the M S 
16. missing leg on the left. F S 
17. The right hand bottom square F FF 
18 . about a quarter away from the top of it. F FF 
19. That's a small rectangle FF 
20. about a ten the way. F 
21. Gap on the left quarter gap on the right. FF FF 
22. That's a little sort of shaft F S 
23 . running parallel F 
24 . outside of the rectangle F F 
25 . sticking out of the whole square, F F F 
26. out of the drawing. F F 
27. A little square on the end of it. FF F 
28. In the top half of big square, FF F 
29. on right, F 
30. is another little rectangle. FF 
31. It 's like a plan of a room, SS 
32. so looks like a bed. S 
33. A little rectangle FF 
34. about a six of the way up vertical. FF F 
35 . The top of big square, through it, FF FF 
36. at the bottom of the picture F F 
37. there is another horizontal rectangle FF 
38. about the same ... than ... F 
39. The half square at the bottom FF F 
~O. about a quarter of the high F F 
~ 1. of the small square. FF 
~2 . below the big square FF F 
~3. attached very left, FF 
~4 . so parallel the left hand side of the big square. FF FF 
145. Two lines a little wall. FF S 
146. I think. 
147.ln the bottom left of the two small squares FF FF 
148. into the big square divided into thirds. FFF 
~9 . the line di viding between the top third F FF 
50. and the middle third. FF 

Reflective 
I'D try Rememb I think 
again descripti I hope 

R 
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51. horizontal line just out FF F 
52. about third length of the big square. FFF F 
53. In the end of that F 
54. there is a vertical line. FF 
55. Rectangle across, F F 
56. through that there is a horizontal line. FF F 
57. Curve in the end up side down. F FF 
58. On that left hand side of the cross, F 
59. a little face. 
60. Two eyes and a nose a little moustache. F 
61. It's like an umbrella handle 
62. just touching the middle line. F FF 
63. Umbrella handle, 
64. a little face. F 
65. There's a little, F 
66. halfway down big square on right, FFF FF 
67. there ' s a tiny blob. F 
68. Like D 
69. just attached on the side, FF 
70. running along with the line F FF 
71. that divides it in half horizontally, FF 
72. little square. FF 
73. So that's a sketchy style, 
74. scribbled lines here and there F FF 

Total 145 

S 
S 

SSS 
S 

S 
S 

S 
S 

S 

19 
165 

Diploma Year session 01 - Description 01: Non-architectural sketch 

Segmentation: Total 66 segments 

Verbal Cognitive Actions: Total 128 

Duration: 04min. 24seg. 

Verbal C02nitive Actions 

Segments Formal Symbolic 
Paper Featu Spatial General Looks like Difficult 
ormat res relation view ima2ine a easv 

I.lt ' s an abstract image. F 
2.Basically, at the bottom of A4 page. F F 
3.is a very basic kind of oval. F 
I4.There is little up side down ticks FF S 
5.witch come up. F 
6.ln the top right hand corner FF 
7. is a circle like a sun. F S 
8.It looks like an abstract pot flowers F S 
9.0h God!! R 
10. So you got a little oval FF 
II .at the bottom F 
12.and then you got six F 
13 .up side down vertical ticks FF S 
14.comin.g out of it. F 
15.they go to about the middle of the page. F F 
16.IThese four up side down ticks. F F S 
17.they actually come inside the circle. F F F 
18.About the midway up F 
19 .of those ticks. S 
~O .there is a very crude square FF 

1 

Reflective 
I'll try Rememb I think 
al!ain descripti I hope 
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21.just been draw. 
22.lnside that square F F 
23.are three up side down ticks again. F 
24.There is one at the far left hand comer FF 
25.that goes up F 
26.about three cm. F 
27.There is one in the far rilUlt hand comer FF 
28.ofthat square. F 
29.That one goes up a bit higher. FF 
30.There is one on the left hand side of that. FF 
31 .So, there are three up side down ticks F 
32.in the middle circle. F F 
33.Towards the top of the page F 
34.there is one tick 
35.witch is just in the middle of the page, F 
36.and not growing on circle or square. FF 
37.Go to the top right hand comer oftha! page. FF 
38.Drawa circle like a sun. F 
39.Sun is shinning down F 
~O.on the little vase ohicks. F 
41 .ln the far top left hand comer FF 
42.you've got a semi-circle. F 
~3 .When you look at your drawing, 
44.a very nice drawing you've done, 
~5.1ook at the very far bottom of the page. FF 
46.Should be a rough oval circle FF 
47.should be rough. 
48.ln side F 
49.should be like little flowers 
50.in a pot of vase. 
5 1. Th ere should be six ticks 
52.going across F 
53.from one end to the other. F 
54.Above th.at very roughly drawinR square. FF F 
55.These tall ticks 
56.should run through the middle F 
57.ofthis square. F 
58.There should be three upriR!tt ticks. F 
59.Above it a little tick F F 
60. witch is outside that. F 
61.Top right hand comer of this page, FF 
62.is a little sun. 
63 .On left hand top half of page F 
64.is a semi-circle, F 
65.actuallya quarter circle, sony. F 
66. That's it. 

Total 94 

F 

F S 

F S 

F 
S 

F 
S 

F 
S 

SS 
SS 

F 
F 
F 

F 

S 
S 

F S 

F S 

F S 
S 

F 
S 

F 

F 

22 
128 

Diploma Year session 01 - Description 02: Architectural sketch 

Segmentation: Total 80 segments 

Verbal Cognitive Actions: Total 150 

Duration: 06min. OOseg. 

R 

R 

R 
R 
R 

R 

R 

R 

R 
R 
R 

12 

Verbal C02wtive Actions 

SegmcatJ Formal SvmboHc ReOec:tive 
pape:1 Featu I Spatial I General LooksHke Difficultll'U try1Reme~1 I think 
forma res relatioa view illUl2ine a easy a2ain descripti I hope 
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1. Basically a very roughly drawn 
2. floor plan of kind 
3. it's like a very rough sketch 
4. what you would fmd on tracin~ paper, 
5. witch is right at the beginning stages of design. 
6. Quite simple really. 
7. A large square to start. FF 
8. Just two lines through it, F F 
9. just to 2ive an indication of thickness. F 
10. Go to the bottom F 
11. of the left hand square YOU have drawn. F F 
12. Draw a little rectanlde FF 
13. witch runs from the left hand side. F 
14. A bit ora gap between the two, F F 
15. from the left hand comer F 
16. to the centre point of the square. F F 
17. Extend the wall 
18. of your square F 
19. into the edge of the rectangle. F F 
20. You should have two shapes: F 
21. a large square, FF 
22. on the bottom left FF 
23. there should be a little rectangle. FF 
24. The wall should run 
25. between the two of them F 
26. on the left hand side of the square. F F 
27. What you must do now is mirror the top line F F 
28. of your rectangle F 
29. to the bottom line of the square. FF F 
30. From the centre point F 
31. of the bottom line of the square, FF F 
32. draw a line up F F 
33. to the middle of the square. F F 
34. Then draw a line across F F 
35. from centre point to centre point F 
36. on the left hand side F 
37. and right hand side of the square. F F 
38. So you have got the line going across. F F 
39. Next draw a little square box, FF 
40. towards the top right hand comer FF 
41. of the square. F 
42.Leave a little gap between the rectangles FFF F 
~3. Make sure it is seoarated. 
44. Move your pen to the mid-point F 
~5. of the left hand side of the square. F F 
46. Move it down F 
47. a tiny bit F 
48. to give it a little space. F 
49. Draw a wall across, F 
50.about a few centimetres F 
51. do like a double line. F 
52. At the end of the wall, F 
53. draw another square. F 
54. Just a small square, FF 
55. the same size as the one you just did earlier. F 
56. Look Quite estrange. 
57. There are a few odd Squi22les in it. F 
58. What you should have is a large square FF 
59. with a rectangle F 
60. on the bottom left hand comer. FF 
61. Gap between the two obiects. F F 
62. You should have a line F 
63. going up F 

F 
S 

F S 
S 
S 

R 

S 

R 

S 
S 

F 
R 

R 
S 

F 

S 

S 

SS 

F R 
S 

F 
ss 

S 

S 

R 
R 

R 
F 
F R 

R 
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64. from the middle point, F 
65. bottom side of the square. F F 
66. Meeting another line F 
67. running from left to right. F 
68. A little box, F 
69. top right comer, F 
70. another little box F 
71. like a satellite 
72 . coming out of the right hand comer. FF 
73. Go to the square you should have F 
74. on your top right hand comer, FF 
75. draw a line from the rectangle FF 
76. on the far bottom left hand side. FF 
77. Draw a little line down. FF F 
78. Make sure it doesn't meet the mid-point line. F 

79. Put a little arrow F 
80. on the bottom of it. F 

Total 116 

S 

S 

S 
S 

F S 
S 

23 11 
150 

These are the summary ofthe results related to the second approach to the protocol. 
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Annex V 
Segmentation and analysis 
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Sketching and visual perception in conceptual design 
Annex V - Segments and verbal cognitive actions 

1 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - Segments and verbal cognitive actions 

FIRST YEAR session 01 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 
Features 

General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

· Draw a sheet of A4, G 

· rectangular paper portrait fomlat. G 

· Towards the bottom G 

· are two sausages, S 

· longs ovals. F 

· One on top of each other G 

· with a gap between them. G 

· Top right comer G 

· is a circle F 

O. top left comer G 

l. a sort of a quarter of the circle, F 

2. cuttingthe comer of the page. G 

3. That's all. G 

4. Coming up of the ovals are bars. F S 

5. Lines with half arrow on it. F S 

6. One is coming up outside G 

7. of the upper right hand side of that oval G F 

8. with the left hand head , S 

9. if you know what I mean. R 

O. Like a seven, slightly on its side. S 

1. This has a left hand head. S 

2. Another, further along G 

3. with head going to the right side. S 

4. Along two-thirds the way across G 

5. from the right G 

6. the same thing, G 

7. one in the side of other one. G 

8. Backwards a seven again. S R 

9. There is another one on the bottom oval. G F 

O. Big one facing the other way. G 

1. Two big ones next each other, G 

2. about one third of way to the right. G 

3. Another big one near to the circle. G F 

4. In the top right comer with left head. G S 

5. In the end of the ovals F 

6. is a left hand one. G 

7. A sort of half arrows S 

8. with the left hand side of the arrows. S 

9. It looks likes a face, S 
O. two eyes, two lips. SS 

1. I think, I hope. R 
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2. Like a flag or something, I I I 
43. golf flag. I I I 

23 

S 

S 

9 16 

51 

FIRST YEAR session 01 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel ConcI 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol 

· A large square F 

· divided in half horizontally. G 

· Bottom section G 

· divided half again vertically. G 

· Left hand bottom small section G 

· is divided into thirds horizontally G 

· with double lines F 

· a few millimetres apart. G 

· Top third of that one G 

O. has a sort of an eight on its side. S 

\. There's a horizontal line F 

2. third of the way up that top third. G 

3. Then a scribble above that line F 

4. taking up most of the rest of it. G 

5. A bit like the M S 

6. missing leg on the left. S 

7. The right hand bottom square F 

8. about a quarter away from the top of it. G 

9. That's a small rectangle F 

O. about a ten the way. G 

1. Gap on the left quarter gap on the right. G 

2. That 's a little sort of shaft S 

3. running parallel G 

4. outside of the rectangle F 

5. sticking out of the whole square, G F 

6. out of the drawing. G 

7. A little square on the end of it. G F 

8. In the top half of big square, F 

9. on right, G 

O. is another little rectangle. F 

1. It's like a plan of a room, S 

2. so looks like a bed. S 

3. A little rectangle F 

4. about a six of the way up vertical. G 

5. The top of big square, through it, F 

6. at the bottom of the oicture G 

7. there is another horizontal rectangle F 

8. about the same ... than ... G 

I I I 
I 1 1 

3 

ReOective Descriptions 

Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 
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9. The half square at the bottom G 

O. about a quarter of the high G 

I. of the small square, 

2. below the big square G 

3. attached very left , G 

4. so parallel the left hand side of the bi2 sauare. G 

5. Two lines a little wall. 

6. I think. 

7. In the bottom left of the two small SQuares, G 

8. into the big square divided into thirds, G 

9. the line dividing between the top third G 

O. and the middle third, G 

1. horizontal line just out 

2. about third length of the big square. G 

3. In the end of that G 

4 . there is a vertical line. 

5. Rectangle across, 

6. through that there is a horizontal line. 

7. Curve in the end up side down. G 

8. On that left hand side of the cross, G 

9. a little face. 

O. Two eyes and a nose a little moustache. 

I. It' s like an umbrella handle 

2. just touching the middle line. 

3. Umbrella handle, 

4. a little face. 

5. There's a little, G 

6. halfway down big square on right, G 

7. there 's a tiny blob. 

8. Like D 

9. just attached on the side, G 

O. running along with the line G 

1. that divides it in halfhorizontally, G 

2. little square. 

3. So that's a sketchy style, 

4. scribbled lines here and there G 

39 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F S 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 
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S 

F 

S 

S 

F 

S 

S 

F 

F 

S 
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90 

FIRST YEAR session 02 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol 

1. It's a plan drawing. S 

2. A rectangle to just start with . F 

3. Draw a line S F S 

4. 1/8 ofthe way down. G 

R 

R 

2 

Reflective Descriptions 

Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 
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5. Side to side, split it in half. G 

6. Not long ways but width ways. G 

7. Under the second half G 

8. split rectans.rles into two squares 

9. And below that is another square G 

10. that comes halfway down G 

11. from the second rectangle. 

12. It's really difficult ... oh God. 

13. At the bottom of the square you just draw, G 

14. extend the line across 

15. so it looks like another segment. 

16. Just like a rectangle. 

17. So it runs from one side G 

18. to the other width ways. G 

19. By doing that line, 

20. you have created another box effectively 

21. and now wants to split into thirds G 

22. width ways across. G 

23. Below the square you have just drawn 

24. and split in thirds, G 

25. you need to draw two rectangles 

26. the same width and lengths G 

27. as the third above it. G 

28.0hGod. 

29. Draw a line out from one of the squares. 

30. Extending the oerimeter of the rectangle. 

31. Draw a rectangle. 

32. Split it in half width ways. G 

33. You now have two rectangles. 

34. Bottom rectangle 

35. split into two squares length ways. G 

36. You now have a rectangle 

37. split into thirds length ways. G 

38. So you have three 10n.2 rectangles. 

39. Put two more rectangles the same length G 

40. and width as the ones above it. G 

41. Whole rectan.21e. 

42. Split it in half. G 

43. Bottom rectangle split into two squares. 

44. Split one of the squares into thirds. 

45. So you've got three rectangles. 

46. Below that square 

47. are two more rectangles 

48. of the same width and length G 

49. that fit into the square above it. 

50. So you now have three thirds in that square. 

51. Put two rectangles 

52. the same size directly below it. G 

53. In the ri.2ht hand square 

54. is a rectanlzie 

55. that's about a Quarter of the length across. G 

FF 

F 

F 

R 

F R 

F 

F 

F 

F 

S 

F R 

F 

R 

FF 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

FF 

F 
F R 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 
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56. Oh God. 

57. You have your large rectangle 

58. and you have square 

59. on the right hand side. G 

60. There is a smaller rectangle 

61. what is about a quarter width of the square G 

62. and is about an eight (l /8) in G 

63 . from the left hand side G 

64. and three eight (3 /8) in G 

65. from the right hand side. G 

66. Oh God. 

67. From the bottom of the rectangle, 

68 . a line extends beyond the width G 

69. ofthe original rectangle. 

70. A small square 

71. is drawn at the end of that line. G 

72. So a line ends in the middle G 

73 . of the little square that you had to draw. 

74. In the top rectangle 

75 . that has no squares in, 

76. at the right hand side, G 

77. running from top to bottom G 

78. is a rectangle 

79. that begins a quarter of the way down G 

80. and is an eight (l/8) of the width G 

81. ofthe rectangle. 

82. Oh God. 

83. Have you drawn that rectangle? 

84. You got a main rectangle 

85 . that has been split in half. G 

86. You have a line 

87. extending from one end to the other. G 

88. There are some squiggles along that line G 

39 
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FIRST YEAR session 02 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descrintions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

I. The paper is turned, G 

2 . so you have a A4 sheet of paper. G 

3. So it's long ways. G 

4. At the bottom of the sheet G 

5. draw an oval shape. F 

6. As if you were drawing a pond on a plan. S 

7. Coming out of that pond are six sticks. G SS 
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8. They extend up at different highs. G 

9. Look like an upside down tick. 

10. They are six of those. G 

II . Two or three centimetres above that, G 

12. another pond shape that 's more oblong, 

13. slightly larger than the previously other one. G 

14. Looks like pondweed 

15. growing from bottom pond 

16 and goes through one you' ve drawn above It. G 

17. On the oblong pond you just drawn, 

18. you need three more of those ticks. 

19.About four centimetres above oblong pond G 

20. is one tick on it's own. 

21. On top right hand side is a circle, G 

22. like the sun 

23 . shining down on the pondweed. 

24. At the left hand side G 

25. is a quarter of the sun. 

26. That ' s it. G 

14 
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F S 
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FIRST YEAR session 03 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflecti Recap 

1. A small circle on the right, G F 

2. top right comer. G 

3. Slightly larger G 

4. a kind of quarter circle, F 

5. like a curve F 

6. in the top left hand comer. G 

7. A kind of rectangle, F 

8. it's quite long and .. . G 

9. It's got a long side, G 

10. it's horizontal. G 

11. The horizontal quite long G 

12. and the vertical line shorter. G F 

13 . The rectangle is at the bottom of the page. G F 

14. Draw a large rectangle F 

15. in the top end about that one. G 

16. They don't overlap, by the way. G 

17. Draw a one head arrow S 

18. down the page in the middle, G 

19. with the arrow pointing left. S 

20. Draw a vertical line down the page, G F 

21. from 113 page down G 
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22. and draw a ~erticalline 

23. in the middle the page. G 

24. From the end of the line, G 

25. not the bottom end G 

26. but the top end of the line, G 

27. draw a kind of arrow, 

28. but just one head of the arrow 

29. pointing left. G 

30. Draw a long vertical line 

31 . on the right hand side. G 

32. A long one G 

33. and then draw another head arrow point right 

34. Draw a shorter vertical on its right G 

35. and then draw another arrow on its right. 

36. Draw two shorter vertical lines 

37. on its right hand side G 

38. with the arrow point left. 

39. Draw a vertical line 

40. on the left hand side of the middle one G 

41. and then draw another arrow 

42. on its right hand side. G 

43. Draw a kind of vertical line, 

44 . but not really, a kind of tilted. 

45. Draw right hand side and tllat one, G 

46. tlIat line is quite long 

47. and it's on the left hand side. G 

48. Draw the arrow on its left hand side. 

49. Draw another kind of vertical line, 

50. but a shorter one on its left. G 

51. Draw another shorter one vertical line 

52. on its left G 

53. with the arrow pointing right. 

54. Draw another .. . stilliength, G 

55. kind of high up on its left G 

56. and draw the arrow on its right hand. 

I think that's it. G 

33 
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FIRST YEAR session 03 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal COJroitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol 

l. Draw a square on the paper F 

2. but with some bit frame G 

3. on its right side G 

4. and bottom there, G 

R 

1 

Reflective Descriptions 

Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 
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5. so you have space 
I G 

6. to draw another thinl!.s there. G 

7. Draw a large SQuare on the page, 

8. but with bit frame on its right side G 

9. and bottom of the SQuare, G 

10. because there is some others bit G 

11. to draw there. G 

12. Draw a rectangle. 

13. It's half the length of the square. G 

14. It's below the square, G 

15. kind of 113 down the SQuare. G 

16. It's a Quite thin rectangle. 

17. One side of the rectanl!.le 

18. is kind of connected to square, G 

19. Draw a small square 

20. on the right hand side G 

21. of the larl!.e one. G 

22. Leave some gap G 

23. between the large and the small square. 

24. Draw a horizontal line 

25. across the middle of the square. G 

26. Draw a vertical line 

27. from the middle of horizontal line G 

28. to the bottom of the SQuare G 

29. and it is on the middle. G 

30. Now you got like a large square 

31. with two other little squares 

32. at the bottom. G 

33. On the square on left hand side G 

34. draw two horizontals lines. 

35. You got three eQual rectangles. 

36. Draw a horizontal line 

37. from the middle of the square G 

38. to the middle of the small square. G 

39. Draw a vertical line 

40. from the right hand side G 

41. of the large sQuare 

42. down to the middle horizontal line G 

43. of the larl!.e square. 

44. It is not in the middle, G 

45. it's near the edge of the right hand side. G 

46. Just draw a vertical line. 

47. It's on the right hand side, G 

48. actually in the SQuare. 

49. Close to the right edge. G 

50. Draw a vertical line 

51. from the top of the sQuare G 

52. down to the middle horizontal line. 

53. Draw a S shape, 

54. but a inverted S shape 

55. on the top of that line. G 

I 
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56. You've got a kind of a thin rectangle 

57. on the right hand side. G 

58. Draw a inverted S shape 

59. on the top of the rectangle. G 

60. I think that's basically it. G 

3S 

F 

S 

F 

37 3 
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FIRST YEAR session 04 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 
Features 

General Descriptions Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol 

· A plan of a room in L shape. SS 

· A gap between the two alongators sides G 

· of got they. G 

· It is also a plan view. S 

· There is a long rectangular room F S 

· within that plan. S 

· This is cute across, G 

· so you got two rectangles. F 

· About one sixth down G 

O. from the rectangle one F 

1. draw a gap G 

2. which close. through the square one. F 

3. Then a divinf{ body in your right. S 

4. A typical diving bod)L' S 

5. A big body S 

6. witch is on the top of it. G 

· It's also like a plan view. S 

6 4 9 

19 

S 

Reflective Descriptions 

Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

0 

FIRST YEAR session 04 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Conel 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

· On the top left comer is an areh G F 

· and opposite that G 

· to your right of your paper G 

· in the comer G 

· is a circle F 

· small than that arch circle will be. F 
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· Right down the bottom G 

· there is like a puddle, 

· just an ellipse, 

O. oval shape thing. 

1. From there G 

2. you've got a 10Dlt straight line 

3. going rililit G 

4. goin~ towards the circle 

5. but not, is near the circle 

6. but not right attached to the circle G 

7. and then to your right G 

8. is an arrow 

9. not just at one side, G 

O. and on your right, G 

1. just draw it on your rililit G 

2. not on your left G 

3. so its like a hook or kind of thing 

4. and then draw the same thin~ G 

5. in the middle G 

6. from the oval thing 

7. going up G 

8. but this time the arrow thing is on your left. 

9. Another of those lines, 

O. which point to the arch from 

1. the middle a~ain of the old one. G 

2. This time the arrow, 

3. well the half arrow thing 

4. is on your left again, G 

5. so you've got like what looks like a hook. 

6. On the left of the oval G 

7. you 've got another of those straildlt lines. 

8. but they only go halfway to the top G 

9. and then your hook thin!!: 

O. is on your right this time. G 

1. Another one of that, G 

2. the last one, G 

3. should be at the edge of the paper G 

4. so next one is close to the middle G 

5. but not in the middle G 

6. and not at the edl/;e, G 

7. the arrows is on your left, 

8. then on your right to the oval G 

9. draw the same arrow I!.oinl!. halfway out 

O. straight to the top G 

1. and like you've got the hook on your left. 

2. About 1 tenth UP to the top arch G 

3. and the circle looks like a trapezium 

4. but not like, 

5. rectan,de but not like, trapezium. 

6. Like you've got curved, 

7. its like the oval 

S 
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8. but like a more rectangle actually, 

9. like draw an oval shape 

O. but more like a rectangle, 

I. like you've got four sides to it, a 
2. and its like miscued. a 
3. On the left of this shape, a 
4. draw one more straight line, 

5. like halfway up again, a 
6. then draw the hook on your right, 

7. and then on the right of this shape a 
8. draw the same kind of shape, a 
9. the same line 

O. and then your hook is on your left. 

I . Above the shape, a 
2. not in the shape, above the shape, a 
3. draw one more straight line 

4. so you've got an hook 

5. on your right this time a 
6. so in totally a 
7. you should have 10 of these hook things a 
8. 6 of which starts from the oval. a 
9. Three from the rectangle oval shape 

O. and then one above the rectangle oval. 

I. So it looks a bit like a face, 

2. like you've got an eye going like an arch 

3. and then you've got a circle 

4 . and then you've got a hook thing 

5. and the oval is the mouth 

6. and the rectangle thing is the nose 

7. and you've got one circle as the eye 

8. and the arch like a bruised eye or something. 
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FIRST YEAR session 05 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Comitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions ReOective Descriotions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

I. There are a lot of vertical lines a F 

2. and at the top of the vertical F 

3. there is a diagonal line F 

4. touching the top of the line. F 

5. Like a flag. S 

6. TIlere is circle F 

7. at top right hand comer a 
8. and top left hand comer a 
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9. there is one fourth of the circle, 

10. like a sun 

II. you see in a little kids pictures. 

12. Just a circle, 

13. a quarter of the circle 

14. cutting one edge to other edge to the page. G 

IS . On the comer, G 

16. left hand comer. G 

17. Also there are a couple of ovals shapes, 

18. not really oval, 

19. but a kind of kids' oval shapes. 

20. There are two of them. G 

21. One start on the bottom left hand side G 

22. to right hand side. G 

23. So there are oval shapes there. 

24. Above that there is another oval shape. G 

25. Slight bigger. G 

26 . . This oval shapes cut through the vertical lines. 

27. Don' t think I can see anything else. G 

28. A lot of vertical lines. G 

29. Eleven vertical lines. G 

30. Like flags on the top. 

31 . Triangle flags on the top. 
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FIRST YEAR session 05 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel ConcI 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol 

1. This is a plan drawing. S 

2. More like a plan sketch. S 

3. Very massive. G 

4. What you see is a big square. F 

5. So draw a big square. F 

6. You have a line F 

7. cutting through the square, F 

8. from the left side to the right side, G 

9. horizontally on the middle. G 

10.So you have two rectangular boxes. F S 

11. Box shapes now. S 

12. On the top rectangle F 

13. on the right side, G 

14. touching the wall , S 

15. you have a little bed. S 

16. Looks like a bed. S 

17. Is drawing in the short side G 

R 

R 

2 

Reflective Descriotions 

Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 
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IS. of the rectangle. 

19. Just draw a little small bed. 

20. A plan drawing, so like study. 

21. Then from the middle of the square, 

22. the exact middle of the square, 

23. touching the line that cuts the square, 

24. draw a line downwards G 

25. splittin~ the bottom rectan~le 

26. into two squares. 

27. Then in the bottom left square G 

2S. draw two horizontal lines, 

29. splitting the bottom left hand square G 

30. into three even rectangles. 

31. Same size rectangles. 

32. At the bottom of the left square, G 

33. out side of the big square, G 

34. out side, G 

35. you have another rectangle, 

36. which the long part G 

37. starts in the bottom G 

3S. of the left hand square to the right G 

39. into the middle pan the square, basically. 

40. It's parallel lines 

41. to the bottom side of the square, G 

42. make the rectangle. 

43. So parallel to the square. 

44. In the middle of the box 

45. of the big square, 

46. iust in the middle towards, G 

47. a little bit towards the bottom the square, G 

4S. draw a sort of axes. 

49. Like maybe '4 axes 

50. iust across that area. G 

51. Maybe some massive squi1!2ies 

52. I can't describe this. 

53. Then on the right side of the bill square, G 

54. a little bit undemeath where split. G 

55. Basically I'm talking 

56. about the bottom right hand square, G 

57. you have two lines perpendicular 

5S. to the right hand square 

59. extend out side of the square. G 

60. Two lines, 

61. what ever you understand. 

62. You stop those lines 

63. maybe a quarter of the total length G 

64. of the side of the square. 

65. Ouite short lines. 

66.Where exactly you finished those two lines G 

67. just draw another square. 

6S. Very small square. 
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69. That's all . I I I G 

70. Too difficult, crazy. I I I 
25 

I I I 
R I I I 

43 12 4 
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FIRST YEAR session 06 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

I. I see two abstract organic shapes. G 

2. Like ponds S 

3. on the bonom ofthe drawing. G 

4. The top one, G 

5. the one which I'll describe this way G 

6. is the larger G 

7. and the one in the bottom G 

8. is the smaller ·one. G 

9. They are sausages like shapes. S 

10. The top of the picture G 

11. there is one that is like the sun. S 

12. It's a full boll S 

13. and in the top left G 

14. is one that looks like a larger sun, S 

15. but it is cut out, G 

16. you can see a quarter on the page. G 

17. Coming up from the pond like shape S 

18. are look like reeds. S 

19. They also look like ticks upwards around. S 

20. So is a long vertical section F 

21. and a shorter section G 

22. pointing to the ground. G 

23. Like a triangle. F 

24. There are ten of this. G 

25. They are arranged. G 

26. There are six in the small pond like shape. G S 

27. Three in the funher away larger pond like shape S 

28. and a couple more beyond that. G 

29. They all vary in size and shape. G 

18 2 10 0 

30 

FIRST YEAR session 06 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 
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General Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

1. This drawing looks like a very sketching 

2. plan of a building. 

3. The main body of that G 

4. is a square object in plan. 

5. The out lines of the square, 

6. is a very rough sketch, 

7. like made in a hurry. 

8. There are all borders by double lines, 

9. the square. 

10. They not very meet. G 

11. There is a very small square 

12. at the right hand side G 

13. of this main large square body. 

14. It's approximately in the middle G 

15. of the right hand side G 

16. and in a small distance out. G 

17. It's connected at the main large square 

18. by what look like a wall in plan. 

19. Double lines. 

20. There are some sketch details 

21. inside the large square. 

22. It' s divided into two G 

23 . by one straight line. 

24. A horizontal line in the middle. G 

25. In the left lower quadrant G 

26. there is a small horizontal line. 

27. Two even in the space down G 

28. of the bottom of the square. G 

29.There are some 'un-referring' crosses, taxes. dots 

30. iust under the central horizontal line. G 

31. To the bottom of the square G 

32. there is a rectangle 

33. which is longer that taller. G 

34. It's in the side ofleft edge of the square. G 

35. Just below. G 

16 

Features 
Descriptions 

Fonnal Symbol 

S 

S 

F S 

F 

S 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 
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F 
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F 

F 

F 

F 

F SS 

F 

F 

F 

F 
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FIRST YEAR session 07 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Conc1 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol 

Reflective Descriotions 

Judgrn Remem Reflect Recap 

R 

1 

Reflective Descriotions 

Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 
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1. Basically this sketch is a plan of a room 

2. with several other rooms. 

3. A plan of a building, 

4. Quite sketchy. 

5. Draw a rectangle long 

6. going across page. G 

7. Have your page landscape? G 

8. Draw about six or seven cm, G 

9. just one line 

10.going across horizontally. G 

I1.That's the long side of the rectan2Je. 

12.The width the rectangle goin!! down G 

13. is about three and a half or four cm. G 

14. On the bottom right hand comer G 

15. of that rectangle, 

16. draw another rectangle, 

17. which is like vertically up. G 

18. Looks like a bed, 

19. a bed with the pillow. 

20. It's against the right hand wall, 

21. goes up G 

22. about until half cm to the top. G 

23. The bottom hand comer G 

24. comes out a cm of the bed G 

25. and goes up to half cm to the top 0 

26. and !!ot a pillow included in that, 

27. which is about a cm deep. 0 

28. So the bed is a continuous rectangle one, 

29. vertical in the right hand side 0 

30. with a pillow. 

31. Just draw a bed 

32. as you imagine with a pillow. 

33. About a cm width 0 

34. and about three cm high. 0 

35. Stop just in the right hand comer, 0 

36. in the comer against the right wall. 

37. Then draw another rectangle 

38. below the one you got, 0 

39. the main one. 0 

40. The same again. 0 

41. So go down 0 

42. another three and a half cm 0 

43. and across the same distance again. 0 

44. So you now got double the square. 

45. Like two rectangles in the same, 

46. touchin2 each other on the long side. 0 

47. Divide that rectangle in half vertically. 0 

48. So like in a middle vertically. G 

49. Then divides the left hand section of that G 

50. into thirds horizontally 0 

51. with two lines. 

S 

S 

S 

S 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 
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S 
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52.So, then taking the right hand thing of that, G 

53. it's like a square now. 

54. Extending the top of the thirds. G 

55. You got the thirds in the left. G 

56. Take the top of those two lines 

57. you drew in the middle. 

58. Extending about a cm G 

59. into the square in the right side. 

60. They get up about half cm G 

61. and they go across to the wall, 

62. to the right wall, 

63. horizontally. G 

64. The same distance again, G 

65. throuldl the wall. 

66. So a line coming out 

67. through the wall. 

68. Then draw a square, 

69. about a cm square G 

70. in the end of that line, G 

71. outside the rectangle, G 

72. the right side out ofthe two rectangles. G 

73. Ok, almost finished. G 

74. Then draw in that line, 

75. horizontal line that_goes out, 

76. draw a little line about, 

77. should be about a half cm. G 

78. Extend the bed down, 

79. like the bed stickiIlK the wall. 

80. Just one line. 

81. Below the bottom of the whole drawing, G 

82. take the left hand side of the large obiect. G 

83. Extend line down G 

84. about two cm. G 

85. Then gO across to the middle point, G 

86. like level 

87. and go vertically to the bottom of that. G 

88. Horizontally, G 

89. so level in the middle. 

90. Level in the middle like you drew down 

91. in that rectangle above, 

92. about two and a half cm. G 

93. Then go from that, G 

94. go up half cm G 

95. and then back G 

96. to the right hand side. G 

97. So kind of a little rectangle, 

98. almost the same shape G 

99. as bed you drew early, 

100. but the other way round G 

101. at the bottom. G G 

102. That's it. 
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58 26 26 7 
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FIRST YEAR session 07 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflecti Recap 

1. This is not a room. S 

2. Is more like a golf wind or something. S 

3. First of all draw a box S 

4. about eight or ten em across G 

5. horizontally . . G 

6. Have you the page landscape again? G 

7. Eight cm and then down about twelve em. G 

8. Make a rectangle like that, F 

9. vertically up the rectangle. F 

10. This is the frame of your picture. G S 

11. In the top right hand comer G 

12. about half em from each side, G 

13. draw a circle like a sun, F S 

14. about a em in diameter. G 

15. In the top right hand comer G 

16. of the rectangle you drew, F R 

17. draw a sun S R 

18. about one em diameter G R 

19. and half em in. G 

20. Just a circle. F 

21. Top left hand comer G 

22. draw a Quarter of a circle. F 

23. Comes from the toP. G 

24. In the top left G 

25. there is a Quarter of a circle. F R 

26. This circle is about two em in radius. G F 

27. So a quarter of circle there, F R 

28. in the top left hand comer. G 

29. Then in the bottom of the rectangle, G F 

30. across the bottom, G 

31. draw like a oval shape, F 

32. landscape. G 

33 . Its width in the middle G 

34. is about one and a half em G 

35 . and goes almost the edge of each one. G 

36. Like a golf wind looked out from distance. S 

37. so like a ellipse. F 

38. Above that draw another one. G 

39. Goes even close to the edge G 

40. of the rectangle F 
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41. and its lI:ot two em high. G 

42. It's more like a square, 

43. its got curved edges G 

44. but it's more like a square 

45. with out comers. G 

46. Now there are ten flllgS like that. 

47. The flags are drawn 

48. like just vertical lines. 

49. You know when you draw 

50. a properly number one. 

51. You draw a vertical line 

52. with a little dash in the top 

53. and a little dash in the bottom. 

54. Take the daSh of the bottom 

55. and that what it looks like. G 

56. Starts on the right, G 

57. this is on the top ellipse. 

58. The hildter ellipse, 

59. starting near the top right hand comer of that, G 

60. goes up about three em G 

61. and the dash in the top 

62. goes dial!onally down to the left. G 

63. Next one starts on the top right hand G 

64. of the bottom ellipse. 

65. So slildttly inside that one, G 

66. goes up G 

67. slildttly under the other one, G 

68. about four em G 

69. and diagonally down G 

70. to the left again the dash, 

71. and the dash is about one em long. G 

72. Next is in the top ellipse again, 

73. is about one and a half em G 

74. in front the right hand side. G 

75. Goes straight up about three em G 

76. and has a quite long dash 

77. to the right hand side this time. G 

78. Next one is very lo~ G 

79. and right to the bottom, G 

80. almost in the middle, G 

81. slightly in the ri2ht middle G 

82. of the bottom ellipse. 

83. Goes ri2ht UP G 

84. almost to the sun, 

85. like to the bottom of the sun. G 

86. The dash lI:oes down to the right, 

87. quite deep, G 

88. almost touching the sun 

89. and goes up there. G 

90. Just in the left of it, G 

91. a em right going straight to the sun. G 
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92. Move your pen, 

93. get your pen in the bottom G 

94. where youiust drew, 

95. about a em to the left G 

96. and draw another one G 

97. about the sane high, G 

9S. about one em less G 

99. and the dash goes to the left this time, 

100. diagonally down. G 

101. The next one starts above the top ellipse, G 

102. about a em above the top ellipse G 

103. and about a cm left the wind you did, G 

104. and its only two and a half em long G 

105. and the dash goes to the right. 

106. So floating in the air. 

107. The next one is slanted slightly G 

lOS. and starts almost the same point, G 

109. like the last one G 

110. in the bottom ellipse started. 

111. Slightly UP G 

112. and goes diagonally left G 

113. about five or ten degrees G 

114. or something, no much. 

115. Goes up G 

116. almost touehinlI the quarter circle 

117. and has one and a half em or two em dash 

lIS. going out to the left. G 

119. Three more to go. G 

120. The next one starts in the top early G 

121. of the bottom ellipse. 

122. In the top of it G 

123. about half em left G 

124. to the last one you drew, 

125. slightly a little bit but not'luite much, G 

126. a kind of conver~ing on the other one. G 

127. Doesn't touch it. G 

12S. It goes about three and a half em G 

129. down in the top ellipse 

130. but about one em. G 

131. Has a long dash about one and a half em, 

132. quite to the left. G 

133. Last in the bottom ellipse G 

134. starts Quite early in the edge G 

135. of the bottom ellipse, 

136. in the middle. G 

13 7. Goes up, G 

138. not Quite out of the top ellipse 

139. and has a dash di~onally 

140. to the right slightly. G 

141. The last one is in the top ellipse, 

142. starting very close to the edge of it, G 
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143. about a nun of the left edge. G 

144. Goes up vertically, G 

145. not crossing that way G 

146. but across, G 

147. goes up about three cm G 

148. and has a three or four cm dash G 

149. to the right side. G 

150. That's all. G 

95 

S 

32 28 13 
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FIRST YEAR session 08 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Renective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Conc1 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

I. These are lines. F 

2. It's an abstract picture. G 

3. There is a circle, F 

4. what I mean is an ellipse one F 

5. and there are lines going upwards F 

6. with arrows, S 

7. half arrows on it. S 

8. Above the ellipse G F 

9. there is a rectangular fonn, F 

10. which edges are in a circular fonn. G 

11. Also from this rectangular fonn F 

12. there are lines F 

13. with upwards arrows, S 

14. half arrows on it. S R 

15. So in the top right hand corner G 

16. there is a circle. F R 

17. Small circle. F 

18. On the left hand corner G 

19. I see just a curve flying, F S 

20. which comes from the top of the page G 

21. to the left end of the page. G 

22. A curve flying . F S R 

23. Also those lines going upwards. 

24. Ten lines going upwards. F R 

25. Six lines are going upwards G F 

26. from the ellipse in the bottom. G F 

27.Three are going from the rectangular shape F 

28. above the ellipse. G F 

29. Only one of those is ofT the rectangular shape, G F 

30. not included in the shape. G 

31. TIlat's all I see. G 
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13 18 6 

41 

FIRST YEAR session 08 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions DescrintioDs 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol 

I. It looks like a plan. S 

2. Drawing in a square, F 

3. a big square. F 

4. From the bottom of this square G F 

5. there is a rectangle shape, F 

6. which comes one end to the middle G 

7. ofthe bottom line. F 

8. It's like two cm. G 

9. In the square, F 

to. in the right bottom, G 

II . to your upper line, F 

12. I see a small square scratching. F 

\3. There is a line F 

14. connecting the middle points of the sides, G 

15. left and right sides. G 

16. From this middle line, F 

17. one cm down, G 

18. another line. F 

19. 111ere is also in the middle lines F 

20. a rectangular shape F 

21. going from the middle line F 

22. towards two cm. G 

23. In the right side of this big square, G F 

24. I see a line F 

25 . extending from the middle line two em. G F 

26. In the end of it G 

27. there is a little square, F 

28. just like one cm side. G 

29. From the square in the right end F 

30. of the upper 'corner, G 

31 . [ see a line extending F 

32. to the middle line of the big square. G F 

33, I see some scribbles in those middle lines. F 

34. with one cm in the middle. G 

35. I see some sketching thinl!s inside, S 

36. some lines. F 

37. That ' s all I see. G 

16 23 2 
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ReOective DescrIptions 

Judgme Remem Reflect Recap 
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FIRST YEAR session 09 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive Fonnal Symbol 

1. Start with a square. F 

2. In the top right hand corner G 

3. about three nun down, G 

4. draw a rectangle F 

5. going from the right hand side to the left G 

6. making about a cm width G 

7. and go down G 

8. about half way the square. F 

9. Draw a line F 

10. from a horizontal angle, G 

) 1. half way down the square. F 

12. Divide the bottom half into half again G 

13. but vertically. G 

14.ln the left hand bottom square you just made. F 

15. divide it in thirds horizontally. G 

16. In the very bottom G 

17. of the main square you just drew, F 

18. has a rectangle F 

19. detached on the main square G F 

20. about half cm of the way. G 

21. It's long rectangle F 

22. going horizontally. G 

23. In the bottom right hand square, F 

24. in the main square, F 

25 . there is a small rectangle F 

26. in the top of it. G 

27. From that rectangle F 

28. there is a line F 

29. going out of the main square F 

30. to the right . G 

31. and there is a small square F 

32. attached on the end of that line. G F 

33. In the bottom left hand small square F 

34. that you drew in the main one, 

35. the top rectangle, F 

36. about halfway down that one, G 

37. there is a line F 
38. going from the right hand side G 

39. to the left hand side, G 

40. halfway across. G 

20 21 0 
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ReOective Descriptions 

Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 
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FIRST YEAR session 09 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions ReOective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel ConcI 
Refer Posit View usive Fonnal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1. In the middle of the page G 

2. towards the bottom G 

3. draw a oval shape. F 

4. It ' s quite long G 

5. going horizontally. G 

6. Above that, a little bit above that G 

7. draw a rectangle F 

8. with rounded edges, G 

9. but drawing horizontally. G 

10. From the bottom oval shape F 

II. there is a Iin~ going, F 

12. there are a lot oflines F 

13. but the first is on the right hand side G 

14. and going vertically_ up_wards. G 

15. Draw it going and passing G 

16. the rectangle over bit. F 

17. The line goes back on itself diagonally F 

18. a little bit towards the left. G 

19. There is another one of those G 

20. of the same shape G 

21. going through the rectangle above, F 

22. just underlining the line you just drew. F R 

23. To the left of that line G F 

24. there is another line, F 

25. another shape G 

26. like this one youjust drew, R 

27. but is a reflection. S 

28. To the left of that one G 

29. there is one going G 

30. from the bottom oval and still a little .... F 

31. the line you just drew F R 

32. and that one defect itself to the other line. F 

33. The next one goes, G 

34. it's just one more of those G 

35. and goes back itself to the left. G 

36. The nexI one Slarts higher Ihan lhal reclangle G F 

37. with rOlmded edges G 

38. and goes back itself to the right G 

39. and it's shorter. G 

40. The next one with slightly angle G 

41. going to the bottom oval upwards F 

42. and goes back itself to the left. G 
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43. The next one goes from the bottom oval also 

44. bUI nOI as high the lasl one youjusl drew G 

45. and goes back itself to the left. G 

40 60ne next that one, goes from the bottom oval. 

47. Goes and stop inside the rectangle G 

48. with rounded edges G 

49. and goes back to the right. G 

50.The next one .sjust in the edge of the rectangle G 

51. with the rounded edges G 

52. and goes up. G 

53. It ' s a short one G 

54. and goes back itself to the right. G 

55. Imagine if you do a rectangle 

56. around everything you drew. G 

57. In the top right hand comer G 

58. there is a small circle. 

59. In the top left hand comer G 

60. there is a qUilrter of the circle drawn. 

39 
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FIRST YEAR session 10 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 
Features 

General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descrintions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1.0k, so it's portrait. G 

2.0n the top right hand corner G 

3.you need to draw a circle, F 

4.which is about maybe five ofthis circle G F 

5.down the page, G 

6.so a fifth of the page. G 

7. So a circle like this. F R 

8.0n the top left hand comer, G 

9.you need to draw a Quarter of the circle F 

10. from one side the page 10 the top of the page G 

11 . and thaI needs 10 be a third of the page. G 

12. At the bottom of the page G 

13. it' s an oval shape F 

14. but it's not a perfect oval shape, F R 

15. looks like a pound. S 

16. Even in the end of the oval F 

17. it's slightly flatted, G 

18. it's not a perfect shape. R 

19. It's whole width the page. G 

20.lt 's again a fifth oflhe proportion of lhe portr3i~ G 

21. if it is a portrait. G 

22. Above this is another oval shape F 
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23. but at the ends this is tlatted at this time. G 

24. It is an oval shape with flatted ends. 

25. At the too and the bottom G 

26. it is flatted as well. G 

27. So it's more like a rectangle 

28. with the rounded comers. G 

29. Again it is whole width of the page G 

30. and just slightly bigger than the last one, G 

31. just our fifth of the hi2lt of the page. G 

32. Working from left to right G 

33. there is a series of straight lines. 

34. Much of them are pretty much vertical G 

35. but there is a sli2lttly an~le G 

36. on some of them. G 

37. They look like arrows, 

38. as you draw an arrow. 

39. They all are pointinlZ uDwards G 

40. but as you got one side of the arrow on them. 

41. So draw an arrow 

42. with two dia~onals lines 

43. and one vertical line, 

44.as you got just one diagonal line of each line. 

45.The first one is on the left hand side of the page, G 

46. starts about a third way up from the top. G 

47. Draw a strait line there 

48. and the diagonal part of the arrow 

49. 20es to the right. G 

50. The second one is the same length G 

51.but it is slightly close to the bottom of the page G 

52. and again the diaeonalline 

53. ~oes to the right. G 

54. So the same leniZth, G 

55. close to the bottom of the Da~e G 

56. and the diagonal line goes to the right. 

57 The third one is slightly above the second one G 

58. also sli2lttlv longer G 

59. and the diagonal line is also longer 

60. and goes to the left this time, G 

61. goes up the top the second one. G 

62. The forth one is same lenlZth G 

63. of the ethers three plus half. G 

64. So it's like 50% bi~er G 

65. and the diagonal arrow 

66. goes down to the left. G 

67 The fifth one is the same size as the first three G 

68. This time it starts, G 

69. the top of it G 

70. is about a quartl'r of the way down the page G 

71. and goes down G 

72. about halfway down the page, G 

73. just halfway down the pa2e G 

F 

F 
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74. and the di820nalline is to the right. 

75. The six one starts from right G 

76. in the bottom of the page, G 

77. probablY a couple em up G 

78. and !loes rillht to the top third G 

79. and should be in the middle 0 

80. of your portrait now. G 

81. Should be half way across the P82e 0 

82. and the diaRonal line goes to the right. 

83. Should said before 

84 that neither of these lines you' re drawing now G 

85. cross each other 0 

86.but cross through the ovals you drew early. 

87. They don't interfere with any other stuff G 

88. in the too of the page. G 

89. The seventh one is slightly longer G 

90. that one you first drew 

91. and I didn't tell you 

92. the arrow !loes to the left in the last one, 

93. the diagonal line goes to the left. 

94. The seventh one is slightly lon~er G 

95. that one you just drew, 

96. starts in the same stage G 

97. at the bottom of the page G 

98. and just goes a little further UD G 

99. at the level of the circle. 

100. The arrow goes down 

101. to the right this time. G 

102. The eighth one is the same size G 

103. as the first three again. G 

104. It should be roughly enlarge G 

105. then the first one, G 

1 06. sli~tly above it G 

107. maybe a fraction of that G 

108. and the arrow goes to the right 

109. more horizontally, G 

110. almost not angle, G 

111. more horizontal. G 

112. The ninth one became the same siu: as, G 

113. no sOITY, 

114. slightly bigger than those firstlhree again G 

115. and lon2er than the last one as well. G 

116. It starts just a little bit higher up G 

117. than the two longest you drew. 

118. Just lon~er than the first three, G 

119. starts hiJdler up G 

120. than the two longest you drew. 

121. The diagonal line goes to the left. 

122. Finally the last one G 

123. should be in the right hand side of the page. 0 

124. is the ..... size II lb. lint throe you drew .p". 
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125.lt should have about a third of the page above it G 

126. and a third of the page below it, G 

127. so should be a third of the page G 

128. drawn in the middle. G 

129. The diagonal line goes down to the left. F 

130. On the top left hand comer G 

131 . where you dew that Quarter of the circle, F 

132. like a sun in the comer of the page, S 

133. there is something G 

134. that I can ' t see in the photocopy. 

135. If you go to the top right hand side G G 

136. of the quarter of circle you drew, F 

137. there is a small triangle shape F 

138. and it's not synunetric triangle, F 

139. it's an asynunetric triangle F 

140. and there is what looks like the word to S 

141. but it's not. 

142. Now you should have a quarter of the circle F 

143.in the top len hand side of the ponrait page. G G 

144. a full circle F 

145. in the top right hand side G 

146. and this full circle is slightly smaller F 

147. of this quarter of circle. F 

148. From left to right G 

149. you should have ten vertical lines. F 

150. The first one G 

151 . should have the diagonal line to the right F 

152. attached to it . G 

153. So should the second, G 

154. the third and the forth go to the left. G 

155. Fifth goes to the right. G 

156. Sixth goes to the left. G 

157. Seventh goes to the right. G 

158. Eighth goes to the right. G 

159. Ninth and tenth, both going to the left. G 

160. At the base of the page G 

161. you should have an oval shape F 

162. slightly flatted G 

163. on the horizontal lines. G 

106 38 12 
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FmST YEAR session 10 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Co~itive Actions 

Features 
General DescriDtions DescriDtions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol 

1. Put your page in landscape way. G 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

27 

ReOective Descriptions 

Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 
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2. WbIII .... sot here IookJ like aD architectural drawil1S-

3. It's a very sketchy drawin2, 

4. Drobably towards by scanner. G 

5. The lines have been drawing 

6. and redrawing aRain. G 

7. The drawin2 is basically a box shaDe, 

8. almost square, 

9. slightly longer than its wide. G 

10. Basically it's a box 

11. with another rectangle just below. 

12. At the right of this box G 

13. there is another very small box. 

14. Now I'll try to describe it. 

15. If you draw in your landscape D82e G 

16. one vertical line 

17. about half width G 

18. in front the P82e G 

19. and I want it about few mm long. G 

20. One vertical line, 

21. you can make it a bit sketchy 

22. towards the tOD and the bottom. G 

23. Not too sketchy. 

24. From the top of that line 

25. draw a horizontal line 

26. and this is slightly shorter than the last Iinc. G 

27. The same exactly line 

28. from the ri2ht end of that one. G 

29. Draw another vertical line 

30. that starts to create a box. 

31. Then drawing the box. 

32. So you have a little tail 

33. hanJting out G 

34. from the bottom left hand comer. G 

35. That should be about a finger width, G 

36. this little tail. 

37. Halfway down this little tail, G 

38. draw a horizontal line 

39. halfway across the length of the box. G 

40. Just one line ok? 

41. Now from the end of this tail, G 

42. draw the same length one. G 

43. Draw the two together G 

44. with two lines on the end 

45. with about two little haIf. G 

46. At the top right hand comer G 

47. of the main square vou drew, 

48. there is shape G 

49. similar to the shaDe you drew 

50. to the bottom left of the square. 

51. It's vertical this time G 

52. and it's in right hand comer. G 
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53. So you draw that similar shape G 

54. halfway down G 

55. and it is a finaer width. G 

56. In the top right hand comer G 

57. and it's vertical. G 

58. On the top of this shape G 

59. there is a sort of scribble S, 

60. a very, very flatted S shape. 

61. If you do that very, very flatted S 

62. starting from the left hand side G 

63. and then goes round G 

64. and again with another tail on the bottom. 

65. On the bottom left hand comer G 

66. on your square, 

67. there is a similar shape G 

68. that shape you drew below the box. 

69. It's the same high G 

70. but slightly shorter, G 

71. so doesn't quite half way across. G 

72. So if you drew that, 

73. one is on the tail ofyour square 

74. and this is slhthtly shorter G 

75. but the same width, G 

76. inside the box. 

77. Above this, G 

78. another box with the same length G 

79. but 50% bigger, G 

80. no 50% wide, I'm sorry. G 

81. There is another of the same size, G 

82. which should take halfway up the page, G 

83. sorry halfway up your main square. 

84. It's also a horizontal line, 

85. which divides your square into two, 

86. right the way across it. G 

87. It's the same width G 

88. as the shape on yours square. 

89. If you take that width, G 

90. that below that horizontal line 

91. you should drew across the square. 

92. So it's the width of the shape G 

93. of the tail of your square, 

94. down the horizontal line 

95. through the square. 

96. Half way throuldt the square G 

97. there is a line 

98. that comes from a Quarter way G 

99. through the square. 

100. On the right hand side G 

101. a quarter way through the square, 

1 02.sorry three quarters way throusJ! the square. 

103. So it's all on the riabt hand side G 
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104. and it goes out G 

105. about half the width of the square. G 

106. So just one line goes inside the square 

107. to out side the square. 

lOS. So the line is half-Ienlrth of the square G 

109. and goes from three quarters of way G 

110. through the square 

Ill. to about half way out. G 

112. On the end of this line G 

113. there is square, 

114. which is about a cm square. G 

liS. About a cm square. 

116. You should have three rectangles 

117. on the bottom left hand comer G 

liS. of your big square. 

119. In the top rectangle, 

120. on the left hand side of it, G 

121. has been drawing like an X. 

122. There is an X. 

123. On the right hand side of the X G 

124. is a drawing that what had been very quickly. G 

125. Just to the right of this G 

126. there is a Z, 

127. but the Z has been drawing on its side. 

12S. So looks like a back-front N, 

129. if you know what I mean. 

130. If you tum the page portrait, G 

131. it looks like a Z. 

132. The very top line of this main square 

133. is the most sketchy line of all drawing. G 

134. Quite sketchy, 

135. it's a pen drawing G 

136. but still quite sketchy. 

137. The right hand side of this square, 

13S. at the bottom, G 

139. halfway up from halfway down G 

140. to the bottom, G 

141. at the right hand side of the square, 

142. it's all quite sketchy. G 

143. From this horizontal line 

144. you drew halfway through the square 

145. there is a r~ctangle slightly, 

146. not as width as the rectangle 

147. hanging down at the bollom of your square. G 

14S. It is also not as long, G 

149. so you leave half em from the middle G 

150. and aboul one cm from the right hand side G 

151. of yours square 

152. and just hanging down G 

153. from that horizontal line. 
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FIRST YEAR session 11- Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal COlU}itive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriotion5 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel ConcI 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonual Symbol 

1 - A plan of a house. S 

2 - A plan floor. S 

3 - Basically a square F 

4 - in the middle of the page, G 

5 - about ten em by ten cm. G 

6 - Horizontally G 

7 - through the mid point of that line, F 

8 - so half the square along the middle, G 

9 - two rectangles in the square. F 

10 - In the bottom half of it, G 

11 - divide again vertically, G 

12 - so you have two small squares. F 

13 - So you got a big square F 

14 - slightly divided up G 

15 - into one big rectangle and two squares. F 

16 - Below the left, G 

17 - the little square outside of the big square, FF 

18 - you've got a small rectangle room, F S 

19 - which is about six cm long, G 

20a bit longer of the width of the small square. G F 

21 - That's about one cm deep. G 

22 - It ' s very sketchy, S 

23 - so the underline has several lines on it. G F 

24 - Now you should have a big square F 

25 - divided up into one rectangle F 

26 - and two small squares F 

27 - and a kind of small rectangle F 

28 -underneath the left hand of the big square. G F 

29 - And that left hand of the square, G F 

30 - it's also divided into three horizontally G 

31 - with two lines, F 

32 - horizontally in that space. G 

33 - So it 's divided into three little rectangles. F 

34 - In the top little rectangle, F 

35 - that's where I'm describing, 

36 - there are a kind of crosses S 

37 - and little sketches. S 

38 - You can do whatever you like it. 

39 - Now in the big rectangle at the top, F 

40 - that's part of the big square, F 

41 - in the right hand side of it, G 

ReOective Descriptions 

Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 
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42 - there is like a bed structure 

43 - about one cm width G 

44 - and it's kind of stuck on the right, G 

45 - kind of wall. 

46 - It's a maybe vertical line 

47 - and then a small room 

48 - on the top of it, G 

49 - like a pillow over here. 

50 - Maybe it's not a bed really. 

51 - That's in the top of the rectangle, G 

52 - about one cm width G 

53 - and goes all the way G 

54 - follow the length of that big rectangle_ G 

55The last is coming up from the right square, G 

56 - the small square in the big square. 

57 - There is a line out, 

58 - sticking the big square. 

59 - A couple of lines 

60 - with about one mm long, G 

61 - sticking out horizontally G 

62 - about three cm again G 

63 - and that ' s one cm down G 

64 - from the middle line G 

65 - that cuts up the big square. 

66 - Two cm along there G 

67 - is little, little square 

68 - that is going attached G 

69 - on the sticking out line 

70 - and it ' s about one cm by one cm. G 

71 - In summary, 

72 - what looks like a big square 

73 - divided into two horizontally G 

74 and then divided vertically the bottom half. G 

75 The left square has got a lot of scribbles on it, 

76 - is in the top third of it. G 

77 - It's divided into three. G 

78 - Below that is a kind of rectangle G 

79 - that is width of the square. 

80 -TIle right hand space G 

80 - there is the thing G 

82 - that is coming out of it to the right G 

83 - with a little square on it. 

84 - On the top rectangle 

85 - you got that bed thing. 

86 - It is summarizing. 
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FIRST YEAR session 11 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1. What we have here is a sketch. s 
2 - I' ll just describe it first R 

3 - before start doing anything else. R 

4 - It looks a bit like two lakes S 

5 - with a sort of funny trees S 

6 - coming out of it G 

7 - and a sun on the top S 

8 - and a sort of arc on the left. F 

9 - It ' s like a sketch S 

10 - or what could be a illustration on sketchy. S 

11 - The basic shape is a rectangle F 

12 - that takes up middle of page. G 

13 -The rectangle width is about ten em again, G 

14 - about around fifteen cm down G 

15 - and ten em across. G 

16 - In the bottom of the picture G 

17 - you 've got a kind of lakes, S 

18 - like oblong pounds. F S 

19 - Just one line. F 

20 - Like the circle F 

21 - but that should be splashed. G 

22 - Like a pound. S 

23 - You got one and there is a big one above. G R 

24 - If you draw those, R 

25 - then on the top of the picture, G 

26 - top right hand comer, G 

27 - you've got a sun. S 

28 - There is a circle F 

29 - that could be a sun, S R 

30 - about two em width. G 

31 - The lakes in, S 

32 - they stick up G 

33 - all the length of the rectangle F 

34 - but not touch the sides. G 

35 - They are about eight em width. G 

36 - The bottom pound S 

37 - is slightly smaller than the top one. G 

38 -They are in third bottom half of rectangle. G F 

39 - Now you should have just like two lakes S R 

40 - like pounds S 

41 - and a circle at the top right hand. G F 

42 - On the top left hand comer, G 

43 - about four em away from the comer, G 

44 - you got an arc the circle F 
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45 - but it is a quarter of the circle 

46 - going across. G 

47 - How can I describe? 

48 - Just cutting off the comer, G 

49 - like when you were kid 

50 and you draw the sun in the comer of the picture. 

51 - It doesn't touch the sides of the rectangle, G 

52 - just a arc of circle. 

53 - On the top of all it, G 

54 - you got a lot of vertical lines 

55 - that come out from the two lakes. G 

56 - They are about ten vertical lines. G 

57 - They are not all complete, G 

58 - straight up and got a slightly angle. G 

59 There are four going up from the bOllom lake G 

60 - no hang on. 

61 - six going up from the bottom lake, 

62 - three going up from the top lake G 

63 - and there is one /.toinj~ up G 

64 - but it doesn't connect with the top lake. G 

65 -It's hard than expected. 

66 - They are different lengths G 

67 - but there are three in the middle G 

68 - that are longer. G 

69 They don't pass the all length of the rectangle G 

70 -One goes up to the middle point ofthe circle G 

71 - but in the left of the circle. 

72 ·Another one points towardstbe semi circle Ire you drew. 

73 - Those two start from the bottom lake. G 

74 - There is one between those two as well, G 

75 - but not as long as those two, G 

76 - about one cm less long. G 

77 - You got a forth one G 

78 - from the left to the right G 

79 - and with a tick a half of the rectangle. 

80 - Each one of these has like a little one G 

81 - pointing to the other way. G 

82 - It's got a line in the top of them, 

83 - like half of an arrow. 

84 - There are half of them pointing one way G 

85 - and half pointing the other. G 

86 - There are about five of those, G 

87 which have the top of it pointing to the left G 

88 - and five of them G 

89 - which top arrow pointing to the right. 

90 - It's really hard to describe 

91 - which one is pointing in which way. G 

92 - Let's try again from the left to right. 

93 - The far left one is a short one G 

94 - from the top lake 

95 - and it's pointing to the right. G 
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96 - The next one along to the right G 

97 - is from the bottom lake 

98 - and pointing to the right. G 

99 - The next one comes from the bottom lake 

100 - and pointing to the left. G 

101 The next one comes from the bottom lake 

102 - and points up to the semi circle 

103 - and points to the left. G 

104 - It's like one, 

105 - draw -a number one. 

106 - The next one along to the right G 

107 - points to the right G 

108 - and quite at the top G 

109 -because it extends the most of the length. G 

110 - TIle next is a long one, G 

III - points to the left G 

112 - and comes from the bottom lake. 

113 - The next one along to the right G 

114 - goes to the bottom lake up to circle 

115 - but doesn ' t touch it G 

116 - and that points to the right. G 

117 - The next points to the right G 

118 - and goes from the top lake. 

119 - The next goes from the bottom lake 

120 - and points to the left. G 

121 - The last one goes from the top lake 

122 - and points to the left. G 

123 -I don 't know if I can see any other thing. G 
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FIRST YEAR session 12 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General DescriDtions DescriDtiODS Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1 - We got a abstract piece of art, S 

2 - if you know what I mean. R 

3 - In the centre of the page, G 

4 - put in landscape form. G 

5 - In the centre is a rectangle in portrait, F 

6 - in the centre of the landscape page. G 

7 - But still off in the left hand corner G 

8 - by drawing a quarter of the circle F 

9 facing towards the bottom right hand comer. G 

10 - Then about an inch and a half G 

11 - to the right .of that, G 

12 - draw a full circle F 
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13 - about one and a half cm in diameter. G 

14 - Then below that, G 

15 - two inches G 

16 - directly below the circle vou just drew, 

17 - of the Quarter circle and the circle, 

18 - draw a2ain about two inches width G 

19 - and about a inch hip. G 

20 - It's a sort ofrectan21e 

21 - but with slightly curved edges. G 

22 - It's got a flat side on the top and bottom, G 

23 - but the side on the left and right G 

24 - is pretty much curved. G 

25 - Did you draw that? 

26 - About half em below what you just drew, G 

27 - draw an oval 

28 - that is sliptly lower G 

29 - than that one vou iust drew 

30 - and again about three-quarters inch high. G 

31 - It looks like a 20lfin2 cream 

32 - with half head on. 

33 - Straight lines. 

34 - You've got six of those coming out G 

35 - of the bottom oblong shape you did. 

36 -Y ou go to the left hand side of the oblong shape G 

37 - and draw a strai2ht line up 

38 - into the top of the shape above it. G 

39 - The half arrow facing towards the bottom right 

40 -I know that the arrows head going both sides 

41 - but just draw one side of it. G 

42 - Do the same shape about the same size G 

43 - on the left hand side G 

44 - of the large shape on the top, G 

45 - hanging out towards the Quarter circle. G 

46 - Next that, G 

47ifyou go to the middle of the bottom shape, G 

48 - draw two straight lines. 

49 - One about four inches G 

50 - and one about three and a half inches, G 

52 - straight up. G 

53 - The long one goes to about the same high G 

54 - of the full circle YOU made. 

55 - Basically on the middle G 

56 - of the bottom oblon2. 

57 - The one on the right G 

58 - has the half arrow facinl! to the right 

59 - and one on the left G 

60 - has the half arrow facing to the left. 

61 - In between the two lines you just drew, 

62 - in between the left hand line G 

63 - and the first line G 

64 - that comes UP from the bottom oblong, 
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Annex V - Segments and verbal cognitive actions 

65 - draw two lines 

66 - going slightly inclined to the left. G 

67 - One is coming directly G 

68 - towards the quarter of the circle, 

69 - which is about three inches long G 

70 and the other is about one and a half inches G 

71 - going to the same direction. G 

72 The arrowheads on this both face to the left 

73 - and are about two cm long each. G 

74 - The one on the bottom G 

75 - is the most flat angle, G 

76 - probably about 30 degrees G 

77 - and the other one about 15 degrees. G 

78 - Then, the one youiust drew 

79 - hanging towards the Quarter circle, 

80 - the long one, G 

81 - if you draw between that one G 

82 - and the straight one G 

83 - that you drew on the left hand side. 

84 - Two straight ones together, G 

85 - the left hand side of one of those G 

86 - and then one pointing towards G 

87 - the semi circle or the Quarter of circle. 

88 - About a cm above the top oblong, G 

89 - start drawing one and a half inches line G 

90with the arrowhead facing towards the right. 

91 - You got three more G 

92 - of these kinds of half arrows to draw. 

93 -Two in the right hand side of the top oblong. G 

94 You draw about two inches arrow going up 

95 from Ihe lOp right hand side of the top oblong G 

96 - with the arrowhead going left. 

97 - Again in the bottom oblong, 

98 - on the top right of it, G 

99 - do a two and a half inches arrow 

100 - going up G 

101 - with the Irrowheld rlcing toward. the rull circl • . 

103 - You got one more arrow to draw. 

104 - That's between the arrow you just drew 

105 - and the long straight arrow 

106 - that you should have in the middle. 

107 - That's in the top oblong, 

108 - just on the centre of it. G 

109 - It 's about one and a half inches long G 

110 - with Quite large head 

III - facing the flat angle at the right. G 

112 - That's apparently all that is drawing G 
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Sketching and visual perception in conceptual design 
Annex V - Segments and verbal cognitive actions 

FIRST YEAR session 12 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol 

1 - This one looks like a plan view S 

2 - over a building, S 

3 - done kind rough lines. F 

4 - Again in the centre of the page, G 

5 - Ihe whole Ihing is probably seven em by nine em. G 

6 - Basically a square. F 

7 - You draw a seven or eight cm square G F 

8 - in the centre ·of the page. G 

9 - That's the out line for your drawing. G 

\0 - lfyou go about four cm down, G 

11 -jusl halfway down Ihe square youjusl drew. F 

12 - then draw a parallel line across the page, G F 

13 - going from the one side to the other. G 

14 - At the right hand side of your drawing, G 

15 - go from that line you just drew F 

16 - and go direct about one cm away G 

17 - from the right hand edge. G 

18 - Go direct up G 

19 - from the line you just drew F 

20 - until it almost meets the top. G 

21 - It's quite rough. G 

22 - Between the side of this square F 

23 - and the line you just drew, F 

24 - do a S shape S 

25 - from about one cm high, G 

26 - touching the two lines each side. F 

27 -Then you should have like a blank bollom half G 

28 - on the square now. F 

29 - Go to the bottom left hand side G 

30 - and draw a guideline S 

31 - about half way across the square, F 

32 - straight down G 

33 - from the line you just drew, F 

34 - across straight down G 

35 - on the bottom ofthe square. F 

36 - Use that line as a guide. F S 

37 - Just do about one cm up, G 

38 - except that two parallel lines F 

39 - about an mm apart. G 

40 - Across the iine, F 

41 - going half width of the square G F 

42 - up to the line you just drew, F 

43 - about one and a half em G 

44 - or equidistance G 

Reflective Descriptions 

Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 
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Annex V - Segments and verbal cognitive actions 

45 - between the full line across 

46 - the two parallel lines you just drew, 

47 - do another set of two oarallellines 

48 - but an mm across, G 

49 - an mmout G 

50 - to the same distance you did before. 

51 - Now you aot the square in the middle. G 

52 - Go to the bottom left hand comer G 

53 - and draw a line down 

54 - about two cm. G 

55 - From that line go across 

56 - to the same distance G 

57 - as the guide lines you drew. 

58 - Should be halfway G 

59 - across the bilz square. 

60- Then do another parallel line equidistant 

61 - between the big square 

62 - and the line you just drew, 

63 - again the same length. G 

64 - Then parallel line 

65 - between the two close the rectangle. 

66 Now between the top set of two parallel lines 

67 - between that and the line you drew 

68 • across the square. 

69 - I want you to do a ... it's the infinite sign 

70 - or pretty much the sum sign. 

71 - Basically it's a figure eight on its side 

72 - with the left hand side missinll;. G 

73 - So you set two lines crossing each other. 

74· It's about one cm by one cm. G 

75· If you go to the middle line 

76you got on the right hand side of the square, G 

77 • drop about a half cm down, G 

78 - do a line from about three em in, 

79 • out of the square, 

80 • about further three em G 

81 • and do another line 

82 • exact the same G 

83 • underneath that. G 

84 • In the end of that G 

85 • do a square 

86 • about one cm by one cm. G 

87 • The line you just drew out, 

88 • about one em in, G 

89 - from the side of the square, 

90 • doin2 the square 

91 • you got in the big square. 

92 • The top rililit hand side, G 

93 - you got that smaller rectangle 

94 • with the S shape at the top, 

95 • draw a line down from that 
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Sketching and visual perception in conceptual design 
Annex V - Segments and verbal cognitive actions 

96 - to the line you just drew 

97 - out of the big square. 

98 - Do like two lines next each other 

99 - about an mm high. G 

100 - In the middle section, G 

101 - where you got the half figure of an eight 

\02 - and square box 

103 - with lines coming out, 

104 - you do some rough scribbles. 

105 - Do a couple of lines 

106 - about three cm in distance along. G 

107 - In between these two lines, 

108 - much towards the left hand side, G 

109 - about half way across, G 

1 \0 - there is that looks an 'OL', 

III - an 0 and an L. 

112 - Is right there in a small half em high, G 

113 - writing in the middle of the square. 

114 - The rest of it is just scribbles, G 

115 - probably indescribable. 

116 - That's all. G 
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FIRST YEAR session 13 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal C02Ditive Actions 
,. 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol 

1 - There is a box. S 

2 - Draw a box about 8cm per 8 cm. G S 

3 - Draw a line horizontally F 

4 - through the middle from each side. G 

5 - Now is divided into two sections. G 

6 - In the lower section draw a vertiealline, G F 

7 - bottom section to bottom section. G 

8 - Three sections and two small ones. G 

9 - The left hand small one G 

\0 - is divided into three equals parts G 

II - with horizontal lines. F 

12 - Three horizontal rectangles boxes, F S 

13 - add two in the end. G 

14 - So basically they add to the others two. G 

15 - Before they all , G 

16 - towards the box. S 

17 - On the top section now, G 

18 - on the big section on the box, S 

19 - on the right hand side, G 
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Reflective Descriptions 

Judgme Remem Reflect Recap 
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Annex V - Segments and verbal cognitive actions 

20 - as you go horizontally line 

21 - go a cm from the right G 

22 - and draw a line vertically down. 

23 - On the top half basically. G 

24 - On the top right comer of the rectangle, G 

25 - of the box, 

26 - draw a 'S', 

27 - flat on the top of it. G 

28 - So it's basically the width G 

29 - of the little rectangle you just drew. 

30 - It is your vertical rectangle 

31 - with the S in. 

32 - I told you to drew three rectangles 

33 - in the small section, G 

34 - on the left. G 

35 - On the top rectanl!:ie, 

36 - draw on left hand side, G 

37 - a cross. 

38 - A cross or something. 

39 - In the middle of that rectangle 

40 - draw a small 'H', 

41 - in the middle. G 

42 - Basically as you look at it, G 

43 - the way you draw it, G 

44 - it's in your side, G 

45 - you got a sort of on it's side H. 

46 - On the bottom right hand of the H, G 

47 -continuing to the middle point on the line. G 

48 - In the top ril[ht of this little rectangle. 

49 - draw a back to back form N. 

50 - There are four rectangles. 

51 - The box next to it. 

52 - Basically the box divided into four parts. G 

53 - On the bottom right part of it, G 

54 - draw a rectanlde, 

55 - on the toP. G 

56 - Starts a rectangle, 

57 - the top left comer of the rectangle G 

58 - in the top left comer of the box G 

59 - and draw around about one cm down G 

60 - and two-thirds the way along. G 

61 - Started just in front left, G 

62 - in the top left hand comer, G 

63 - start a bit along. G 

64 - As you did with the H, 

65 - continue the bottom right part of the rectangle G 

66 - so the bottom-line. G 

67 - Just draw and keep I!.oing G 

68 - and extend out of the main box G 

69 - about three cm. G 

70 - Where the line ends 
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Annex V - Segments and verbal cognitive actions 

71 - use that as the middle point of the box 

72 - and draw one cm square 

73 - around that tip basically. G 

74 - They go to the polo five rectangles G 

75 - in the bottom left. G 

76 - Draw a line from the bottom right comer G 

77 - of the rectangle, 

78 - horizontally along G 

79 - to third way in the next box. 

80 - So next to that box G 

81 - in the bottom right comer, G 

82 - draw this line 

83 - about a third way to it G 

84 - and join that line up 

85 - with the rectangle you drew in that box. 

86 - It's basically a T, 

87 - like a T-junction or something. 

88 -' Draw the tiniest, tiniest A 

89 - and on the border of that. G 

90 - So draw in the top of horizontal line. G 

91 - Mark out a right angle G 

92 - with a square in the comer. 

93 - In the right hand comer, G 

94 - the right hand side of it G 

95 - draw a little, not exactly, 

96 - Extend the left hand side of it. G 
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FIRST YEAR session 13 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonna! Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

I - Actually draw a box, S 

2 - a rectangle about six cm per six cm. G F 

3 - Don ' t actually draw it, mark it. R 

4 - Just imagine it. R 

5 - In that rectangle, F 

6 - on the top left hand comer, G 

7 - draw a quarter of the circle. F 

8 - Basically a quarter of the circle. F 

9 - On the top right hand comer G 

10 - just away from the comer, G 

II - just away from the edges, G 

12 - draw a circle. F 

13 - Small circle F 

14 - about by one and a half cm in dianleter. G 
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Annex V - Segments and verbal cognitive actions 

15 - In the bottom of this imaained rectangle, 

16 - in the bottom, G 

17 - draw like a oblong, 

18 - not properly a oblong, 

19 - just bit rough. G 

20 - Not Quite touching the edge G 

21 - of this imagined rectaDitle, 

22 - just away from it. G 

23 - Just above that, G 

24 - there is basically a square 

25 - with rounded edges. G 

26 - Also just above the oblong, G 

27 - bit bigger than the oblong. G 

28 - There are basically ten G 

29 -up side down arrows shapes or something. 

30 - In the left hand side G 

31 - of the rectangle with curve edges, 

32 - this one you iust drew, 

33 - draw a line about three em, G 

34 - 45 degrees from the top of it. G 

35 - Draw a line UP three em with another tick G 

36 - by 45 degrees from the vertical. G 

37 - Draw a line about a cm down. 

38 - Just go down and right of it. G 

39 -Draw another one exactlv the same shape. G 

40 - Basically they look like a up side down arrows 

41 - So szet an arrow, 

42 - tum it like mirror image in the horizontal, 

43 - but the short bit of the arrow 

44 - liked pushed it. G 

45 - That should like being drawing G 

46 - over the two shapes drawn in the bottom. G 

47 - The same shape arrow up. 

48 - Put the comer in between G 

49 - the Quarter circle and the circle. 

50 - In between those too, G 

51 - the last two arrows you drew. 

52 - Draw two in the gap between them, G 

53 - but they are twice the length G 

54 - and pointing in the other way. G 

55 - So the arrow is POintina in the other way. 

56 - Just a bit longer. G 

57 - One of those iust the double the length. G 

58 - Draw in the middle G 

59 - of this imaginary rectangle 

60 - a line, 

61 - another arrow basically. 

62 - It's going about from the middle G 

63 - of the bottom oblong, 

64 -all way up to the bottom to the quarter circle G 

65 - Draw the arrow pointing to the left. 
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Annex V - Segments and verbal cognitive actions 

66 - Just to the right of that, G 

67 - draw another arrow the same length, 

68 - just take a bit higher in the top, G 

69 - about a em up G 

70 -and out the arrow pointing to another way. 

71 - Another one of them G 

72 - with the arrow pointing to the right. 

73 - It's half the length the one you just drew. G 

74 - Starts in the middle ofthe rectangle. 

75 - Half the length. G 

76 - It doesn't go halfway up halfway down. G 

77 - It's in the middle. G 

78 -You should be in the edge of the rectangle now 

79 - this imaginary rectangle. 

80 - So just about a third way up from the bottom, G 

81 - draw another arrow 

82 - the same shape that one in the start, 

83 - pointing to the left. G 

84 - The last arrow just in the edge, 

85 - is a vertical line, 

86 - about one and a half em, G 

87 - starting in the mid point G 

88 - and pointing left it's arrow. 

89 - TIlat's it. G 
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FIRST YEAR session 14 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 
Features 

General Descriotions Descriotions ReOective Descriotions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgme Remem Reflect Recap 

1 - You need to have the paper portrait. G 

2 - TIle drawing is portrait shape. G 

3 - In the top left hand corner G 

4 - there is a quarter of an arc F 

5 - domain from the centre and the corner G 

6 - and nearly half way across the top. G 

7 - Like a bit of the semi circle. F 

8 - Starts about two-fifths of the way across the top G 

9 - from the top left hand corner G 

10 - and then draw a quarter ofthe circle F R 

II - towards the left hand side. G 

12 - Then, after you done that, R 

13 - in the other corner, G 

14 - the other top corner, G 

15 - there is a small circle F 

16 - about the size of five p, S 
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Annex V - Segments and verbal cognitive actions 

17 - about one cm from the t~ G 

18 - and Just another cm from the ngl1t hand side. G 

19 - Then you go down to the bottom. G 

20 - Across the bottom you drew, 

21 - about one cm from each side G 

22 - there's an irre2Ular shape sausaAe. 

23 - Above that, G 

24 - you draw another one sligh~ bigger G 

25 - and slightly more sQuare. G 

26 -There io .bout. th. bot\om..bout 00. em wickh OJ kind G 

27 - and the top one nearly two em. G 

28 -Then you·re going 10 draw len such of hooks 

29 - and they're basically vertical, 

30 - or not quite vertical line, 

31 - they're slightly di8£onal G 

32 - coming out of the sausa~es. 

33 - There are six on the bottom one. G 

34 - One in the left-hand side end the richness G 

35 - almost to the top of the big sausage. 

36 - Look like an up side down ticks. 

37 - You need to do a line UP 

38 -and a line comi~g out 10 the right diagonally 

39 - just about one cm long. G 

40 - Next that, G 

41 - starting a bit higher, G 

42 - you draw another one, G 

43 -whick comes out of the top of the big square G 

44 - and has a much 10m!. tick 

45 - going to the left, G 

46 - up to two em. G 

47 - A cm along from that, G 

48 - in the small SQuare, 

49 - you do a much longer line, G 

50 - which is nearly to the semi circle 

51 - you done in the top comer. G 

52 - It's a little bit diagonally. G 

53 - It's about eleven o'clock. 

54 You draw a line down from that to the left, G 

55 - about two em long G 

56 - to make another tick. 

57 Right in the centre of the small sausage G 

58 - there's a lon2 vertical line, 

59 - which is about two-thirds ofthe~age G 

70 - with a small tick to the left. 

71 - Another cm along from that, G 

72 - in the small sausage, 

73 - there's another almost oarallelline, 

74 -which is. goes past about nearly to the centre G 

75 - of the small circle on the right, 

76 - but it's to the left of that circle 

77 - and has a tick to the rilmt 
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Sketching and visual perception in conceptual design 
Annex V - Segments and verbal cognitive actions 

78 - about one and a half cm long. G 

79 - The last line in the small sausage, 

80 - starts right in the comer G 

81 - and goes about five em long G 

82 - and has a tick to the left 

83 - about one em long. G 

84 - Now you got four more ticks to draw. G 

85 - One starts right in the left hand side G 

86 - to the big sausage. 

87 - It's about three and a half cm long G 

88 - and has one em tick going down 

89 - on the right hand side. G 

90 - There is another one in the left hand, G 

91 - or right hand comer of the big sausage, G 

92 - right on the top. G 

93 - It's four em long G 

94 - and has a little tick to the left. 

95 - Then you got two more. G 

96-0ne comes. remember the big lUte you drew in the: middle 

97 - and the line going to the semi circle 

98 - It comes around between them. G 

99 -Starts about one em above the big sausage G 

100 - about three em long G 

101 - maybe four cm long G 

102 and has a tick going to the right hand side 

103 - with one cm long. G 

104 - TIle last one you have to draw is, G 

105 - if you came from the right hand side the lines G 

106 - then there should be a gap G 

107 - where you drew a vertical line 

108 - from the centre of the sausage 

109 - going up about four em long G 

110 - and has a tick one em line 

III - to the right. G 

112 -It's done. G 
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FIRST YEAR session 14 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cosmitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fomlal Symbol 

1 - This looks like a plan of a house. S 

2 - The lines are scratching massing G F 

3 - as you got few times. 

4 - First of all draw a big square F 

5 - in the centre of the page G 
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Reflective Descriptions 

Judgme Remem Reflect Recap 
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6 - takinj;t at almost of the paJte G 

7 - just leave a Jtap in the right hand side. G 

8 - When you have done that, 

9 - the left hand vertical line of the square, 

10 - so the left side of the square 

11 - continue the line down 

12 - about two em from that. G 

13 - And then, from the bottom of this, G 

14 - mark out the middle point G 

15 - of that little two em line you just drew. 

16 - So mark out one em from that. G 

17 - Draw horizontal lines from the one em 

18 - and end of that line you drew. 

19 - Go to the middle of the box, G 

20 - so parallel to the bottom of the box, G 

21 - going half way across the page. G 

22 Draw another of those two little vertical lines 

23 - StartiuJt at the bottom of the box, G 

24 - just a little bit to the left G 

25 - of those lines you just drew. 

26 - No, no wait. 

27 - Draw a line completely cutting the box 

28 - in half horizontally. G 

29 - From that line to the bottom G 

30 - draw another line, 

31 - whieh euts it not quite in half G 

32 - but just bit to the left G 

33 - of the thing you just done. 

34 - It should now be in quadrants. G 

35 -Should be in three squares of the box now. 

36 - The bottom left hand SQuare, G 

37 -you want to do two lines horizontally, 

38 - so you eut that into three equal parts. G 

39 - When you've done that, 

40 - as the two lines YOU just drew, 

41 - the top one, G 

42 - you want to extend G 

43 - across the right hand side of the box, G 

44 - just about one em. G 

45 - Do a little line up from that, 

46 - not Quite to the end of it, G 

47 - just a quarter way up to the middle line. G 

48 - Divide that line in half 31Zain G 

49 -by doing a little sort of quick line across that 

50 - In the bottom left hand box, G 

51 - divide into three. G 

52 - In the top section of that, G 

53 - in the left hand side, G 

54 - you want to do a cross, 

55 - but when you're doinlZ a cross, 

56 -start at the top left hand line of the diagonals G 
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57 - and then doinll: the cross 

58 - takinll: a tenth of the DaDer. G 

59 - After you done that 

60 - 11:0 to the rill:ht hand lower quadrant. G 

61 - From the little line 

62 - vou iust did in the end ofit 

63 - and you cross in half, G 

64 - draw a horizontal line across, 

65 - which extend three em out of the box. G 

66 - On the end of that line, 

67 - draw one cm cube 

68 - but just crossinll: over that line. 

69 - Draw another line 

70 - on the top of the horizontal, G 

71 - three cm line just few mm above that. G 

72 - The top right hand of the box, G 

73 - about one cm in from the wall, G 

74 - draw a vertical line 

75 - lI:oing down to the centre line. G 

76 - You should have such that thing. 

77 - Start in the top G 

78 - of that new little box you just made. 

79 - You want to wiggle across to the other side. G 

80 - Then 20 back across G 

81 - like a snake actuallv. 

82 - More just go back three times. G 

83 - Go back to the cross you did 

84 - in the lower left hand Quadrant. G 

85 - Where the centre of the cross is, 

86 - a little bit to the rill:ht of that, G 

87 - draw a line horizontal Iv one em long. 

88 - From that line, 

89 - a little bit to the end ofit, G 

90 - do a vertical three mm long line. 

91 - Draw a line from that, 

92 - 20in2 throuldt horizontally across G 

93 - to divide two boxes in half. 

94 - Alon2 the centre line G 

95 - you need to make a scribble. 

96 - Starting half way across G 

97 - the lower left hand Quadrant, G 

98 - alon2 the centre line, G 

99 - you need to do a little tine A, 

100 - such a summarise show. 

101 - Then go from that horizontally down G 

102 - about two or three cm. G 

103 - It's Quite complicated. 

104 - From that vertical line 

105 - and horizontal centre line, G 

106 - draw those two up to make triangle. 

107 - Doin2 another vertical line down 
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108 - about one em long G 

109 - and making a little triangle 

110 using that vertical line as hypotenuse 

111 - should going diagonally up to the right G 

112 - and the horizontal goes across. G 

113 - In the right hand lower quadrant G 

114 - you got a line 

115 -extending three cm out horizontally. G 

116Now go one em into the box from that line 

117 -Draw three venicallines from that central line 

118 - Make four marks G 

119 - just little marks on the central line, G 

120 - going towards the centre G 

121 - about five rum high each. G 

122 - In the big top section, G 

123 - to the left hand side, G 

124 - you need to draw two dots. 

120ne oflhem is pnclically on the centre of the whole bo~. G 

126 They are about one em each from the top. G 

1270lle of them is practically in the middle of the whole box G 

128 and one is about seven mm to the left of that G 

129 - I think it's pretty much done. G 
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FIRST YEAR session 15 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Conc1 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol 

1- It's a plan ofa building. S 

2 -It's a square building. F S 

3 - It's divided open 10 what looks like three rooms S 

4 - There is a large room in the top, G S 

5 - taking about half of the square. G F 

6 -Along the right hand side there is a bed bench G S 

7 - and in the top right hand comer of the square G F 

8 - is like a cinco S 

9 - on a division on where is the bench. S 

10 - Bottom right hand is like another room G S 

11 - but it is another shape. G 

12 - Like a square. F 

13 - The bottom left and right rooms G S 

14 - are subdivided equally. G 

15 The boltom left it 's got three horizontal divisions G 

16 - so like beds, S 

17 - you know, like sleeping areas. S 

18 - On the right hand side of the large square G F 

R 

16 

Reflective Descriptions 

Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

R 
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19 - that you drew first, 

20 - is like a projection 

21 - or bee sticking out G 

22 - in a very small square, 

23 - about the size of a penny maybe. 

24 - Once you finished the main square, 

25 - on the bottom left G 

26 - there is another what looks like a bed structure 

27 - but it 's not that drew in the large square. 

28 - It' s away from it. G 

29 - Only drew in the left hand side G 

30 - by one tine line. 

31 - Back to the bottom left hand group. G 

32 - On the top of the three divisions G 

33 - made horizontally G 

34 - there is a X 

35 - on the top left hand comer of that room. G 

36 - A scribble to the right of it. G 

37 - Going down the room, 

38 - in the middle of that small division on the room G 

39 - it's like a horizontal line as well. 

40 - Back to the bottom right hand corner G 

41 - of the large square, 

42 - so the bottom right hand comer of the room, G 

43 - there is like another bed bench 

44 - along the tOJlSide of the room, G 

45 - about the similar size of the bed. G 

46 - Projection comes out of the large square 

47 - the whole big thing is going to that. G 
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FIRST YEAR session 15 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal COWlitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel ConcI 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

I - It' s a very abstract drawing. G 

2 - On the top right hand corner G 

3 - there is what looks like a sun. S 

4 - Just a round circle. F 

5 - On the top left hand corner G 

6 - there is a quarter of circumference of a circle, F 

7 - roughly about four times the size G 

8 - of the one you just drew. R 

9 - Below that G 

10 - there is what look like lines F 

II - with another line in the end F 
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12 - that is cominl! down G 

13 - about forty-five degrees G 

14 - from the tOD of that. G 

15 . There is whit 100'" like moybe 0lg5 011 the golfiDg 

16 - on the I!olf course. 

17 - About a third way up of the picture G 

18 - there is like a larlze, G 

19 - it's not really circle, 

20 it's more like oblon2 with rounded comers. 

21 - It looks like maybe a bunker, 

22 - the same bunkers on the golf course. 

23 - There are ten of this flal!s things. G 

24 - There is one on the far left hand side. G 

25 - Down bit another in left hand side. G 

26 - These all facinl! the same way. G 

27 - Close to the large circle, 

28 - the Quarter of the lar2e circle, 

29 - there is another one facing the same way. G 

30 - Third way across the Dal!e G 

31 - from your right hand side, G 

32 - there is another one facing the same way. G 

33 Became right up to nearly the round circle. G 

34 Then one next of that about half it's length, G 

35 - starting half of the page. G 

36 - So all these flags pointing to the right. 

37 - Then you 20t the ones oointing to the left. G 

38 . 11tere is one thaI is on extreme righl of the page G 

39 - and it's pointing left G 

40 - and it's about the similar size G 

41 - as the one that is half the size, G 

42 - next to the circle. 

43 - There is one just below that G 

44 - and that sit on a little sort of bunker. 

45 - Another oblong with rounded comers G 

46 - but that is below G 

47 - and smaller that oblong. 

48 - Right on the middle of the page, G 

49 - goin2 about two-thirds UD the page G 

50 - there is another of this flags 

51 - going to the left. G 

52 - There is one rimt next that G 

53 - pointin2 towards the lare:e circle, 

54 - so the Quarter of the circle. 

55 - Also pointing to the left G 

56 - with anlde about fifteen degrees. G 

57 - There is one next that. G 

58 - This one has a lar2e tick on it, 

59 - a lar2e flag on it. 

60 - 11tere is righl nexllo the one you just drew, 

61 - but half it's length again G 

62 - and Dointing the early ed2e, G 
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63 - the left hand edge of the page. G 

64 - So these flags, they go up and across 

65 - but they don 't have the bottom part of them. G 

66 - You should have ten flags in total. G 

67 - Five pointing in one way G 

68 - and five pointing in the other way. G 
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2 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - Segments and verbal cognitive actions 

DIPLOMA YEAR session 01 - Description 0] (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 

4 

General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Gener Concl 
Refer, Posit. View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm, Remem Reflect Recap 

I. It 's an abstract image. F 

2. Basically, at the bottom of A4 page, G G 

3. is a very basic kind of oval. F 

4. 1l1ere is little up side down ticks S 

5. witch come up. G 

6. In the top right hand comer G 

7. is a circle like a sun. F S 

8. It looks like an abstract pot flowers S 

9. Oh God!! R 

10. So you got a little oval F 

I I. at the bottom G 

12. and then you got six G 

13. up side down vertical ticks S 

14. coming out of it, G 

15. they go to about the middle of the page. G 

16. These four up side down ticks, S 

17. they actually come inside the circle. G F 

18. About the midway up G 

19. of those ticks, S 

20. there is a very crude square F 

21. iust been draw. G 

22. Inside that square G F 

23. are three up side down ticks again. G S 

24. There is one at the far left hand comer G 

25. that goes up G 

26. about three cm. G 

27. There is one in the far right hand comer G 

28. oftha! square. F 

29. That one goes up a bit higher . G 
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30. There is one on the left hand side of that. G 

31. So, there are three up side down ticks G 

32. in the middle circle. G 

33. Towards the top of the page G 

34. there is one tick 

35. witch isjust in the middle of the page, G 

36. and not growing on circle or square. G 

37. Go to the top right hand comer of that page. G 

38. Draw a circle like a sun. 

39. Sun is shinning down 

40. on the little vase of ticks. 

41 . In the far top left hand comer G 

42. you've got a semi-circle. 

43. When y~u look at your drawing, G 

44. a very nice drawing you've done, G 

45. look at the veryfar bottom of the page. G 

46. Should be a rough oval circle 

47. should be rough. G 

48. In side G 

49. should be like little flowers 

50. in a pot of vase. 

51. There should be six ticks G 

52. going across G 

53 . from one end to the other. G 

54. Above that very roughly drawing square. G 

55 . These tall ticks 

56. should run through the middle G 

57. of this square. 

58. There should be three upright ticks. G 

59. Above it a little tick 

60. witch is outside that. G 

61. Top right hand comer of this page, G 

62. is a little sun. 

63. On left hand top half of page G 

64. is a semi-circle, 

65. actually a quarter circle, sorry. 

66. That's it. G 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 01 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Conel 
Refer Posi View usive 

Formal Symbol Judg Remem Reflect Recap 

I . Basically a very roughly drawn G 

2. floor plan of kind S 
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3. it's like a very rough sketch 
I 

4. what you would find on tracing p~er, 

5. witch IS right at the bel!inrung stages of design. 

6. Quite simple really. 

7. A larl!;e square to start. 

8. Just two lines through it, 

9. just to give an indication of thickness. 

10. Go to the bottom G 

11. of the left hand square you have drawn. G 

12. Draw a little rectangle 

13. witch runs from the left hand side. G 

14. A bit of a 2ao between the two, G 

15. from the left hand comer G 

16. to the centre point of the square. 

17. Extend the wall 

18. of your square 

19. into the edge of the rectangle. G 

20. You should have two shapes: G 

21. a large SQuare, 

22. on the bottom left G 

23. there should be a little rectangle. 

24. The wall should run 

25. between the two of them G 

26. on the left hand side of the square. G 

27. What you must do now is mirror the top line 

28. of your rectangle 

29. to the bottom line of the square. G 

30. From the centre point 

31. of the bottom line of the square, G 

32. draw a line up G 

33. to the middle of the square. 

34. Then draw a line across G 

35. from centre point to centre point 

36. on the left hand side G 

37. and right hand side of the square. G 

38. So you have 20t the line 20ing across. G 

39. Next draw a little SQuare box, 

40. towards the top right hand comer G 

41. of the square. 

42. Leave a little 231) between the rectangles G 

43. Make sure it is separated. G 

44. Move your pen to the mid-point 

45. of the left hand side of the square. G 

46. Move it down G 

47. a tiny bit G 

48. to give it a little space. G 

49. Draw a wall across, 

50. about a few centimetres G 

51. do like a double line. 

52. At the end of the wall, 

53. draw another square. 
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54. Just a small square, 

55. the same size 3 S the one you just did earlier. 

56. Look Quite estrange. 

57. There are a few odd squiggles in it. 

58. What you should have is a large square 

59. with a rectangle 

60. on the bottom left hand corner. G 

61 . Gap between the two objects. G 

62. You should have a line 

63. going up G 

64. from the middle point. G 

65. bottom side of the square. G 

66. Meeting another line 

67. running from left to right. G 

68. A little box, 

69. top right corner, G 

70. another little box 

71. like a satellite 

72 . coming out of the right hand corner. G 

73. Go to the square you should have 

74. on your top right hand corner, G 

75. draw a line from the rectangle 

76. on the far bottom left hand side. G 

77. Draw a little line down. 

78. Make sure It doesn ' t meet the mid-point line . G 

79. Put a little arrow 

80. on the bottom of it. G 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 02 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriotions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

· A sketch line drawing. G F S 

· It could be a floor plan. S 

· Not quite sure, R 

· quite abstract. R 

· Basically is a square F 

· about 6 cm square on the page. G F 

· To the right of that, G 

· coming out of the square G F 

· is a pair of short lines F 

O. with another square F 

1. at the end of them. G 

2. So it like a straw S 

3. or a pipe S 
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4. coming out the side of that square G 

5. into a very small square. 

6. It's about 8 nun square. G 

7. On the bottom left of the square, G 

8. there is a rectangle 

9. just below the lar2e square. G 

O. That rectangle 

I. is a half the width G 

2. of the large sQuare 

3. and again about 8 nun high. G 

4. The large sQuare 

5. is divided into two, G 

6. with a horizontal line. 

7. So there is a top and bottom half. G 

8. In the tOD half, G 

9. it's mainly empty, G 

O. apart from the right hand side G 

1. where a2ain there is a rectangle 

2. about 8 nun wide G 

3. about half size of the lar2e square. 

4. This time running vertically. G 

5. The one to the bottom left G 

6. of the large SQuare 

7. is running horizontally. G 

8. Ok? 

9. In the bottom half G 

O. of the large sQuare 

I. that is a sub divided again into two. G 

2. So the lar2e SQuare 

3. is made up ofa half G 

4. and then 2/4 G 

5. so it's made UD as a rectangle 

6. and two smaller squares. 

7. In the bottom half G 

8. of the bottom left hand side G 

9. is then divided into three. G 

O. Equal horizontal rectan21es. 

I. This should be about the same size G 

2. as the rectangle below 

3. the 18Tl!:e square. 

4. Ok? 

5. In the bottom half of the 18r2e square, G 

6. on the right hand side G 

7. is a very small rectan2le. 

8. This joins onto the pipe 

9. and small square. 

O. That's about 6 nun deep G 

I. and runs horizontally. G 

2. Not as lon2 as half the SQuare. 

3. That's it, I think. G 

4. The lar2e SQuare 
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5. looks as though it G 

6. may have a double line 

7. on the outside. G 

8. A sketchy outer line 

9. witch made me think ofa wall. 

70. I'm not sure. 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 02 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 
Features 

General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Conci 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflec Recap 

I.Abstract, obviously. G 

2.Look like .. , a line drawing F 

3.a T like Picasso would draw. S 

4.Looks like, in an abstract way, G 

5. a beach with trees in it. S 

6. In a very abstract way. G 

7. Starting at the top left hand comer G 

8.there is a quarter circle F 

9.takes across the top left hand comer. G 

10. In top right hand comer G 

11. of the drawing, G 

12. witch is rough square. F 

13. There is a circle F 

14. about 9mm in diameter. G 

15. Going to the bottom of the page, G 

16. there are two turd shaped objects. S 

17. The lower one G 

18. is smaller than the upper one. G 

19. Both of them are bellow G 

20. the centre line of the drawing. G F 

21. They are irregular squashed ellipses F 

22. come rectangles. F 

23. They both short of the width G 

24. of the whole drawing. G 

25 . This is again about 6 em across G 

26. by about 8 em high. G 

27. It did look like an island S 

28. and growing out of bottom turd S 

29. are some vertical lines. F 

30. They look like arrows S 

31. with a arrowhead only S 

32. on one side. G 

33. Some of the heads go to the right G S 

34. and some to the left. G 
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35. They' re coming out G 

36. of the bottom, G 

37. they' re six of different highs. G 

38. Coming out of the upper turd, 

39. there are three G 

40. at again different highs. G 

41. The floating in the sky. 

42. fills up most of the page. G 

43. At the beginning I said 

44. there was a quarter circle 

45 . top left hand corner. G 

46. There is a bit a scribble on that. 

47. Some sort of detail, 

48 . just a tiny scribble line or two. 

49. Bit of shading. 

50. You should have a quadroon top left, 

51. circle top right, G 

52. two turds bottom half the page, G 

53. lower one smaller than the upper one. G 

54. Lot of arrows going up . 

55. The arrows head are about 8 mOl. G 

56. The vertical part 

57. because the arrows are pointing upwards. 

58. They vary in length G 

59. to about 2,5 cm to 5 cm. G 

60. Tallest lengths G 

61. coming out of the bottom turd. G 

62. That 's all ... G 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 03 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posii View usive 

Fonnal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

. It ' s a line drawing G F 

2. on a blank background. G 

3. If you could imagine a representation of a sun S 

4. in the top right hand corner. G 

5. Just a circle, F 

6. plane sphere or a plane circle. FF 

7. on the top left hand comer G 

8. of the composition G 

9. would be a kind of a quarter circle F 

10. as ifit had been cut of the rest G 

11 . by the boundaries of the picture. G 

12. Lower down the picture G 
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13. there is an kind of ellipse shape. 

14. Above it would be a m ... G 

15. with kind of extends G 

16. across the whole width G 

17. of the portrait picture. G 

18. Above that, G 

19. going up G 

20. to the half mark of the picture G 

21. is a kind of oblong shape 

22. with rounded comers. G 

23. Crossing between these two shapes G 

24. are large, long, linear number 1 's, 

25. shapes like number 1 's 

26. without the bottom cross line. 

27. These run through the lower ellipse G 

28. and the more oblong shape. 

29. These extend right up G 

30. just below the circular G 

31. kind of sun representation would be. 

32. These run in both directions. G 

33. Some have the tick across 

34. with the number 1 

35 . running to the right. , G 

36. some to the left. G 

37. In total there are ten of these shapes G 

38. with are spread to fill all of the space. G 

39. They have different length , G 

40. some are shorter G 

41. some are very long. G 

42. Running the whole length G 

43 . of the composition. G 

44. Some just between the ellipse 

45 . and the oblong shape. 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 03 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel 

Conc 

Refer Posit View 
lusiv Fonnal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

e 

1. Again this is another line drawing. G F 

2. Resembles a kind of sketch for a plan. S 

3. Kind of ' Bruno . ... 
, S 

4 . Rectangular shapes. F 

5. If we were to take a portrait perspective on this . G 

6. Running the portrait of the page G 

7. you would have a kind of wall fomlation. S 
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8. Just a thin extruded oblong. 

9. This would fonn the boundaries G 

10. ofa wall 

11. running from the left hand side the top G 

12. would then be bounded G 

13. by this wall structure. 

14. The rest of that would then be divided G 

15. into a large rectangle shape, 

16. witch takes 8J)proximately off half G 

17. of the composition. G 

18. That would iust be the boundaries G 

19. by simzle line. 

20. If we were to take that rectangle shape 

21. and below it G 

22. you would cut the remaining space G 

23. in half with another sins.!ie line. 

24. You would have two square shapes 

25. with would be created by that. G 

26. The square shape on the left G 

27. would be divided eQuallv into 3 G 

28. with double lines 

29. what could be walls. 

30. On the right hand SQuare G 

31. you have from the tOD of it G 

32. a dividin21ine 

33. taking up Y40fit G 

34. runnin2 horizontallv across. G 

35. Then from the where that horizontal line 

36. cut the boundary G 

37. of that square. 

38. Then becomes a double line 

39. equivalent to the wall, 

40. analogy that we used earlier. 

41. This extends out the width G 

42. of that square 

43. where it tenninates in a square 

44.2 cm square G 

45. attached to the end. G 

46. In the left hand square G 

47. described earlY, 

48. below that G 

49. again about the equivalent of one G 

50. of the divisions in three, G 

51. you just got a long rectangular shape. 

52. It is just situated about few cm below G 

53. the last division. G 

54. Just a oblon2 

55. extend a little bit early G 

56. about the square. 

57. Go back to the large oblong 

58. in the top of the composition. 
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59. You got a .. , G 

60. it divided that oblong into Quarters. G 

61 . TIle right hand quarter G 

62. could be defined by a single line, 

63. the rest could be left open. G 

64. TIlen in the top of that quarter G 

65. you Just have a kind of sinuous S shape line. 

66. Just a mark up the top right hand comer, G 

67. a kind of 'post stand'. 

68. In the left hand of the two squares, a 
69. below G 

70. there will be almost figure ... 

71. about but rotate round 90 degrees. a 
72. In the left hand ... a 
73. sort of thal.. . there wili be a kind of scribbles, 

74. a kind ofM ' 

75. situated in the middle a 
76. of that section a 
77. ofthe oblong. 

78. TIl en, just have two parallels lines 

79. running through the middle a 
80. of that oblong. 

81. Below that square you have, a 
82. where the line divides that oblong 

83. into two squares formations, 

84. you'd have a little emphases a 
85. where divided into 3 a 
86. you got a little oblong. 

87. Could be like representing a plank, 

88. a plank in plan. 

89. I just try in this basis. 

90. That' s it. a 
47 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 04 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal COJmitive Actions 

Features 
General DescriDtions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

I. I'm looking at something a 
2. that looks like a plan. S 

3. It's very rectilinear G 

4. in the centre of the page. a 
5. Possible, I say, about 12 cm x 12 cm. a 
6. If you imagine a square, F 

7. but don't draw a square. F 
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8. Draw the top line of the square G 

9. and the left hand side G 

10. of the square. 

11. So you got a inverted L. 

12. From the right hand end G 

13. of the top line of the square, G 

14. it's a corridor 

15. about a cm wide, G 

16. comes down G 

17. about half way G 

18. of the right hand side G 

19. of the square. 

20. From the left hand side G 

21. there is axes 

22. running horizontally G 

23. across the page. G 

24. Goes to the centre G 

25. of the left hand side G 

26. of the ima~ined square 

27. and it's about 14 cm. G 

28. That terminates in a small square, 

29. which could represent a tower 

30. or some thin~. 

31. If the square is splat into Quarters, 

32. it's not, but if is split into Quarters, G 

33. the bottom left hand quarter G 

34. is then subdivided into four bases G 

35. below the axes, 

36. which runs across. G 

37. So you have the inverted L 

38. with the corridor running 

39. from left to right G 

40. and then up G 

41. to close in a rectangle. 

42. The corridor 

43. beginning in the centre G 

44. of left hand side, G 

45. below that you have four bases G 

46. which take about half of the width G 

47. of the square 

48. to fill up the quarter. G 

49. The central corridor 

50. terminates in a square, 

51. which could represent a tower. 

52. The bottom right hand comer G 

53. is made up by double thickness lines 

54. which bring ~ou up to the corridor 

55. and the single thickness line 

56. take you across to the base G 

57. on the bottom hand comer. G 

58. Probably the better I can. G 
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33 14 13 1 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 04 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriotions Descriotions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1. It's a more abstract image. G G 

2. Again to the centre of the page. G 

3. Think it's a sort of representing trees, S 

4. possible. R 

5. But the trees are draw in a way it is ... S 

6. if you draw a arrow S 

7. without taking your hand off the paper G 

S. by drawing straight up G 

9. and then down G 

10. a short way a 45 degrees. G 

II . If you stop there G 

12. without complete the arrow, S 

13. that's the sort of way trees are represented. S 

14. So bit like a 'barb' fishing coco' S 

15 . or something like that. R 

16. Straight line up G F 

17. and then str(!ight line down G F 

IS. around about 45 degrees. G 

19. Some of this trees base S 

20. the line is on the right G F 

21. some of them the line is on the left. G F 

22. They vary on sizes. G 

23. The tree is then sits S 

24. on two sort of circular elliptical shapes F 

25 . but not true ellipses F R 

26. but almost. R 

27. Try to draw a square, F 

28. sOrTYJ a rectangle. F R 

29. Above these arrows S 

30. there is a circle. F 

31. The circle is drawn in the corner G F 

32. of the page. G 

33. See a quarter of the circle. F 

34. So you start with an elliptical shape, F R 

35. but not true ellipse F R 

36. but almost R 

37. if it change to a rectangle F 

3S. with round corners. G 

39. It's about 5 or 6 em across G 

40. and 2 em high. G 
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41. Above that G 

42. there is a slight large G 

43. rectilinear elliptical shape 

44. probably, 

45. and half bigger G 

46. and 1,5 cm width G 

47. and I em taller G 

48. than the previous one. 

49. Separated by just I cm. G 

50. There are ten sort of trees G 

51. or vertical elements. 

52. 5 with the arrows facing one way G 

53. and 5 face other way. G 

54. I have to go through one by one. 

55. The first one is drawn G 

56. in the bottom ellipse G 

57. over the left hand side, G 

58. into the first ellipse. 

59. The strai2ht line 

60. goes into the first ellipse 

61. and then it pass it G 

62. and strai2ht down G 

63. to the right. G 

64. The next one starts in the bottom ellipse G 

65. and !toes up G 

66. through the second ellipse, 

67. above it about a em G 

68. and down to the left. G 

69. The next is slight slanted G 

70. to the left, G 

7 I. but again starts in the bottom elliose, G 

72. ~oes uo through the second ellipse G 

73. neariDJt to the left. G 

74. Goes further G 

75. beyond the last tree 

76. and down to the left. G 

77. The next one is just the same G 

78. but straighter G 

79. and sli~t shorter. G 

80. The next one is taller, G 

81. straighter G 

82. and lease to the right. G 

83. Just by the top G 

84. of that one to the right G 

85. and above it G 

86. is the circle. 

87. The last tree element 

88. in the bottom ellipse 

89. is on right hand side G 

90. and goes up about the same ril'tht G 

91. as the second one G 
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92. that I described 

93. and down to the left. G 

94. Then there are tree elements 

95 . that start in the second elliptical shape 

96. above the first. G 

97. The first is right over G 

98. the left hand side G 

99. and comes up about 3 or 4 cm G 

100. and the arms to the right. 

101. Next tree element 

102. is about l!. of the way G 

103. towards the right. G 

104. It ' s about the same size G 

105. to the others again 

106. the arm to the right. 

107. Final tree element 

108. in the second ellipse 

109. is right over G 

110. the right hand boundary G 

Ill. and again the top right boundary 

112. and the same size G 

113. as the previous one G 

114. but the arm to the left. 

115. Final tree element 

116. is above the second ellipse 

117. so touching any ellipse 

118. about the centre of the group G 

119. horizontally. G 

120. It is about the same size G 

121. of the last tree group 

122. with arm to the right. 

123. Finally in the top left hand comer G 

124. of the sketch 

125. there is a curve, 

126. which is almost a quarter of the circle 

127. that's been drawing off the page. G 

128. So it's a quarter of the circle without 

129. just peering the circumference line. 

130. It's the better. G 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 05 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descrintions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posii View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 
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1. The image is black lines G 

2. on white paper. G 

3. It takes about 113 whole length G 

4. full paper. G 

5. Starts on the centre G 

6. the same proportion as Al G 

7. but it tend portrait G 

B. in the centre of the page. G 

9. So start 1/3 size of the image. G 

10. It doesn ' t have an out line G 

11 . but it compared a black line. G 

12. A circle 

13. in the top right hand comer G 

14. of the space. G 

15. In the top left hand comer G 

16. there' s a semi circle. 

17. Then at the bottom G 

lB. there are two oblong circles 

19. one above the other G 

20. taking the most space G 

21. of the area originally described. 

22. There is one size on the bottom G 

23 . and other in the top. G 

24. Oblongs going width ways G 

25. and there are ten vertical lines G 

26. that look like number one 

27. or number seven. 

2B. Straight lines 

29. that come down about the toP. G 

30. That's all on this page. G 

31 . So basically composed: G 

32. circle the top right hand, G 

33. semi circle top left hand. G 

34. Two oblong circles at the bottom. G 

35. Several black lines in the centre. G 

36. All right up G 

37. with ticks on the top, 

3B. like number ones. 

39. That's ok. G 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 05 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1. It's about a square G F 
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2. from the centre of the pa~e again. G 

3. Taking about half offormat A4. G 

4. Again it's black lines G 

5. in white paper. G 

6. It's quite architectural, 

7. it's quite sketch. 

8. This one is a quite large square 

9. in sketch format. 

10. Often the large square, 

11. draw a line ~oing horizontally G 

12. throulth the centre of it G 

13. and then vertically G 

14. throulth the centre of it G 

15. goes down, G 

16. goes down G 

17. not in the top half. G 

18. So you got like a rectan~le 

19. in the top G 

20. with two squares 

21. in the bottom. G 

22. On the lower left hand side square G 

23. draw another two horizontal lines 

24. dividing into three. G 

25. This is also contained in the first large square. 

26. Again in the bottom left hand square G 

27. you created in this large square. 

28. In the top third of that portion G 

29. draw a cross 

30. on the left hand side G 

31. in that top third. G 

32. A sketch cross. 

33. Look at the square as a whole again, G 

34. look at the top right hand side G 

35. of that square 

36. about a quarter of the way in, G 

37. from the top line coming down, G 

38. draw a vertical line down 

39. only at the half point of the square. G 

40. Then two horizontal small lines 

41. in the top portion G 

42. of the area yOU just mock off. 

43. Hard complicated, isn't it. 

44. Look back at the square as a whole. 

45. Draw a line coming out 

46. from just below G 

47. the centre of the square, G 

48. coming out of the square G 

49. to your right hand side. G 

50. So way right hand. G 

51. So coming out G 

52. to your right hand side, G 
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53. out of the page. G 

54. There are two lines 

55. like a 'prouk' 

56. coming out of the square. G 

57. At the end of it G 

58. draw a small box, 

59. attached to the end. G 

60. Go back at the large square as a whole. 

61 . Go down to the bottom left hand comer G 

62. of the square. 

63. The other side now. G 

64. Just extend the left wall 

65. of the square 

66. slight further down. G 

67. Just make down bit longer G 

68. and then draw a oblong 

69. coming out G 

70. under the larger square. 

71. So almost the replicate the third G 

72. you divided in the block 

73. of square originally. 

74. So it's a small portion G 

75 . coming out ' G 

76. the bottom left hand side G 

77. of the large square. 

78. On this is a oblong box. 

79. It's quite sketch, 

80. nothing is Quite exact. 

81. I think it's the better. G 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 06 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

I. It's a architectural sketch. S 

2. Looks like a plan. S 

3. Basically a square F 

4. in the middle of the page, G 

5. about 10 cm on each side, G 

6. with some division G 

7. dividing into two rectangles. F 

8. The division is going across the middle G 

9. of the square F 

10. horizontally. G 
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11. The lower rectangle 

12. is alZain subdivided into two squares 

13. with a vertical line. 

14. Basically it is the layout of the thing. G 

15. About one cm down G 

16. from that first horizontal division that you drew, G 

17. there is a line 

18. sticking out the side of the rectan~le, G 

19. which is double line. 

20. So it's a cm down that line a G 

21. and sticks a cm into the rectangle G 

22. and three cm out the rectangle. G 

23. There is a little square 

24. in the end of that. G 

25. Like a light spot. 

26. That little square 

27. is about one cm square. 

28. On the top half square, G 

29. the top rectangle 

30. that hasn't be subdivided yet. G 

31. There is a line down on side, 

32. a vertical line down on side 

33. dividing a one cm width stick, G 

34. a vertical one, G 

35. on the end of that rectanl!ie 

36. inside the big square. 

37. Just to recap: 

38. In the big square, 

39. we have it divided 

40. into two long rectangles, 

41. top and bottom. G 

42. We have a little fly 

43. what looks like a light spot 

44. in the bottom one. G 

45. We have a little stick 

46. in the top one. G 

47. The bottom G 

48. of those two long rectangles 

49. is subdivided into two squares. 

50. The left hand of these two squares G 

51. I iust mentioned, 

52. is now divided into three G 

53. with horizontal lines, 

54. so it's about .. .1 don't know ... 

55. equally divided into three G 

56. horizontal divisions G 

57. by two lines. 

58. If you can take two of those G 

59. new 10nJ~ rectanjzles 

60. iust created on those subdivisions, G 

61. a little third G 
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62. basically draw two of those G 

63. on the bottom G 

64. ofthat square. 

65 . So also sticking out G 

66. of the big square. 

67. Going back again. G 

68. Big square, 

69. subdivided into two long rectangles, 

70. top and bottom. G 

71. On the top one you have a little stick 

72. on the side, G 

73. on the right hand side. G 

74. At the top of that, G 

75. inside this little stick, 

76. there is something approaching vertically G 

77. its relation pattern. G 

78. A kind of pipe out about a cm. 

79. Going back again. 

80. Big square. 

81. Two horizontal rectangles. 

82. Left hand square of lower rectangle, 

83. the top comer of that little rectangle, G 

84. its got a cross. 

85. A veryquickly cross 

86. about a cm square 

87. on its left hand end. G 

88. As a multiplication sign. 

89. Nothing too neat. 

90. A line going from there, 

91 . horizontally from the right hand side G 

92. of that cross, 

93. more or less to that subdivision G 

94. that I mentioned, 

95. of these two rectangles 

96. on the bottom rectangle 

97. of the big square. 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 06 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Cond 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1. It is more a tri-dimensional picture S 

2. or what it seems. R 

3. ll1ere is a rectangle which is just ... F 

4. it is not drawing R 
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S. but part of the print, G 

6. sitting on middle of the pa~e. G 

7. It's a lon2line rectan2le 

8. about ten cm width G 

9. and about fifteen cm high. G 

10. That IS the frame of what you will draw. G 

11. At the bottom of that rectangle G 

12. there is some sort of ... G 

13. basically it is an oval shape 

14. but being flatting G 

15. in this distinct hand drawin2. G 

16. Not really oval at all 

17. but more sausage. 

18. Above that G 

19. there is a slightly fat of that. G 

20. The first sausage 

21. is about two cm high G 

22. and stretch most of the width G 

23. and it is centered. G 

24. Most of the width of the rectangle. 

25. The second sausage 

26. is about three cm high, G 

27. sli~tly longer G 

28. and slightly square at the end. G 

29. Too left hand comer G 

30. of the rectangle 

31. we have a Quarter of circle 

32. about two cm in radius. G 

33. The quarter circle 

34. has a 90 degrees angle G 

35. with the rectangle that you just drew. 

36. Opposite that, G 

37. on the top right hand comer, G 

38. we have a little circle 

39. about 1,5 cm in diameter, G 

40. not radius but diameter. 

41. That sits basically opposite G 

42. the quarter of circle, 

43. that quarter arc. 

44. Sticking out of this, G 

45. if you think the two sausages, 

46. they look like tolls 

47. of water or something. 

48. So 823in tri-dirnension on what you drew. 

49. Stickin2 out then, G 

50. there are a lot of almost vertical lines. 

51. Out of the first sausage G 

52. we have six lines. G 

53. I should go from left to the right. G 

54. Very equal stages G 

55. across the vertical rectangle rou2hly. 
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56. They still have different bits G 

57. of depth of this part that IS going back. G 

58. The first one is a vertical line 

59. that starts near the left hand end G 

60. of the sausage 

61. and goes up about 4 em. G 

62. The second one another em longer G 

63. and further back G 

64. goes up 5 em G 

65. and sticks sli2htly up to the left. 

66. The next one again a em far from that. G 

67. Same position on the depth G 

68. of the sausage, 

69. sticks out about 8 em G 

70. and sliJdttly to the left. G 

71. One after that is very close G 

72. but is based towards the front G 

73. of the sausage, 

74. goes up strai2ht about 8 em , G 

75. so on the rectangle 

76. becomes lower that last line, 

77. because it's close to the front G 

78. of the sausa2e. 

79. Next one along a em, G 

80. same death in the sausage, 

81. up ten em. G 

82. That's coming iust about the circle, G 

83. which you drew at the top right hand comer 

84. of the rectangle. 

85. The last one is right on the right edge G 

86. of sausage, 

87. slightly to the ri2ht G 

88. with depth about 5 em. G 

89. Now on top of each of those, G 

90. there is another line 

91. that's comin2 down G 

92. about 45 desuees for about a em. G 

93. On the first, line is to the right. 

94. Second line is to the left. 

95. Third line is to the left. 

96. Fourth line to the left. 

97. Fifth line to the right. 

98. Sixth line to the left. 

99. That's the little line coming down. 

100.On the baek sausa2e 

101. we have three of these vertieallines. 

1 02. The first one on the extreme left hand end G 

103. towards the front of the depth G 

104. of the sausage. 

105.This is about 4 em, G 

106. comes down to the right G 
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107. that 45 degrees line. G 

108. The next one in this sausage 

109. is between, apparently G 

liD. between because of the perspective, G 

IIl. is between the fifth and the sixth lines G 

11 2. of the first sausage. 

113 . Middle of that second sausage, 

114. up about Scm, G 

l iS. down to the right 45 degrees G 

116. and one cm. G 

117. At the very last one G 

118. on the extreme right hand end G 

119. of the sausage, 

120. towards the back of the depth G 

121. ofthis second sausage, 

122. up about 5 Col G 

123. and down 45 degrees G 

124. one cm to the left. G 

125.And finall y between the third and forth lines G 

126. of the first sausage, 

127. we have another line, 

128. which doesn ' t have space G 

129. in one of the sausages 

130. but is in fact in the background, G 

131. a Col above the back sausage. 

132. Going straight up 4 Col, G 

133. coming down to the right G 

134. of that 45 degrees line, G 

135. one cm down to right G 

136. 45 degrees. G 

137. I think that 's it. G 

138. Hang on. 

139. There is a little scribble on the toP. G 

140.That is si lly. 

141.That' s all. G 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 07 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriotions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1. If you have your paper portrait, G 

2. in the top right hand comer G 

3. draw a circle. F 

4. Top right. G 

5. TIlen on the left hand comer, G 
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6. at the top, G 

7. draw a kind of quarter of circle, 

8. but it is the bottom right G 

9. of the circle. 

10. Do you see what I mean? 

11 . Just like a arc or something. 

12. Right at the bottom of the pa~e, G 

13. if you imagine a kind of portrait format , R 

14. I want you to draw a kind of long oval shape. 

15. It has rounded edges. G 

16. Right across the bottom, G 

17. like oblong shapes. 

18. This is all 20 by the way. 

19. After you done that 

20. I want you to draw a vertical line 

21. and there are six of these G 

22. and they all coming out G 

23 . of this oblong shape. 

24 . Draw a vertical line up 

25. and them, it's like a up side down tick 

26. with a little stalk bit 

27 . at the top. G 

28. If you draw nine of them, G 

29. it's kind a Quite arbitrlll}' here and there. G 

30. All comin~ out of this oblong shape G 

31 . at the bottom. G 

32. So there are nine of those. G 

33. All different length. G 

34. So near to the top circle, G 

35. some halfway, G 

36. some in the middle. G 

37. On the top oblong shape you drew, 

38. at the bottom G 

39. there is another oblong shape 

40. a bitiust above it. G 

41. a little bit longer G 

42. and a littler bit bigger. G 

43. After you done that second oblong shape, 

44. there are three of those up side down ticks 

45. coming from it. G 

46. One on the left G 

47. and two on the right. G 

48. After you done that, 

49. there is one more up side down tick. 

50. If you start in the middle of the page, G 

51 . right in the middle, G 

52. iust draw a up side down tick there. 

53. That's all on this drawing. G 
" 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 07 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1. This is a lot different to the first one. G 

2. Nothing rounded, G 

3. all kind of plane shapes. G 

4. If you just draw a big square, F 

5. probably the size of A4 format, G 

6. a bit A4 square. F 

7. The bottom left corner G 

8. of this square, F 

9. I want you to draw a rectangle F 

10. underneath it G 

11. and halfway of the square. F 

12. If you not mean, R 

13. the width is half the square G F 

14. and the deep of this extra rectangle G F 

15. at the bottom. G 

16. It's only about an eight G 

17. of one of the length G 

18. of the square. F 

19. So I want you to draw a line F 

20. straight across the middle of square, G F 

21. so dividing it into two. G 

22. Know the rectangle that you drew F R 

23. in the bottom left corner? G 

24. If you rotated it 90 degrees, G 

25. so you have a vertical rectangle. F 

26. I want you to draw one G 

27. at the top right ofthis square. G F 

28. On the right hand side G 

29. of this square, F 

30. of this big square, F 

31. I want you to draw ... not, ignore that. R 

32. The line in the middle G F 

33. of the square that you drew, F R 

34. draw another line underneath it. G F 

35. The same width G 

36. as the rectangle you 've been drawing, F R 

37. so it's a double line, F 

38. parallel line underneath that. G F 

39. After you done that, R 

40. on the right hand side G 

41. of the square, F 

42. I want you to extend that second line, F 

43 . the one further down, G 

44. extend that line F 
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45. by a third of the square. 

46. On the end of that extended line, G 

47. I want you to draw another square, 

48. but this square is the same width 

49. as the rectanl!.le, 

50. the short width of the rectangle. 

51. So yoU Rot like a big square 

52. with the line sticking out G 

53. and a little SQuare 

54. on the end of it, G 

55. on the right hand side. G 

56. What else is there? 

57. You know the right hand comer, G 

58. right top comer of big square, G 

59. there is a rectangle. 

60. At the top of the rectangle, 

61. inside the rectangle, 

62. there is a scribble. 

63. There is a S shape, 

64. a scribble, 

65. but is actually a reverse of a S shape. 

66. If you mirror a S, 

67. that is what you need to draw 

68. on the top of the rectanl!.le. 

69. The top half comer, G 

70. not the top, sorrY. G 

71. If you look at the left hand side G 

72. of the big square, 

73. the line down there, 

74. just underneath the line you drew 

75. across the square, G 

76. dividinR into two, G 

77. puttinJ;t a cross 

78. just underneath that line, G 

79. in between the two~arallellines G 

80. on the left hand side. G 

81. Just do it like a cross. 

82. If you look at the bottom half the SQuare, G 

83. ignore the second line you drew. 

84. If you divide the square into three, 

85. so the whole thing is in six divisions. G 

86. Just look at the bottom left comer of those G 

87. I'll start al!.ain. 

88. You divide the square into half, 

89. the top half and the bottom half. G 

90. The bottom half, divide again. G 

91. So draw a line, 

92. so it becomes quarters. G 

93. In the bottom left comer, G 

94. you got a quarter of the square. 

95. Divide that into three, G 
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96. so you got one line there. 

97. Then draw a second line, 

9S. so you got thirds now. G 

99. Again it is all horizontal lines. 

100. I think it's about it. G 

48 
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F 

R 

F 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 08 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 
Features 

General Descriptions Descriptions ReOective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive Fonnal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1. It's a free hand sketch. S 

2. Looks like a plan. S 

3. A square. F 

4. Halfway down the square G F 

5. look like a kind of corridor. S 

6. With an extra square F 

7. attached on the right. G 

S. Above the corridor G S 

9. on the right, G 

10. along the right hand side G 

11 . of the square F 

12. there is.a kind of section S 

13. that is very small corridor S 

14. with the length of the square. F 

15. In the main square F 

16. there are also another small rectangle F 

17. which is to the bottom left hand, G 

IS. just off a little bit G 

19. to the main square. F 

20. In the central corridor S 

21. that I described R 

22. in the middle of the square G F 

23. there are a lot of scribbles. F 

8 10 7 1 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 08 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions ReOective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol Judgme Remem Reflect Recap 
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1. It is another free hand sketch 

2. but not architectural sketch of a building. 

3. Starts in the top left G 

4. with a Quarter of a circle. 

5. A bottom quarter of the circle. 

6. Top right G 

7. the full circle 

8. but much smaller G 

9. then the other circle 

10. which is incomplete. G 

11 . At the bottom of the page G 

12. you got a kind of oval 

13. type pound shape, 

14. which is full width of that. G 

15. Above that pound G 

16. you got a slighter big one G 

17. but more rectangular one. G 

18. The any other thing are ten lines. G 

19. All have like a tick G 

20. on the top of them. G 

21 . All the ticks go in different directions 

22. and have different sizes. G 

23. The first tick start to the left, 

24. Quite small G 

25. and the tick go to the right. 

26. TIle second tick is much bigger 

27. and the tick go other way, 

28. to the left. G 

29. Another tick is almost near the circle 

30. and then three smaller ones. G 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 09 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriotions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1. The first sketch S 

2. is based around a fairly small square F 

3. about 3 inches long each side G 

4. based in the middle G 

5. of the sheet of paper. G 

6. There is a horizontal line F 

7. dividing the top and the bottom part G 

8. of the square, F 

9. so at the bottom of the square F 

10. there is a vertical line F 
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11 . dividing those two halves. G 

12. In the bottom left hand quarter G 

13. of that square 

14. there are two horizontal lines 

15 . dividing roughly into three parts. G 

16. In the top right hand comer G 

17. of the large square 

18. there is one vertical line 

19. giving a small rectangle 

20. roughlv equal in size to the three G 

21. in the bottom left hand comer G 

22. of the main square. 

23. The length of three rectangles G 

24. in the bottom left hand comer G 

25. of that main square 

26. is another small rectangle 

27. slightlv longer G 

28. in line with the left hand edge G 

29. of the main square 

30. and slightly below the main square. G 

31. If vou imagine the horizontal line 

32. dividing the top and bottom half G 

33. of this main square 

34. oroiect it out about an inch G 

35. this fOmlS the top right hand comer G 

36. of the small square, 

37. each side of that square 

38. is roughly the same as the width G 

39. of the small vertical back G 

40. in the top right comer G 

41. of the main square. 

42. Right across G 

43. from this small square to the big square 

44. 3 inches either side of the horizontal lines 

45. in the bottom right hand comer G 

46. ofthat mains square 

47. near the top G 

48. is another one small G 

49. horizontally placed G 

50. rectangle slightly smaller than the twig 

51. in the bottom left hand comer G 

52. of the main square. 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 09 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriotions Reflective Descriotions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol JUdgnl Remem Reflect Recap 

· Ok here we have another fairly small sketch S 

· in total its about 2 and a half inches wide G 

· and about 4 inches tall. G 

· Occupying the top right hand comer G 

· of this space G 

· is a small circle F-

· about two thirds of an inch G 

· across maybe a Quarter of an inch G 

· across from the right hand side G 

O. in the top of this imaginary rectangle. G F 

I. In the top left hand comer of this G 

2. a Quarter of a circle F 

3. coming from the top left hand comer G 

4. coming downwards G 

5. and right maybe about an inch. G 

6. In the bottom area of the sketch G 

7. at most about 3 quarters an inch tall G 

8. is a sort of flat oval F 

9. extending most of the width G 

O. of that sort of2 and half to three inches. G 

1. Above this G 

2. is a slightly taller G 

3. and more rectangular shape F 

4. but with rounded comers, G 

5. then coming from these two oval shapes F 

6. are a bright in a bowl S 

7. a near vertical lines F 

8. each one been a small line F 

9. coming from the top G 

O. so it makes a sort of half of a single arrow. S 

1. There are 10 of these in total G 

2. at various heights and with G 

3. various heights G 

4. is of small lines coming up F 

5. with big lines. F 

6. I think that's all again. G 

24 11 3 0 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 10 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgme Remem Reflecti Recap 

1. The thing you are going to draw is a plan. S 

2. Basically it is a plan. S 

3. It ' s rectilinear. F 

4. Two straight walls S 

5. at 90 degrees angle. G 

6. Very rough the two walls. S 

7. One of them are two-thirds of the other. G 

8. On the other side, G 

9. this is small open. S 

10. 111ere is one large space, S 

II . I think should be a bedroom S 

12. or what looks like a walking S 

13. and wardrobe. S 

14. On the other side of this space G 

15. there are a lots of scribbles F 

16. but I'm not sure. R 

17. Basically taking your drawing G 

18. from the north, G 

19. these walls at north and west side S 

20. are big blocks, S 

21. quite thickness on the plan. S 

22. On the other side is more open. S 

23. There is a large space F 

24. on the north and west, G 

25. which is the whole size of north wall S 

26. and half size of the west wall. S 

27. There is another small space, S 

28. which goes on the under west, G 

29. to west wall S 

30. to half way to the north wall. S 

31 . That wall S 

32. is then in the bottom then south. G 

33. There is another space, G 

34. which connection to that G 

35. follows the each wall S 

36. which is a continuation of the other room. S 

37. Then halfway down G 

38. on the east wall, S 

39. there is a wall S 

40. iust outside the space G 

41. with a square box F S 

42 . on the end of it. G 

43 . That's all. G 
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15 4 24 1 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 10 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Ve.rbal COlmitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions ReOective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fonnal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1. It's not architectural drawing. S 

2. Looks very challenger any way. R 

3. The best way to describe R 

4. is that it's looks like a sea. S 

5. There's a circle F 

6. in the top right-hand corner G 

7. that is suppose to be a moon S 

8. or sun. S 

9. There is another large quarter of the circle, F 

10. it's quite large G 

II. and is the section of the circle, F 

12. which goes to the top left hand comer. G 

13. Just a quarter of the circle. F 

14. Down to the bottom of the picture G 

15. there are, I think, R 

16. what must be two pounds maybe. S 

17. Two kinds of rectangular boxes, F S 

18. but it are not exactly rectangles. F R 

19. Shape of a Lakeland S 

20. with cute edges. G 

21. Some sort of sticks S 

22. straight sticks up S 

23. with a line attached, F 

24. coming to the top of it G 

25. and angle about 60 degree G 

26. from the horizontal G 

27. and about 30 degrees G 

28. with the vertical. G 

29. So I think R 

30. it must be a representation of a plant. S 

31. Must be sticks in a pound. S 

32. Looks like basically pounds and sticks. SS 

33. They look like that. G 

11 7 13 5 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 11 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1. It's an A size fonnat. G 

2. It 's a series of lines. F 

3. There is no fill G 

4. just straight lines. F 

5. some curve lines. F 

6. An imaginary scene S 

7. of reeds around the lake, SS 

8. over the lake. S 

9. Towards the bottom of the page, G 

10. for about halfway down, G 

11 . there are two oblongs F 

12. with curved comers. G 

13. The top one of two G 

14. is slightly bigger than the bottom one. G 

15. The bottom is slightly more rounded. G 

16. You got these two oblongs, R 

17. which I think are lakes S 

18. at the bottom of the page. G 

19. The top right G 

20. there is a small circle, F 

21. which is probably the sun. S 

22. The top left G 

23. there is a quarter of the circle, F 

24. which is bigger than the other circle, G F R 

25. which is the sun. S R 

26. It's about a quarter of the page in radius. G 

27. It's quite suit curve. F S 

28. Then you got the same sticks S 

29. from the lake S 

30. going up G 

31 . with the tails on it. S 

32. Have you start drawing? R 

33. I'll probably continue through the sticks. S 

34. You got ten sticks. S R 

35. Some of them stan in the bottom lake, G S 

36. some start in the top lake. G S 

37. One of them is just floating. S 

38. They got like a little stalk S 

39. pointing diagon ally down, G 

40. even left or right G 

41. from the top of it. G 

42. They are a straight line F 

43. and then have a little stalk S 

44. coming down. G 
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45. I'll start from the left. 

46. In the upward of the two lakes, 

47. there is a small one joining 0 

48. about halfway the I'age, 0 

49. starts the left edge oithe lake. 0 

50. Goes up. 0 

51. It's quite short G 

52. and got a little stalk 

53. and ~oes down 0 

54. to the ri~t of the top. 0 

55. The next one to the right, 0 

56. starts in the bottom lake 

57. and goes up G 

58. and doesn't go pass the top lake. G 

59. IUoes iust a little bit in the next lake G 

60. and its tail goes down 

61. to the riWtt. 0 

62. The next one to the right 0 

63. starts on bottom lake 

64. and goes up through the next lake G 

65. and stops about the middle of the page. G 

66. Its taillZoes back to left downwards 

67. in between the last two stalks. 

68. The next one to right again G 

69. is the same as the last one. 

70. Starts in the bottom lake, 

71. goes UP nearly to that quarter G 

72. and then down to the left. G 

73. Then we have one to right of that, G 

74. which is floating. 

75. This one starts above the top lake 0 

76. about halfway the page, G 

77. ~oes up G 

78. and then the tail goes down 

79. to the right G 

80. in about middle of the page. G 

81. Then we have one straight G 

82. in the centre of the page, G 

83. startinR in the bottom lake 

84. and goes straight up. 0 

85. It doesn't go as high as the last one 0 

86. and its tail goes down 

87. to the left 0 

88. towards the last one. 

89. Then we got the next one to the right, 0 

90. which goes from the bottom lake 

91. all the way up, G 

92. the same high as the floating one G 

93. and then down to the right. G 

94. Its tail is Quite close to the sun circle. 

95. The next is a short one, 0 
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96. which starts 011 the top lake this time, 

97 . straight up G 

9S. towards the end of the last tail G 

99. and its tail slightly flat 

100. going to the right. G 

101 . There are two more sticks to go. G 

102. The next one starts in the bottom oblong, 

103 . goes up G 

104. to below the tail of the last one 

105. and its tail goes left 

106. underneath the last one. G 

107. The last one is at the end of the page G 

lOS. on the right of it. G 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 11 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descrintions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Fornlal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1. We've got a very sketchy plan S 

2. of a building probably. S 

3. It's a rough square. F 

4. Start drawing a very sketchy square, F S 

5. nearly full the page G 

6. but slightly to the top left. G 

7. Top and left hand side G 

8. ofthe square F 

9. there' s slightly more emphasis G 

10. with few more scribble pen. F 

II . Become a horizontally line F 

12. crossing the centre of the square, G F 

13. just a straight line across. F 

14. If you imagine it in quarters, G R 

15. at the bottom left hand quarter G 

16. there's two lines F 

17. splitting that quarter into thirds. G 

18. Each of those appears to be walls S 

19. with double lines. F 

20. There is single stalk S 

21. making the bottom, G 

22. dividing the bottom half G 

23. of tile whole square F 

24. into quarters G 

25. and then goes down to the edge. G 

26. Beyond the edge, G 

27. beyond those two bottom lines G F 
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28. there's actually another two lines 

29. out side the square 

30. and the same size. G 

31. The left hand side of the square G 

32. extends to meet the comer G 

33. of those two lines. 

34. Those two lines 

35. out side of the square G 

36. are on the right hand side. G 

37. There's a vertical 

38. but only ioin the two G 

39. out side the square, G 

40. doesn't join with the main square. 

41. There's a little square, 

42. a tine square at the right G 

43. of the whole big square, 

44. in the centre. G 

45. Just below the centre line about, G 

46. with the gap about these two G 

47. of these small s!luares, 

48. so a little square out side. 

49. The thickness of that square, 

50. if you imagine again, 

51. back across the main square, 

52. there is like a width probably G 

53. start away or that sort of bit, G 

54. that is indicated by two lines 

55. goinlZ across the whole square 

56. and going out into the little square. G 

57. There are some scribbles 

58. that have been attached on top of this. G 

59. On the left hand edge, G 

60. just below the centre line G 

61. running horizontally, G 

62. there is like an extra room, 

63. the same size of the small square. G 

64. Next of that, G 

65. still in the bottom quarter, G 

66. is a scribble ofa backwards shape N. 

67. There are more sketchy scribbles 

68. sliclttly to the right, G 

69. which indicate the centre point G 

70. of the whole square. 

71. In the top section of the square, G 

72. ricltt on the right hand side, G 

73. about the width of that small square, G 

74. which is about a eighth of the total, G 

75. there is a line 

76. running vertically G 

77. from about an eighth G 

78. down the middle line. G 
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79. At the top G 

80. of that channel YOU drew before, 

81. there is a backwards-S shaDe. 

82. Like a scribble, 

83. which is like when we draw insulation 

84. or sort like that. 

85. At the bottom rilZht of the square, G 

86. on the vertical side, G 

87. there is extra thickness extra lines. 

88. A bit emphasis at the bottom right G 

89. and the top left G 

90. of the main square 

91. is also emphasis G 

92. where are scribbles like pen. 

93. In the central channel 

94. that runs horizontally, G 

95. below that on the rilVtt, G 

96. below that channel you drew 

97. in the right, G 

98. there is a little small rectanJ!;le 

99. just below the left hand line G 

100. of that channel, 

101. inside that channel 

102. but in the next channel now. 

103. In the right of the square, 

104. on the central line, G 

105. there is the letter D facing down. 

106. Looks like a semi-circle 

107. just out side the main square, G 

108. like a letter D facing down. 

109. At the bottom left of all you drew, G 

110. set out side of the square, G 

Ill. with the left hand edge of the sguare G 

112. rurminJ!; down into the outside lines, G 

113. that's actually like a little line down 

114. just outside of that line. 

115. Between the square and the outside lines G 

116. and that's give ends by little lips 

117. that J!;oinJ!; across horizontally G 

118. to make the small section wall or like this. 

119. Top line of the whole square G 

120. is made about five or six deep strokes G 

121. and its little sketchy bits crossing it 

122. At the bottom middle G 

123. of the main square you drew first 

124. there is a couDle of little sketching, 

125. tine little sketching circles, 

126. which I thinkiust make up comers, G 

127. basically make that comer. G 

128. In the bottom left comer G 

129. of the main square, 
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130. where you drew those two horizontal lines 

131. with double lines, 

132. to the right G 

133. where meeting the next quadrant G 

134. on the right. 

135 . actually one of the lines G 

136. extends about a cm on this page 

137. and goes up G 

138. into that horizontal channel. 

139. That's about it. G 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 12 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive Fomlal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1. I think it 's a plan or some thing, S 

2. but it is very sketchy. S 

3. It's not very clear what it is. R 

4. Basically if you draw a square F 

5. about 6 cm by 6 cm. G 

6. Have you done that? R 

7. Draw a horizontal line F 

8. across the middle of the page. G 

9. On the bottom half G 

10. of that square you splat, F R 

11 . divide that as well G 

12. into half again. G 

13. So you should have one more rectangle F R 

14. and two small squares. F 

15. Then divide the bottom left square G F 

16. into three equal sizes horizontal strips. S 

17. On the top of one of those strips, G S 

18. there is a cross S 

19. tl1at should represent a lift boil S 

20. or some thing occupying tl1e left G 

21. about a third of that strip. G S 

22. In the right of that G 

23. there is a horizontal line F 

24. through the middle G 

25. and a little scribble F 

26. that looks like a sketch S 

27. ofa stair or something. S 

28. On the bottom G 

29. of the large square you drew, F R 

30. there is a furtller long line rectangle. F 
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31. I can't describe it. 

32. Hang on. 

33. You should have a large SQuare 

34. split into two. G 

35. A bottom half split into two. G 

36. Left half split into three strips G 

37. with these things, cross, sketches 

38. that I think represent stairs in plan. 

39. If you go to the bottom G 

40. of your large square, 

41. basically draw a kind of oblong 

42. tine rectangle horizontal. 

43. Starts on the left edge G 

44. of the big square, 

45. but offset on the bottom of it, G 

46. fmished just beyond half way. G 

47. I can't describe that. 

48. The horizontal line 

49. that you drew across the middle 

50. of the large square 

51. there is a long rectangle 

52. in the right half, underneath, G 

53. in the right half of that as well. G 

54. I'm not sure what it represents. 

55. A kind of a gap in the end, G 

56. that kind of long tine rectanjzle 

57. occupying part of that right hand G 

58. little square. 

59. I don't know if it makes any sense at all. 

60. In the bottom of that G 

61. there is a single line 

62. that projects 

63. about one and a half cm out G 

64. of your large SQuare 

65. and finishes G 

66. with kind of a little sort G 

67. of six or seven mm square 

68. on the end ofit. G 

69. Apparently if you look at your large square 

70. that you drew at the start, 

71. at the top half of it, G 

72. there is a long tine rectane:1e 

73. going vertically up G 

74. to the right hand side of that, G 

75. which points ticks 

76. about six or seven, G 

77. of the total size of the width G 

78. of the square you drew initially. 

79. At the right hand side G 

80. there is a bit of scribbles 

81. on the top of that. G 
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G 

36 27 15 14 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 12 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

FomlaJ Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1. The last description, R 

2. the whole thing was quite sketchy, S 

3. this is a single line. F 

4. This one now is still sketchy S 

5. but each line look very definite G 

6. while having rough edges. G 

7. But looks more like 'kall.. .. ' S 

8. representation of something. G 

9. It looks like a sun S 

10. in the top right hand comer of it. G 

11. Just a circle. F 

12. Below G 

13. could be a representation of trees S 

14. or flowers in the vase or something. S 

15. Each of those is drawing as vertical lines F 

16. with a diagonal line F 

17. down from the top of it. G 

18. I don ' t have the engaged drawing accurately G R 

19. !fyou put the page in portrait G 

20. or drawing a rectangle in portrait format , G 

21 . at the bottom G 

22. about fifth of it, G 

23. draw a rough quite long horizontal oval. F 

24. Above that in more space, G 

25. draw another one G 

26. but slight width G 

27. taking a little more space. G 

28. In the top fifth of the space, G 

29. in the top right hand comer, G 

30. draw a circle, F 

31. which is the sun or something. S 

32. On the left hand side of that G 

33. there is a quarter are, F 

34. which cuts the comer of the page. G 

35. Does it make sense? R 

36. !fyou go to the ovals you just drew, F R 

37. in the bottom one, G 

38. there are six of these vertical things, G F 

39. maybe trees or something. S 
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40. Starting from the left, G 

41. in the space, 

42. except the last with double arrows. 

43. Starting from the left, G 

44. the first one goes up G 

45. just below the top G 

46. of the upper oval, 

47. and it has a down diagonal tick, 

48. I suppose, 

49. going down to the right of it. G 

50. The next one goes up G 

51. and finishes a short little way G 

52. above the top oval 

53. and has a left diagonal 

54. on the end of it, G 

55. which is longer than the previous one. G 

56. The next one is vertical, 

57. quite not actually, 

58. and got a slight angle G 

59. from the bottom of it G 

60. and goes left of it G 

61. and finishes with another tick 

62. with the similar length G 

63. of the previous one. 

64. The next on is kind in the middle G 

65. of the oval. 

66. It's not pretty vertical, 

67. and like the previous one 

68. it finishes about % way up the page. G 

69. The next one finishes not far, G 

70. the middle one, G 

71. not far below that G 

72. and again the tick on that 

73. goes to the left. G 

74. The next one is vertical G 

75. and finishes, G 

76. the last one was % G 

77. and that is more like 7/8 way up the page G 

78. and finishes just in the left G 

79. the sun you drew 

80. and the tick on that 

81. goes to the right of it. G 

82. The final one, G 

83. which is big further apart from the others, G 

84. goes up G 

85. about halfway up the page G 

86. and the tick to the left. 

87. The ones coming from the upper oval, G 

88. there are three of them. G 

89. The first one starts on the extreme left G 

90. of the upper oval. 
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91. So in the left G 

92. of all ones you drew previously. 

93. It goes up to about, G 

94. starts from near the bottom oval 

95. and goes up G 

96. from the bottom of that oval length, G 

97. double high of the oval G 

98. and has tick to the right, 

99. diagonal to the right. G 

100. Quite short one. G 

101. The next one from the left G 

102. is between the last one G 

103. on the right, G 

104. in the previous oval. 

105. Starts from the middle G 

106. of the upper oval, 

107. goes up G 

108. about one and a half times G 

109. the size the oval 

110. and has a tick to the right. 

Ill. There is a final vertical one G 

112. on the far right top oval, 

113. which goes to about two· thirds length the page G 

114. and has a tick to the left. 

115. There is more of this vertical things, G 

116. which is not coming from nether of the ovals, G 

117. but kind of flying on the sky. 

118. If you look at the bottom oval 

119. and the vertical element YOU drew, 

120. look at the third and forth one G 

121. to the left. G 

122. It starts between those two G 

123. from above the upper oval, 

124. a distance about half a width G 

125. of the oval format 

126. and goes up vertically G 

127. to sort of the high of the sun. 

128. The bottom G 

129. of the sun you drew before 

130. and has a tick diagonal 

131. to the right. G 

132. So you should have something 

133. that looks a sort of state 

134. with funny diagonals bits on the end, 

135. standing in some oval. 

136. But you know what it is going to be. 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 13 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

I . It's a picture on a portrait page. G 

2. In the top right comer G 

3. there is a circle F 

4. like a sun. S 

5. In the left comer G 

6. there 's a quarter of the circle, F 

7. but much larger. G 

8. Just the bottom right hand comer G 

9. of the circle. F 

10. At the bottom of the page G 

II . there are two G 

12. very roughly drawing rectangles, F 

13. which find across the page. G 

14. Coming out of the rectangles F 

15. there are several vertical lines. F 

16. Smaller at the sides G 

17. and longer at the middle. G 

18. At the top of them, G 

19. they have half arrows, S 

20. a kind of side. G 

21. There is one G 

22. which comes from behind G 

23. the second rectangle F 

24. which is the shorter one. G 

There are actually ten on total. G 

16 7 2 0 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 13 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

1. This is a sketch of a plan. S 

2. Basically a large square in the middle. G F 

3. Very roughly drawing G 

4. with a lot of lines G F 

5. in the top of each other. G 

6. TIl ere is a line F 

7. across the middle of it G 
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8. dividing in half. G 

9. Here is a line very close to it, 

10. which comes out of the square, G 

11. to the right. G 

12. To the end of that line G 

13. there is a smaller rectangle, 

14. which is taller than width . G 

15. Again very roughly drawing G 

16. on the blank G 

17. of the top of it. G 

18. They extend and pass each other G 

19. in the comer. 

20. To the left G 

21. of the rectangle youiust drew, 

22. in the middle of the square, G 

23. there are a couple of crosses, 

24. which make boxes. 

25. There is a line 

26. slower lower than that one G 

27. which is through the square. 

28. And it goes halfway G 

29. from the left, G 

30. connected with the main extruded line. G 

31 . In the bottom left hand comer, G 

32. which is divided off G 

33 . with a tine line. 

34. The things at left G 

35 . are divided in half vertically G 

36. with a couple of lines. 

37. Below that G 

38. there's another rectangle, 

39. which is slightlv spaced away G 

40. from the box. 

41. But connected with that G 

42. with a very sketching line 

43. on the left hand side of it, G 

44. to the bottom left hand comer G. 

45. of the box. 

46. On the top right hand comer G 

47. of the box 

48. there is a vertical line, 

49. which is quite close G 

50. to the right hand side. G 

51 . Right to the top G 

52. there is a kind of shape ofletter two, 

53. which connected both of the lines 

54. of the right hand side. G 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 14 - Description 01 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

I . Have you got an A4 piece of paper in front of you? G 

2. You tum it, so it's horizontal position. G 

3. Right on the centre of the piece of paper G 

4. you have to draw a very sketchy square F S 

5. about eight cm by eight cm. G 

6. Imagine the whole drawing G 

7. is drawing in a grid. S 

8. It's kind of slightly off centre, G 

9. on about three degrees. G 

10. Is that making sense? R 

11. I'm looking at a really sketch. S 

12. A sketch ofa plan basically, S 

13. looks like a sketch for a plan. S R 

14. Probably you need to draw G 

15. one kind ofline very solid, F S 

16. not sketch line F S 

17. through the middle of that. horizontally. G 

18. Let me think. R 

19. It's got like little small sketchy box S 

20. on its right, G 

21 . which is about one and a half em G 

22. in a kind of measurement S 

23. and about four em G 

24. off to the side of the original box. S R 

25. This small electrical on the side, 

26. the top of it, S 

27forwards in line with the line you just drew, F R 

28. draw the centre of it. G 

29. Is that making sense? R 

30. That's look quite sketchy as well , S 

31 . draw like four lines or five or some. G F 

32. Then at the very bottom G 

33. of the main box, S 

34. there is another like rectangle, F 

35. which is longer than thick G 

36.and that is probably about one and a half em high, G 

37. but it extends side ways horizontally G 

38. from the bottom left comer G 

39. of the main box S 

40. and extends out to the right G 

41. by just over like half width G 

42. of the horizontal width G 

43 . of the main box. S 

44. That's kind like the proportions of it, G S 
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45. but it is kind of sat down G 

46. off the main box 

47. by one and a half cm. G 

48. Is that making sense? 

49. Basicallv a rectangle, 

50. slilthtly wide than the half width G 

51. of the main box 

52. and one and a half cm hi2b, G 

53. it's away from the main box G 

54. by about one and a half cm. G 

55. It starts on the bottom left hand comer G 

56. of the main box. 

57. Sticking these same lines 

58. off the small box here. 

59. There is a line connecting it 

60. to the bottom left hand comer G 

61. of the main box. 

62.lfvou imap;ine the flat kind of line 

63. you created in the main box, 

64. on the left hand side, G 

65. just continue it down forwards G 

66. and iust draw the smaller box. 

67. Is that making sense? 

68. If you get back to main box, 

69. in the bottom half G 

70. of the main box, 

71. it has been divided into two G 

72. by a kind of vertical line. 

73. Is like very frame line, 

74. is just one, single one. G 

75. So it's split in half. G 

76. Is that ok? Let me see. 

77. In the main box, 

78. in the bottom half, G 

79. and we are in the left section now. G 

80. Is that making sense? 

81. That section seems to be divided G 

82. in approximately three parts. G 

83. Imagine you drawinj!; a sort of like G 

84. there is a thickness too. 

85. Is divided into three parts G 

86. almost equal but they're not quite, 

87. probably near they are. 

88. It is been divided G 

89. with what probably should be 

90. like wall or kind of like, 

91. with two lines very close, 

92. verY close together but seParated. G 

93. So looks like a wall. 

94. There are two of those G 

95. dividing into three. G 
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96. You got those there? 

97. Did I say that go horizontally? 

9S. Is that all making sense? 

99. In the top third of that section, G 

100. in the bottom left section G 

10 1. of the main box, 

102. is that making sense? 

103. It is divided into three. G 

104. In the top of one of those three G 

105. is somebody's drawing 

106. on the left hand side, G 

107. which again is divided G 

lOS. by probably about three. G 

109. There is somebody's drawing, 

110. a cross in one motion. 

111. So draw a cross 

112. taking about half of the page. G 

113. Just a bit to the right of that, G 

114. there are kinds of signs, but a sort of 

115. just crossing over the centre line G 

116. of the main box. 

117. Imagine a kind of backwards N. 

lIS. starts from ... oh dear it's difficult. 

119. Ifwe were in the main box, 

120. in the bottom quarter G 

121. that we've been working in, 

122. in the top third of that, G 

123. it starts probably along the halfway line G 

124. of that box. 

125. It's about one cm G 

126. from the right hand side of it, G 

127. and then you just drawing 

128. a kind of backwards N 

129. with the top of it G 

130. just crossing over the centre line, G 

131. if you didn't do it already. 

132. Then,just out from that, G 

133. just below that, G 

134. there is a single line 

135. stretching out. G 

136. Starts from the right G 

137. and goes out towards the cross, G 

138. quite reach it. G 

139. From the centre of the cross G 

140. there is a vel)' shorter two cm line 

141. that starts from the centre of the cross 

142. and goes down to the right. G 

143. There is just. very short line crossing both 

144. of those two lines you should just drew. 

145. Is that making sense? 

146. Scrap up it, a bit very difficult. 
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147. If you go back to the top half G 

148. of the main box, 

149. to the right of that you need to draw a line G 

150. that would probably be about two cm G 

151. from the right side G 

152. of the main box. Yep? 

153. Starting from the centre line G 

154. and going up G 

155. to about one cm in the too G 

156. of main box, 

157. is that making sense? 

158. You need to complete that rectan~le 

159. by going it back the riWIt hand side G 

160. of the box. 

161.1 think irs that kind of entrance or some kind. 

162. So there is just a little sort of horizontal line 

163. going across the right hand side, G 

164. no, there is a smaller horizontal line 

165. crossing over that right hand side G 

166. of the main box, 

167. in that little kind ofgap G 

168. in the top of the rectan~le. 

169. Is that making sense? 

170. In the top half G 

171. of the main box, 

172. there is a kind of rectangle thing. 

173. Have you done that? 

174. You should have just drawing a vertical thing 

175. to the right hand side of it. G 

176. Ok, we leave it. 

177. It's not important any way. 

178. This picture is quite ridiculous. 

179. You know the little bit G 

180. like a stalk-tail you just drew? 

181. Ok, that's connected to the main one, G 

182. it's connected to the main plan, 

183. a main plan 

184. what I think it is. 

185. It's connected by two horizontal lines 

186. that again should be 

187. a representation of some kind of wall 

188. from aboye. G 

189. They basically start G 

190. on the satellite box. 

191.On the satellite box 

192. they start from kind of half way down G 

193. on the left hand side G 

194. and probably be about a kind ... 

195. remembering the early walls you drew? 

196. It's probably twice G 

197. of the thickness of one of those. G 
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198. It goes into the main box, 

199. goes about as far as ... G 

200. no, too complicated now. 

201. You got like a main box 

202. divided into what say, what like a wall. 

203. Imagine it divided into quarters G 

204. and got the bottom right comer. G 

205. It extends horizontally G 

206. about halfway G 

207. of the bottom right hand quarter. G 

208. One of those lines continues to about, 

209. the top one of those lines 

210. continues to about one em away G 

211. from the left hand side G 

212. of that right hand quarter. G 

213. Where that finished you connected it back up G 

214. to the centre horizontal line 

215. of the main box. 

216. In the top half of the main box, 

217. I'll ask you to draw a kind of line 

218. about one em away G 

219. from the right hand side. G 

220. Have you got that line? 

221. In the top one, G 

222. in the top right hand box 

223. into the top box, 

224. from the right hand side, G 

225. there is a line that is vertical 

226. about two and a half em G 

227. out from the side of it. G 

228. I think 

229. it's probably what can be seen in that page. G 

230. If you draw a vertical line, 

231. two and a half em G 

232. out from the right side of that section, G 

233. then that extends from the horizontal line G 

234. that divides the entire main box, 

235. up to one em from the top G 

236. of that main box. 

23Then that continues into the right a kind of more, G 

238. and in the end of that G 

239. draw a horizontal line 

240. to make the right side of the box. 

241. There is another horizontal line 

242. about two and a half em G 

243. below that, G 

244. a kind of like cuts off a little room, 

245. a little box. 

246. a kind of rectangle 

247. that has been created there. G 

248. And there are just a width ness signs 
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249. on the middle of it. G 

250 If you imagine thalldnd of rectangle youjn S! drew. 

251. the left line that you drew, 

252. continues down into the bottom half G 

253. of the main box 

254. and running up G 

255. to the two lines you should have drawn 

256. from the satellite box. 

257. There are just two more things, G 

258. one more thing really. G 

259. Take the main one, the main box, 

260. take the box in the bottom left quarter, G 

261. divided into three bits. G 

262. Take the top one of those three. G 

263 . We want the bottom line of that. G 

264. That line extends horizontally 

265. into the bottom right quarter G 

266. of the main box 

267. byabout three or four cm. G 

268. Is that making sense? 

269. There is vertical line 

270. drawing join that line 

271. that comes from the satellite box. 

130 
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S 
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F 

F 

S 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 14 - Description 02 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

Verbal Cognitive Actions 

Features 
General Descriptions Descrintions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgme Remem Reflect Recap 

1. I'll just describe it first. R 

2. I'm looking . t a kind of selection of horizontal, G 

3. sorry a selection of vertical arrows. S 

4. Just draw a kind of one main line F 

5. and two lines even happen. F 

6. Imagine taking away one half G 

7. of the end of the arrow, S 

8. just one diagonal at the end. F 

9. I'm looking at a selection of those G 

10. at different highs G 

11 . and with different lengths G 

12. from the end of it. G 

13. Horizontally pointing upwards, G 

14. but there are slightly angles as well. G 

IS . It looks like a sort of selection G 

16. of reeds or something like. S 

17. Selection of kind of reeds S R 
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IS. by a kind oflakes 

19. or something at night, 

20. but a very abstraction of it. 

21. In the top left hand comer of it G 

22. there is a sort of a quarter of a circle. 

23. Is that making sense? 

24. A line that is a quarter of the circle, 

25.that looks like representing a moon or something. 

26. There is also another complete circle as well, 

27. on the page but up on the right. G 

2S. There is a kind of a couple of ornate 

29. on the bottom of the page. G 

30. So that's all on the picture G 

31. but I'll try to put in a kind of order. 

32. So all the thingS are 

33. There is a selection of those arrows things. 

34. There are ten of those. G 

35. There is circle, 

36. there is a Quarter of the circle 

37. and there are two ornate things as well. 

3S. I think it's a photocopy 

39. or seanner of a A4 sheet of paper. G 

40. Basically it's a line drawing 

41. but I can see a kind of shadow 

42. of the A4 piece of paper. G 

43. Make a kind of invisible A4 sheet of paper G 

44. in the centre ofvour sheet. G 

45. We are talking about this thing G 

46. being about eight cm wide G 

47. by thirteen or fourteen cm high. G 

4S. Is that making sense? 

49. That's the page. G 

50. From the circle or the sun, 

51. is one in the top right hand comer, G 

52. up from the right G 

53. by about one em down from the top G 

54. by about one and a half cm G 

55. and it is about three em in radius. G 

56. No three cm across, 

57. diameter isn't it? 

5S. Yes, sorry three em diameter. 

59. Then a quarter of the circle 

60. Is in the left comer G 

61. and that would be in radius, 

62. probably about something like five cm, G 

63. but if you imagine it starting one em G 

64. from the left side G 

65. and fmishinl!. one cm from the top. G 

66. Taking those two points G 

67. and it's about five cm radius. G 

6S. Is that making sense? 
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69. Ok, let's try this way. 

70. If you take a point 

71. from the top left hand comer, G 

72. one em from the left G 

73. and one cm from the top. G 

74. Imagine drawing a quarter of a circle 

75. with five em radius. G 

76. Is that making sense? 

77. If you have like a par of compasses 

78. and you took the point 

79. one em from eaeh side, G 

80. is the point where you stiek the sharp 

81. and draw a quarter of circle, 

82. so five em out. G 

83. Then we'll go to those two little bits. G 

84. They are sort of like free hand rectangular ovals. 

85. Is that making sense? 

86. There is a smaller one G 

87. that goes about four em in high G 

88. and sits about one em G 

89. on the bottom of the page G 

90. and about one and a half em G 

91. in from each side of the pal!;e. G 

92. And just draw that kind of free hand oval thing. 

93. Is that makinl!; sense? 

94. Have you done that? 

95. Above that G 

96. there is another one of those, G 

97. one em up of the last one G 

98. but slightly more angular G 

99. and slil!;htlY bij!;j!;er as well. G 

100. So just draw another one of those G 

101. but slightly angular and rectangular G 

102. and sliJilitly larl!;er G 

103. above it. G 

104. That's all, I think. G 

105. Exeept that we l!;ot a small piece 

106. of artistic interpretation. 

107. There are ten of them. G 

108. None of them overlap basically. G 

109. The thing is that six of them G 

110. start in the lower rectangle, 

Ill. in the lower kind of rectangular box 

112. and scratch up towards its kind of moon 

113. at the top, G 

114. at different lenlrths. G 

115. There are six of those G 

116. and the central three G 

117. extend up really auite UD the page. G 

118. Almost reach that line 

119. and the two spheres 
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120. in the top. G 

121. They are like missing about one cm, G 

122. the central three of them. G 

123. Two go to the left G 

124. and one goes to the right, G 

125. the arrowhead in the top. 

126. There is one to the right of those, G 

127. on the far right of the rectan)];le 

128. and with the arrow 

129. Iwin)]; to the left, G 

130. but not nearly at all. 

131. There is one on the far left G 

132. of that lower box, 

133. that's short one and, G 

134. if you imagine you drawing a vertical line 

135. that is not even 

136. )];0 beyond the rectan)];le above it G 

137. and the arrow to the right. 

138. One more just to the riszht of that, G 

139. that goes uQ above the rectan)];le, 

140. the second rectangle 

141. and has a very long arrow 

142. that goes to the left. G 

143. There are three more arrows 

144. that start in the rectangle above. G 

145. One is one that in the right to far left G 

146. and just misses the previous you drew 

147. and the arrows go to the riszht 

148. and it's about six cm long maybe. G 

149. There is one in between the two G 

150. furthers right arrows 

151. that start up in the bottom section. G 

152. And that arrow goes to the right 

153. and goes maybe about seven cm. G 

154. There is a far right arrow as well 

155. in the bottom section G 

156. about eight cm high G 

157. and the arrow go to the left. 

158. There is one more G 

159. and that one starts probably about two em up G 

160. from the top of the main rectangle box 

161. and sits between the two of the arrows 

162. that start in the first one G 

163. that we were looking out. 

164. It sits between the imaginary comer G 

165. of the left hand side G 

166. offirst rectangle, 

167. iust between the third and the forth one. G 

168. It extends up about one cm away G 

169. from the quarter of circle 

170. and the arrow )];oes to the riszht. 
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G 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 15 - Description 01 (Non-Architectural sketch) 

J Verbal Cognitive Actions 
Features 

General Descriptions Descriptions Reflective Descriptions 

Segments 
Paper Size Oener Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

FOnlJal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

I . There are two large horizontal shapes 0 F 

2. at the bottom of the page. G 

3. One above the other. G 

4. At the top G 

5. there is a circle, F 

6. at the top right. G 

7. The top left G 

8. there is a quarter of the circle F 

9. with bottom right being visible. G 

10. Is that made sense? R 

11 . From the lower one 0 

12. of the two shapes G 

13 . in the bottom, G 

14. there are six vertical lines F 

15. growing up. S 

16. Not all way, 0 

17. but to different highs. 0 

18. One of this gets to the circle high F 

19. and then go down, G 

20. then taking down G 

21 . a much smaller degree G 

22. at a slight angle. 0 

23. So like up side down tick, S 

24. very small in the page. 0 

25. From the upper shape G 

26. there are three vertical lines, F 

27. all with this up side down tick aspect. S 

28. TIlere is one coming up 0 

29. above this shape, 0 

30. above. G R 

I think that's it. 0 

22 6 3 2 

33 
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DIPLOMA YEAR session 15 - Description 02 (Architectural sketch) 

Verbal COl!uitive Actions 
Features 

General Descriotions Descriptions Reflective Descriotions 

Segments 
Paper Size Genel Concl 
Refer Posit View usive 

Formal Symbol Judgm Remem Reflect Recap 

I . The second one is a large box square. F S 

2. Is like a plan of the building, S 

3. which is fmished square. F 

4. The top on that, G 

5. lines are very slight ticker. S 

6. Horizontally through the middle, G 

7. you have this kind of corridor S 

8. runs of each vertical lines F 

9. of the plan, S 

10. creating a top half and a bottom half. G 

11 . On the top half, G 

12. this rectangle now created, F 

13. has through its right G 

14. a further compartment, S 

15. which is a comer of rectangle. F 

16. So it 's a oblong stretch F 

17. on its right hand side. G 

18. Coming from the middle corridor S 

19. there is a small strip, S 

20. iust out of the square, F 

21 . continuing for maybe a quarter of the length G 

22. of the actual square. F 

23. Just out, very far. G 

24. Further to that there is another square. F 

25. It's a large square F 

26. but still ... forget that, it's indescridibble . R 

27. It ' s a square, F 

28. which is about the same width G 

29. as the corridor, S 

30. coming out the same length G 

31. of the corridor, S 

32. ofthe square. F 

33. To the bottom of the big square, F 

34. there is a ... well draw a line F 

35. from the actual corridor S 

36. on the bottom half ofthe square. G F 

37. Draw a line F 

38. from the middle of the corridor G S 

39. down to the bottom horizontal line G F 

40. of the square. F 

41. Continue this for another half G 

42. or another quarter. F 

43. The same distance as the bit, 

44. iust up the corridor before. G 
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45. From the right-hand wall, 

46. another compartment, 

47. just out of the big square. G 

48. So from that, just draw a line down 

49. towards your left and then coming G 

50. from the left hand wall down, 

51. so they both meet. G 

52. That 's ok. G 

19 

S 

S 

F 

F 

S 

21 15 1 --
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Annex VI 
Drawings from the description task 
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1 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - Drawings from Description Task 

FIRST YEAR GROUP/Session 01 - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING. REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
Uni vtrSity of Sheffield - School of Architectun: • PhD Architecture - Alexandre: Menezes - 2002 

o 

C ___ ) 

c: :;, 

Experiment n- l Description nO , 

FIRST YEAR GROUP /Session 01 - Description 2: Architectural sketch 

EXPEJUMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffield - School of ArchjICcture· PhD Architecture - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 

-
I' Oi 

.1) 

oO '~ 0 0 
0,,0 -

o 
Experiment nO \ Description n° 1. 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 02 - Description 1: Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING. REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffield - School of Architecture - PhD Archileclure - Alexandre Menezc:s - 2002 

.n , 

I I 1 [ 
~ -

, 

~ 

Experiment n° L Description n° \ 

FIRST YEAR GROUP/ Session 02 - Description 2: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING. REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffield - School of Architecture - PhD Architecture - AlcxWldrc Menezes - 2002 

o 

Experiment n° '1- Description nD L 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 03 - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University o f Sheffield - School or Archilecture • PhD ArclUI«.lure - Alexandre Mcnezcl- 2002 
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l ) 

/ 11' 

~ I' ~ , 

/1 , , 

1 I 

Experiment n' 12. Description nO ~ 

FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 03 - Description 2: Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffield - School of Architecture · PhD ArchiteclUre - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 

\ 
\ 

L 

Experiment n' /2. Description n' :z. 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 04 - Description 1: Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffi eld - School of Architecture - PhD Architecture - A1exandre Menezes - 2002 

Experiment nD \.3 Descriplion n' I 

FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 04 - Description 2: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffield - School of Archi1ecture - PhD Architecture - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 

o 

Experiment n' 13 Descript ion n° .2 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession OS - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRlBING 
University of Sheffield - School of Architecture · PhD Archilecture - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 

Experiment n" 1 If Descript ion nO i 

FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession OS - Description 2: Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON r ERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRlBING 
UnivcnilY of Sheffield - School of Archilecture - PhD Arthitec.ture - Alexandre Menezcs - 2002 

~ [] 
X 

( 

Experiment nO , ~ Description nO 2: 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 06 - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
Univc:nity ofSbeffield - School of ArchiIl'Cl\n · PhD Archilec:t\lre - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 

o 
Ij 

Experiment nO \6 Description nO , 

FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 06 - Description 2: Architectural sketch 

EXPERlMEl'IT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
. PhDA.rchi AI ndr M s 2002 University of Sheffield - School of Architecture- lecture - . exA . eneu -

-

-
~ 

I:[q, ir ! 'x:~1r 
t-"-- --- - ---

r--
Experiment nO \ b I Description nO ~ 
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~ 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 07 - Description 1: Architectural sketch 

EXPEJUMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIJlING 
University of Sheffield - School o f Architecture · PhD Architecture - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 
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~ 

Experiment n° IT Description nG 
\ 

FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 07 - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of ShefJield - School o f Arcrulectute· PhD Archi tec·turc: - Alexandre Mc:neus - 2002 

Experiment n° ct Description n° 1., 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 08 - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING. REMEMBERING AND DESCRJBlNG 
Univeniry of Sheffield - School o f Architecture· PhD ArchitectUre - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 

_111 1 1 o 

Experiment n' I ~ Description nO 1 

FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 08 - Description 2: Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING. REMEMBERING AND DESCRJBlNG 
Univc:niry of Sheffield - School of Architectw"C' • PhD Arthilecturt - A1uandrr Menezes - 2002 

.f 

-----------------

Experiment n· J ~ Description n' 2 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 09 - Description 1: Architectural sketch 

EXPERL"IENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University o(Shefficld - School of Archilecrure· PhD ArchitectUre - Alexandrt Menezes - 2002 

Experiment n° 1'\ Description nO ..:L 

FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 09 - Description 2: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffield - School of Archhecnn - PhD Arehilecture - Alexandre Meneus - 2002 

D o 

Experiment n° I' Description n° 2. 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 10 - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffield - School of Architeeture • PhD Architecture - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 

o 

Experimen. n' 1 0 Description nO J 

FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 10 - Description 2: Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffield - School of Architecture· PhD ArchitcctW'C - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 

'-

Experimen' n' 1 () Description n° ~ 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 11 - Description 1: Architectural sketch 

EXPERlMElIT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffield - School of Architecture· PhD Architecture - Alexandre Meneus - 2002 
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~ tiD 
J I 

Experiment n° 1-\ Description n° I 

FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 11 - Description 2: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffield - School of Architecnrc:· PhD Architecturc - Alc.xa.ndre Menezes - 2002 
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Experiment n° 2.\ Description n° 2 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 12 - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
Univenity of Sheffield - School of Architecture · PhD Architecture - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 
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Experiment nO Description nO 

zz 

FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 12 - Description 2: Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEMNG, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffield - School of ArchilectUrC • PhD ArdUtecnre - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 13 - Description 1: Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMEm" ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffield - School of Architecture· PhD Architecture - Alexandre Menezel - 2002 

L 

Experiment nO Description nl) 

FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 13 - Description 2: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMEm" ON PERCEIVING, REMEMIIERING AND DESCRIIlING 
University of Shc:ffieid - School of Archilecture • PhD Architecture - AJexandre Mcner.es - 2002 

Experiment nO 
Z ~ 

Description n° 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 14 - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERlMENl' ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
Universiry o f Sheffield - School of Architecture · PhD Architecture - Alexandre M enezes - 2002 

EXp<rimenl n° z4 Descriplion n° 

FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 14 - Description 2: Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
Univcnily of Sheffield - School of Architecture - PhD Architecture - Alexnndre Menezes - 2002 
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Experiment nO Description n° l 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 15 - Description 1: Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRID ING 
UniveBity of Sheffield - School of Architecture - PhD Architecture - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 

Experimenl n' 25 Description nO , 

FIRST YEAR GROUP ISession 15 - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffield - School of ArchiteC1urt - PhD ArchitcctlR - Alexandre Meneus - 2002 

Experiment n° 2S Description n· 1. 
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2 - DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP - Drawings from Descriptions 

DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 01- Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERrnG AND DESCRIBrNO 
Univenity o f Sheffield - School of Architecture - PhD Architecture - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 

Experiment nO 3 Description Il l) I 

DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 01 - Description 2: Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMllERING AND DESCRIBING 
Univcrsity or Sheffield - School of Architecture - PhD Architecturt - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 
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Experiment n' 2 Description n' Z 
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DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 02 - Description 1: Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University o f Sheffield - School of Architecture· PhD Architecture - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 
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Experiment n· + Description nO J 

DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 02 - Description 2: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REME.\ffiERING AND DESCRIBING 
University ofShcfIicld - School of Architecture · PhD Architecture - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 
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Experimenl n· + Descript ion n' "2.. 
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DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 03 - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPERlMENT ON PERCEIVTNG, REMEMBERJNG AND DESCRlSTNG 
Univenity o f Sheffield - School of Architecture · PhD Alch.ilecturc - Alc.xnndre Mmez.e.s - 2002 

Q 

Experiment n° .s Descri pt ion n' I 

DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 03 - Description 2: Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
Univenity of Sheffield - ~hool of Arc.hileCfW'e - PhD Archilet:tln - Alen.ndre Mcneus - 2002 
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Experiment n· 5 Description nO Z 
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DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 04 - Description 1: Architectural sketch 

EXPERlMENT ON PERCEIVING. REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING 
University of Sheffield - School of Archilectw"e • PhD Architecture - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 

Experiment nO ~ Description n" \ 

DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 04 - Description 2: Non-Architectural sketch 

Experiment n° 0 Description n" 2-
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DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 05 - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 

EXPOOMENT ON PERCEIVING, REMEMBERING AND DESCRlBING 
Univenity ofShtffield - School of ArchitectUre· PhD Architecture - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 
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Experiment n° 7 Description n° t 

DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 05 - Description 2: Architectural sketch 

EXPERIMENT ON PERCEIVING. REMEMBERING AND DESC RIBING 
Universil)' of Sheffield - School of Architecture - PhD Architecture - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 
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Experiment n° 1 Description nD 2 
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DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 06 - Description 1: Architectural sketch 

EXPERlMENT ON PERCEIVING. REMEMBERlNG AND DESCRlBINO 
University ofShcffield - School o f ArchilcCIW"C - PhD Architecture - Alexandre Menezes - 2002 
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DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 07 - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 
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DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 08 - Description 1: Architectural sketch 
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DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 10 - Description 1: Architectural sketch 
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DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 11 - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 
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DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 12 - Description 1: Architectural sketch 
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DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 13 - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 
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DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 14 - Description 1: Architectural sketch 
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DIPLOMA YEAR GROUP/Session 15 - Description 1: Non-Architectural sketch 
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1 - FIRST YEAR GROUP - Drawings from Remembering Task 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP/Session 03 - Remembering task 
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FIRST YEAR GROUP/Session 04 - Remembering task 
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Annex VIII 
Summary of findings and results 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Table Vlli.l presents the swnmary of the results for First Year group and Table 

Vlli.2 for Diploma Year group. 

The first column of the tables informs the session for each group. Second 

column shows the descriptions and their contents (NA=Non-Architectural sketch and 

AR=Architectural sketch). The third column is related description times in minutes. The 

fourth column presents the number of segment for each description. The fifth column 

informs the number of verbal cognitive actions. They are divided into G=General; 

F=Features and R=Reflective. The sixth column presents the number of F=Formal and 

S=Symbolic references. Seventh column shows the easiest image to describe. The last 

column presents the ranks for the drawings produced. 
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Table VITI.l : First Year group 

Session Description Time Number Number of 
(Min.) of Verbal Actions 

Segments G F R Total 
FI 1-NA 3.1 43 23 25 3 51 

2-AR 6.8 74 39 49 2 90 

F2 l-AR 8.6 88 39 56 12 \07 
2-NA 2.4 26 14 20 3 37 

F3 1 - NA 9.2 57 33 30 1 64 
2-AR 7.4 60 35 40 5 80 

F4 1-AR 3.4 17 6 13 0 19 
2-NA 7.1 88 42 59 7 108 

F5 I-NA 1.9 31 14 21 2 37 
2-AR 5.0 70 25 55 4 84 

F6 I-NA 2.5 29 18 12 0 30 
2-AR 3.4 35 16 26 1 43 

F7 l-AR 5.5 102 58 52 7 117 
2-NA 7.2 150 95 60 13 168 

F8 1 -NA 2.0 31 13 24 4 41 
2-AR 2.7 37 16 25 0 41 

F9 1 -AR 3.2 40 20 21 3 44 
2-NA 4.4 60 39 24 6 69 

FlO I-NA 11.2 163 106 50 27 183 
2-AR 11.6 153 78 86 16 180 

Fll 1 -AR 6.0 86 41 52 15 108 
2-NA 7.2 123 69 58 12 139 

F12 I-NA 6.8 112 65 48 12 125 
2-AR 6.6 116 51 70 15 136 

F13 1 -AR 7.7 96 56 55 6 117 
2-NA 6.6 89 48 43 7 98 

F 14 
. I-NA 7.0 112 63 46 8 117 

2-AR 9.8 129 72 66 16 154 

F 15 l-AR 3.3 47 25 36 3 64 
2-NA 4.1 68 43 27 4 74 

Formal I Easy Rank 
Symbolic 1 =good 

F S 30 =bad 

9 16 30 
31 18 • 2 

53 3 22 
5 15 • 11 

19 11 - 20 
37 3 - 30 

4 9 29 
36 23 • 23 

15 6 - 18 
43 12 - 24 

2 10 • 22 
18 8 23 

26 26 16 
32 28 • 7 

18 6 - 19 
23 2 - 27 

21 0 7 
23 1 • 8 

38 12 9 
52 34 • 1 

40 12 • 6 
22 36 3 

30 18 - 28 
56 14 - 21 

29 26 - 28 
25 18 - 26 

22 24 - 15 
42 24 - 14 

13 23 4 
13 14 • 27 
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Table vm.2: Diploma Year group 

Session Description Time Number Verbal Formal/ 
(Min.) of Actions Symbolic 

Segments G F R Total F S 

Dl I-NA 4.4 66 41 37 6 84 18 19 
2-AR 6.0 80 38 54 9 101 37 17 

D2 1 -AR 3.8 70 35 40 7 82 33 7 
2-NA 4.1 62 36 30 7 72 13 17 

D3 I-NA 3.3 45 30 18 0 48 12 6 
2-AR 6.6 90 47 48 8 103 35 13 

D4 1 -AR 4.2 58 33 27 2 62 14 13 
2-NA 7.0 130 74 58 13 145 35 23 

DS I-NA 2.4 39 30 14 7 51 10 4 
2-AR 4.1 81 47 41 9 97 30 11 

D6 1 -AR 4.5 97 42 57 18 117 43 14 
2-NA 5.4 141 82 58 11 151 33 25 

D7 I-NA 3.7 53 32 19 4 55 13 6 
2-AR 5.2 100 48 60 18 126 55 5 

D8 l-AR 1.6 23 8 17 1 26 10 7 
2-NA 2.0 30 16 18 1 35 7 11 

D9 I -AR 2.9 52 27 29 0 56 28 1 
2· NA 2.5 36 24 14 0 38 11 3 

D 10 1 ·AR 2.1 43 15 28 1 44 4 24 
2·NA 2.1 33 11 20 5 36 7 13 

DIl I·NA 5.2 108 62 56 12 130 10 46 
2·AR 6.7 139 73 80 13 166 58 22 

D 12 I·AR 5.3 82 36 42 14 92 27 15 
2·NA 7.5 136 77 57 19 153 32 25 

D13 1-NA 1.7 25 16 9 0 25 7 2 
2·AR 3.1 54 34 25 1 60 18 7 

D 14 'I ·AR 17.2 295 130 117 55 302 41 76 
2·NA 11.9 177 93 61 28 182 28 33 

D 15 I-NA 2.6 31 22 9 2 33 6 3 
2·AR 4.4 62 19 36 1 56 21 15 

Easy Rank 
1 =good 
30=bad 

16 
* 18 

5 
* 12 

* 29 
10 

* 20 
10 

* 25 
19 

9 
* 1 

* 4 
11 

* 26 
21 

* 25 
24 

17 
* 17 

* 5 
15 

* 13 
2 

* 14 
8 

3 
* 6 

13 
* 12 
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